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Summer Resorters’
Son Escapes
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in

Two Holland Residents
teceive Garden Awards

Statewide Search

Red

Ordered

Hungary

Albert Sherer
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12, 1951

for

Two Holland residentsare winners of the Garden of the Week
selected by the Holland Tulip
Garden club. They are Bernard
Jensen, 134 West 14th St., and

Man;

Family

Hotel Netherlands

Sent From Budapest

Is

After Prelate’s Trial

Early This Morninf

The son of Castle Park resorten
barely escaped a recent Communist
purge in Budapest. Hungary.
He is Albert Sherer, Jr., son
of Mr. and Mrs. Albert Sherer of
Chicago and Greenwich. Conn. Mr.
and Mrs. Sherer have been vacationersat the Castle at least part
of each summer for the last 30
years.
Their son, who was third secretary of the legation in Budapest,
was ordered out of that country
by the Red regime on July 5. He
was given just 24 hours to pack
the belongings of his family and
get out.
The ouster order involved a controversy that grew out of the spy
trial of Archbishop Josef Groesz.
Communications via telephone
and cable between the son in Austria and his folks in Ameica disclosed that he made it to Vienna,
Austria, with just 40 minutes to
spare under the 24-hour limit. His
wife and two children, Peter, 5,
and Susan, 4. accompaniedhim.
Mias Ruth Tryon, information
officer and head of the United
States informationservice, was
ordered out with Sherer. He had
been doing politicalreporting on
Hungary for the United States in

Scene o( Crime

A statewide search was ordered
Saturdayfor a man who staged a
hold-up in Hotel Netherlandsat
4:15 a.m. Saturday and escaped
with $54. ’
Police Chief Jacob Van Hoff
said state police and other
enforcement agencies were alerted as quickly as possible after
Mrs. Ella P. Schmidt informed
local officers a man had just robbed the hotel cash drawer.
Mrs. Schmidt, who with her
husband, William A., operate the
hotel, told police the man waa
about 30 years old, five-feet seveninches tell, 165 pounds, dark hair
and eyes and dark thin mustasche,
and wearing washed out khaki
pants and shirt, and three-quarter
length khaki coat. She believed he
also wore a khaki cap with visor
but wasn’t sure.
She explained the man came in
about 4:15 a.m. and asked for
change to make a telephone call.

She

gave him change

from

Gets-Together

members, said.

With City Fathers
Informal Meeting
Features Explanation
Of Primary Goals

Common Council was

introduc-

ed to the whys and wherefore* of
city planning Tuesday evening at

2 Deaths Caused

.

James A. Hallan

Plan Commission

Egbert Bareman, Jr., 136 West
14th St.
The gardens are nicely laid out,
well cared for, and have interesting plant material, according
to garden club officials.
The lots are narrow in this vicinity and are not plainly visible
from the street, Garden club

Description Given

CENTS

PRICE FIVE

an informal meeting with the City
Planning commission in City Hall.

It was

By Severe Winds

the first get-together

for the two Importantmunicipal
units,

Scott Bagby, planning consultant, was on the floor for most of

In This Section
A near

the session,explaining Holland's

tornado swept Western goal and answeringquestions by

Michigan and sectionsof the Mid- aldermen. Marvin C. Lmdeman,
west eary Sunday morning, up- chairman of the planning commis-

rooting trees, leveling buildings
and caused the deaths of two persons in this area.

When cherriesare down this low, it's easy picking
for the young migrant workera In Allegan
County’s fruit belt. The McCord twins— two seta
of them— co-operateon salvagingthe fruit on this
wind-wrecked tree on the Clyde Earl farm near

Fennvilla.Glendalene and Wilma Jean, t, and
Robby Eugene and Jill Frances, 11, are from
Arkansas and came' north with their mother
work in the cherry harveat

U

Walter Theodore
Grand Rapids, was

sion, presided.

Bagby started with a "two-andtwo" explanation of purpa>es of a
plan for Holland and -branched
Nelson, 55, into problems, plans and proposals
killed while for this area.

trying to emove a fallen tree from

"We haw

tentatively predeter-

mined that our master plan for
his boat channel at Douglas. The Holland mast provide for 40,000
tractor he was driving overturned people in this metropolitan arCa,’’
on him, crushing his chest and Bagby said. "Right now there are

causing internal injuries. The ac- 25,000."
He explained that "we don t
cident occurred about 10 a.m.
about three and a half hours af- guess" but base figures and goals
ter the worst storm in many years on carol ul studiesof business,industrial, home
financial
hit the lake shore.
closed phone booth but didn't
Mrs. Sinabelle Smith, 67, of To- growths.
Budapest
seem to be getting any call
Bagby awd illustrated maps
ledo, Ohio, was killed when a car
Mr*. John K. Winter
Both were named by witnesses
Grand Haven (Special)- Thur* driven by her husband, Frank, 66, freely in explaining his points.
through.
Fennville (Special) — Picking
at the Archbishop’s trial. The
day night at 7 p.m. the North Ot- swerved to miss a tree blown These maps embraced the general
When he emerged he kept his cherrieson hands and knees?
United States would have recalled
tawa Rod and Gun club will honor down across US-31 near Muske- area included in Holland's proposAged
Grand Haven
right hand in his pocket and told
Hiat’s what workers in some of
the duo at that time, except for
Dr. John H. Kitchel,at "Dr. Kit gon, and went out of control. The ed master plan. It includes Riley
Mrs. Schmidt to sit right where
Dies After Short Illness
the fact that recall would have
chel Night", with a fish fry at the driver and Lucetta Shmik, 54, of Ave. to the north, Lake Michigan
she was and she wouldn’t get hurt. western Allegan county's fruit belt
been an admission of guilt
When he found the cash locked he are doing.
St. Charles, 111., were slightly in- on the west side, new US-31 to
Grand Haven (Special) — Emil club house.
Instead, they were declared
Some cherry growers, facing a
asked for the key, and Mrs.
Dr. Kitchel has served the or jured. #
the east 'and 46th St. on the south
Meschky,
90,
died
Tuesday
after'‘undesirable'’,by the Red regime
Schmidt didn’t argue. He helped disastrous loss after Sunday’s
ganization as presidentfor three
As the wild wind hopped des- side.
and ordered out.
near-tornado
wind,
are
trying
to
noon
at
his
home,
1206
Columbus
himself to bills and large coins,
successive terms and has provided tructively through Allegan counlie pointed out, among other
Sherer has been in the foreign
leaving a supply of nickelsand one salvage the fruit on the broken St., after a week's illness. He the club with outstanding leaderty, it broke limbs from savfral things, that this area must conservice for the last five years. He
dime amounting to $1.30. He and uprooted trees.
was born in Germany July 3, ship for five years, during which trees. There' were estimatesthat centrate on getting rid of a tew
Most of the county's cherries
entered the service after World
apparently did not want to be
time the club leased 39 acrea of
War II and served in Tangier, Morwere bruised by the high wind, 1861, and came to this country at land in Grand Haven township gusts hit 50 miles per hour. The blighted living areas and must
bothered by small coins.
the age of 23. He settled in Chicounty’s hardest hit spot for build- provide zoning and other requireocco. before going to Budapest
As he was leaving he asked, but some orchenis took a terrible cago. where he married Johanna which has since been developed as ing damage was Cheshire Center, ment* that will keep average and
one year and 10 months ago.
“How far is it to Grand Rapids?’’ beating when the gale dipped into Seifert, and where he was associ- club grounds.
but a quarter-mile strip in Casco above average residential areas
He was graduated from Yale
Mrs. Schmidt replied, "About 23 them, ruining probablyhundreds ated with a sugar concern until
A 12-year goal of the local township fruit country was a path from losing their values.
of
trees.
universityand Harvard law school
miles."
moving to a farm in Grand Hav- sportsmen was completed thia of wreckage.
He explained that in recent
Clyde Earl, route 3, Fennville,
and served in the armed forces foe
Those were the only words she
en
township and later to Grand summer when the finishing
Several limbs were broken off years the trend has been for perwas
a
farmer
who
took
a
bitter
four years and seven months durspoke during the entire situation.
Haven with his family about 40 touches were put on the volun- trees in red ripe cherry orchards sons to move out of the city to
ing the war. He wae discharged
She told the Sentinel today, “He loss. With nearly 200 trees down, years ago.
teer-labor-built
club house.
suburban areas. However, that
in the southwestsection.
from the Air Force as a major.
was a perfect gentlemanand he estimates damage at $5,000, He retired a number of years For the past year Dr. Kitchel While high winds swept West- trend is reversingthese days beconsidering
the
cost
of
replanting
Accordingto Sherer. the Comdidn’t have any accent. I was anago. Since the death of his wife has been editor of the monthly en Michigan, stronger storms cause familieswho moved to outmunists have closed librariesand
gry about the whole thing because his orchard and losing fruit.
Ottawa Out-of-Doors conservation
"Last year, I took 64 tons of in 1933 his son-in-law and daugh- magazine published by the county battered Kansas, Missouri, Iowa, lying areas now are confronted
all Information services in BudaI just couldn’t do anything but sit
ter, Mr. and Mrs. Lewis W. RegWisconsin,Indiana and Illinois with high costs of providing
Montmorencies
out
of
this
orpest. The American legation, numin that chair!”
hel, had made their home with game clubs. He also was instru throughout the week-end,claim- schools for their Children,sewer*
chard."
he
seid.
'TU
be
lucky
if I
bering 60 persons when Sherer
She woke her husband immedimental in securingDeremo’s
him.
Vernon D. Ten Cate
ing it least seven lives. Two men and sanitary facilities.
arrived, now is greatly reduced.
ately afterwards and then called get 20 tons this year."
Besides
Mrs.
Reghel,
he
Is sur- land for club duck hunting mem
were drowned when their boat "One of the big problems is meetMigrant workers went to work
The minister left Budapest four
police. She said she was unable to
vived by a son. Ernest, of Grand hers and has been active recently capsized in high Lake Michigan ing future high school and junlof
on
the
fallen
trees
first,
working
months ago.
see the sidewalk from the second
Haven, and three other daughters. in trying to lease more marshland waves off Chicago and three high school needs for outlying
Sherer told his parepts In the
floor lobby window because of a on their knees or straddling
Cate,
Mrs. August Berg and Mrs. Her- between Grand Haven and Spring persons were killed when their ear areas,”he said.
telephoneconveisation that he
cement ledge and couldn’t see ground-level limbs to do their man Balgooyen of Grand Hawn Lake lor a wildfowl sanctuary so
Bagby briefly outlined the
skidded Into a truck in a heavy
work.
The
ground
was
practically
was “very tired" and plans a
which way the robber went.
and Mrs. Fletcher Carveth of the state will release geese
Planningcommission's proposed
Indians rainstorm.
European vacation before coming
"It wasn’t until much later I covered with the ripe fruit.
local marshes.
A series of thunderstsorms bat- traific picture that now is under
The farm of Mrs. Helen Tucker, New York City; five grandchilback to New York Aug. 4.
remembered I could have seen it
dren and two great grandchildren.
tered Wisconsin causing hundreds study by the state highway deadjoining
Earl's,
was
also
in
the
His next assignmentwill be in
from the fire escape." she said.
Christian Science services will
of thousandsof dollars damage. partment. Even with US-31 by
Washington. D. G, according to
She said she believed the man path of the wind. Her son-in-law
be
read
by
Franklin
Fisher
at
Winds reached 88 (niles an hour. passing Holland, the consultant
and
partner,
Ed
Smiertka.
said
65
his mother She expects him to
asked the distance to Grand
Kinkema funeral home Friday a!
Chicago had 2.41 inches of rain pointed out that much of the
visit the Castle with his family
Rapids in an effort to provide a to 75 erf their cherry trees were
3 p.m. Burial will be at Lake
that flooded underpasses.Wind truck and passenger car traffic
ruined.
later this summer.
false
clue.
One new trustee was elected
and lightningknocked cornices off still terminates or originatesin
County Agent
D. Morley. Forest cemetery.
She recalled shortly before the
and two incumbents were rein
buildings,tore trees down and Holland.
man entered that she had seen a making a quick survey of the
elected at the annual Board of car pull into the alley at the county's condition,said he believcaused several fires.
The proposed long-range traffic
Lexington-Hope was abandonpicture would include a few oneEducationelection which attract- Kroger store nearby and turn off ed the storm would take a 20 per Muskegon Truck Driver
ed today for two missing members
cent toll of the crop over the counway streets and main arteriesof
ed 678 voters to Junior high school its lights. Whether the man came
of a fishing party lost on stormFined on Fishing Count
ty
at
large.
travel. Many other streets in the
from
that
car
could
only
be
specutossed Lake Huron late yesterday. Installation
Monday afternoon and evening.
The crop was already about five
area, especiallyin residentialdislation.
Grand Haven (Special)— Clare
Clarence Smith. 40. Detroit, and
Mrs. John K. Winter, trustee
tricts, would be bypassed by
"I'm a calm person and don't per cent less than last years big Hoffman, 35. a Muskegon truck Brother Aubert Krass. 64. Buffalo,
most ears, Bagby explained.
for the last three years, led the get excited quickly,"Mrs. Schmidt production, he said.
driver, was charged by conserva- N. Y., were last seen clinging to
Dale Nichols, 16, son of Mr. and
Lindeman pointed out the necticket with 544 >’otes. and Vernon said today. "But it was maddening
tion
officer
Harold
Bowditch
with
their
upturned
rowboat.
Mrs. Clarence Nichols, of route
essity for close harmony between
not
to
be
able
to
do
anything."
failing
to
produce
a
fishing
license
Rep.
Bransting
Called
Smith is a brother of Mrs.
1, was struck by a car Friday D. Ten Cate, who also served one
council and the commission and
Mr. and Mrs. Schmidt have been
Dr.
Grand Haven (Special -The on demand June 25 on Spring Harold Vender Ploegof 1645 South Grand Haven (Special)
afternoon, while riding his bicycle three-year term, was second with
operating
Hotel Netherlands for Rev. Bernard Brunsting, pastor of Lake. He paid $5 fine and $7.40 Shore Dr., Mrs. Vander Ploeg left Gerrit Mvnning,graduate of Hope called for a mutual exchange of
at the intersectionof Riley St, 413 votes.
ideas on these proposals from time
almost six years.
First Reformed church, Grand costs.
for her brother's home in Detroit college and Western Theological
and new US-31.
to lime. He said "the picture is
James A. Hallan, a new candiAndy
Dykcma.
Grand
Rapids,
Haven,
has
received
a
call
to
seminary,
will
be
installed
as
pasWednesday
shortly
after
Ijearin^
Nichols and a friend were ridstarting to emerge” and this is
date,
defeated
incumbent
John
tor of the Hope Reformed church
Be‘thel Reformed church of Bell was arrested b> a deputy of the about the tragedy.
ing their bicycles east on Riley
Holland Man Presents
the first step in getting it in moflower,Calif., which was extended county road commissionJuly 2 for
A 20-hour air-sea search was in Grand Haven townshipFriday tion.
Ave. and came to the intersection. Olert, member of the txiard for
Charter
in
Montana
an
overloaded
truck
on
Stearns
in a telegram Tuesday morning.
called off last night when no evening.
Deputy Sheriff Gayton Forry 18 years. Hallan received390 votes
Bagby said the master plan for
Rev. Brunsting has been pastor Bayou bridge and he paid $100 1 trace of the boat had been found
Dr. Menning has been pastor ol
who investigated the accident re- and Olert, 337 votes. Willis WellMaitl
Wilson of Holland, of the local church since June 1, fine and $2 costs. The ofliceral- and it was virtually certain the the Reformed church in Waupun. Holland would be ready sometime
ported that the boys stopped for
early this fall or early winter at
ing, another candidate, received former secretary of Holland chap- 1949, and in 1948 served the leged Dykema, hauling a caterpiltwo had perished.The body of an- Wis. since 1943. From 1927 to
the crossing,but then Nichols
ter, SPEBSQSA, Inc. ,and editor
which time it will be submitted
265
votes.
lar
tractor
on
a
trailer
had
a
load
church
as
its
summer
pastor.
The
1943
he
was
pastor
of
the
Third
other
victim
was
wash’d
ashore
started across the highway and
of its bulletin, is in Glasgow, Bellflower churtfh has a memlier- of 21,440 lbs, the gross load limit
for public hearings and council adAll terms are for three years.
shortly after the tragedy and Reformed church in Pella, Iowa.
into the path of the car.
Mont., where he presentedper- ship of about 168 families, com- on the bridge being 8,000 lbs
option.
The
Rev.
Harmon
Wierenga
of
there
was
one
survivor
who
swam
The car was driven , by Unto
Voting
fairly steady manent charters to the Glasgow
Both were arraigned before Jus- more than a mile to shore with Muskegon, presidentof the classls,
Wuolle of Gary, Ind., who was throughout the afternoon followed SPEBSQSA chapter in behalf of pared with 400 familiesin the local
church.
tice George Hoffer Monday.
will preside at the 8 p.m. services.
'the boat's only life preserver.
traveling south on US-31. Wuolle
by a big influx of voters in early the internationalsociety.The loThe Rev. G. J. Rozeboom of Coop- J. H. Volkers Dies
said that he tried to swerve to
evening. Serving on the election cal chapter sponsored the Glasersville will charge the pastor;
avoid the collision.
After Lingering Illness
board were C. J .De Kaster, Mr. gow chapter, which received a
the Rev. Russell Redeker of
Holland hospital authoritiesretemporary
charter
a
year
ago.
and Mrs. E. V. Hartman and MarSpring Lake will charge the conJ. H. Volkers, 78, died early
ported Saturday that Nichols
The charter program waa previn De Vries.
gregationand th? Rev. Bernard this morning at the home of h;S
condition was "good’’, after spendceded
by
a
smorgasbord
at
the
Hallan, newcomer to the board,
Brunsting of Grand Haven will son-in-law and daughter, Mr. and
ing a quiet night. The extent of
attended the regular board meet- Glasgow country club. Wilson waa
deliver the .sermon. The Rev. A. Mrs. Donald Vander Ploeg, 275
his injuries have not been deing which followed the election. introduced by August Ibsen, presiT. Laman of Conklin will offer East 16th St., after a lingering
termined.
H© is a native of Minnesota, was dent and chorus director, and preprayer and Dr. Menning. who was illness. Before retiring he was a
graduated from Hope college in sented the charter to the first and
presented with a doctor of divin- farmer near East Saugutuck.
1939, returned to Holland in 1945 retiringpresident, Clair Dunnell.
Hope Pastor Talks
ity degree from Central college.
Surviving are seven sons, HarAs
master
of
ceremonies
for
the
after four years in the Navy and
Pella.
Iowa, this spring, will close ry, Clarence and Marvin of HolWith Minister in Korea
at present is personnel director program, Wilaon introducedtwo
the service with benediction.
land* Joe ol Douglas, Francis of
Dr.
Eugene Osterhaven, at Baker Furniture, Inc. He is quartets and the chorus and conSpecial music will be furnished Wyoming Park, Justin of East
ducted
a
quartet
contest.
Hope college pastor, received a married and has two daughters.
by a trio.
Saugatuck and Charles of HamilThe Wilsons, who recently retelephone call from Pusan, Korea,
Mrs. Winter is a graduate of
Hope Reformed church has been ton; four daughters Mrs. Vander
Tuesday evening. The call came Zeeland high school and Hope col- turned from Hawaii, took part in
without a pastor since the second Ploeg. Mrs. Hallie Bryan of Dougfrom the Rev. Floyd E. Hamilton, lege and received a master’s de- the program. He played the ukuSunday in April when the Rev. las, Mrs. Harvey Rutger of HolPresbyterian missionary in Korea, gree from Northwestern univers- lele, assistedby a quartet singing
William VandenBerg accepteda land and Mrs. Pinar Sather of
and concernedsending a Korean ity. She taught secondaryschool "LittleBrown Gal’ and “The Hucall to Sanborn, Iowa. Peter Saugatuck; one son-in-law,Henry
boy to Hope college this fall.
in Zeeland before her marriageto kilau Song.” Mrs. Wilson danced
Breen, student pastor, has been Holt goer ts of Holland; 30 grandAccording to Rev. Hamilton, a local physician.They have two Hawaiian hulas.
conducting
the services in the childron and three great grandIn
the
year
of
probation,
the
Tae Young. Lee will be sent to sons. Her chief interests in the
church.
children.
Holland in the fall to enter Hope work of the Board of Education Ilontaina chapter has developed a
F’uneral .services will be held
for the study of English, Lee is have been the professionalperson- fine barbershopchorus and five
Saturdayat 1:30 pm., private,at
the son of a Christian contractor. nel, its problems and the policies excellent quartets, according to
Ponstein Damage Suit
Wilson. The groups have appeared
the Vander Ploeg home and at 2
Arrangements for the Korean regarding curriculum.
pm. from the East SaugatucR
boy’s attending Hope were made
Vernon D. Ten Cate, local atr at more than 17 ctate and local
Adjourned to July 19
Christian Reformed church with
by a friend of his family. Young torney, who has completed his events.
Chang Chun, and J. Dyke Van first three-year term, has particuGrand Haven /Special)— The the Rev. Peter De Jong officiatPutten, who is with the U. S. In- larly been active In the financial
case of William Ponstein against ing. Burial will be in the East
Zeeland Soldier
formation servicein Korta. Young operations of the Board of EducaElizabeth Lowing, both of Hud- Saugatuck cemetery. Friends may
Chang Chun completedstudies at tion. A native of Holland, he is a In Korean Fighting
sonville, In which plaintiff is call Friday at the NibbelinkWestern Theological seminary gradyate of Hope college and the
seeking $20,000 for permanent in- Notier tuneral' chapel from 3 to
Zeeland (Special) — Pvt. Donhere this spring and now is re- University of
,
juries allegedlyreceived in an ac- 5 and 7 to 9 p.m. and Saturday
ald De Koster, son of Mr. and Mrs.
1 —
j
united with his family in Korea.
cident May 31, 1947, has been ad- at the Vander Roeg •'residence
Jacob De Koster. Jr., of 256 South
Van Putten is a 1922 graduate of
journed urttil July 19. It . was from 10 to 11 a.m. Arrangements
City Tracks
1 .Wall St., Zeeland was wounded in
Hope.
originallyscheduledto be heard were by Clarence Mulder.,
City trucks' from both the street action in Korean on June 8. He
in Ottawa circuitcourt Friday.
and park departments continued has been sent to Japan and la to THt 13 men In the July draft quota from Ottawa
Instead, an appeal case of John
Weerdt, 236 McKinley St., Zeeland; Allen Moore,
Fishing 'Excellent'
today to haul away tree limbs and remain there for another month.
F. Hyde, 29, route 2, Grand Hav- Break-In Probed
county are picturedabove. First row, left to right:
Nunlca; Jerome Vander Silk, 200 Colonial St*
Today the “green light” is out other debris left, from Sunday He was wounded in the left hand.
Joseph Page, Spring Lake; Tom Saeamoto,851
en, who waa found guilty by a
Zeeland; Earl Vander Wal, 415 Weat 22nd St.,
City police are investigating a
for fishermen. There is a good morning's baby tornado that
Drafted into the Army, Sept. 8
Harvard Ave., Holland! Raymond Miller,ConkHolland; Melvin Venneman end Mike Vormittag,
justice court jury Dec. 28. 1950, of breakrih reported this morning at
crowd of anglers out today aikl struck sections of Holland. Engin- 1950, De Koster was -one of the
lin; George Spencer, CoopersvIHe; Richard Ten
CoopersvIHe.The next call for Ottawa county has
dnink driving, will be heard. De- the Lake Shore Sugar company
many are returningwith their eer Jacob Zuidema said that the first draftees to leave from Otta- Brink, route 1, Zeeland. Back row: Kenneth Heubeen received for Aug. 8 when 17 men will leave
fendant; charged under the city buildings on Lake Macatawa. A
limits. Accordingto reports, the branches would be taken tq the wa county.. He was born in Zeevelmam Jamestown, who wae appointed group
for induction.
ordinance, will be prosecuted by preliminary'check iiw
perch are running “good site."
city dump.
land and is 22 yean old.
leader; Robert Weavers, Grand Haven; Bob De
(Sentinelphoto)
Qty Atty. Jacob Ponstein.
nothing was missing.
the

cash drawer, and later locked it,
put the key in her pocket and
went to sit in the lobby. The man
spent considerable time in the
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Housewife Faces

Variety

Charge

Highlights Resort

of

Passing

.

Worthless Checks

m

A Zeeland housewife waived ex
amination in Park township Justice Court Tuesday on a bad check
charge that clears up a wave of
11 bad checks for an estimated
$400-$500 passed in the Holland
area during the last two months.
Mrs. Eva Jean Kouw, 32, of 318
Washington Ave., Zetland, furn
ished bond of $500 for appearance
in Circuit Court next week.
The specific charge listed on the
complaintis that Mrs. Kouw allegedly cashed a bad oheck for
$48.22 at the Hartman Chevrolet garage in Hudsonville on June
27. Mrs. Kouw “bought" some
spark plugs and a fan belt and
took the change in cash.
Officers said the checks were
passed from May 11 to June 27,
and ranged in value from $32 to
$64. Included in the list of 11 vie

tims were three merchants in
Hudsonville, two each in Allegan
and Holland township, and one
each in Holland, Zeeland, Hamilton and Kalamazoo.Officers said

’

"'J

Waukacoo Ina

V

Several hundred people watched
the belated firework* display at
Waukazoo Saturday. The event
was postponed from the Fourth of
July because of wind. Walker G.
Everett and Henry G. Walter
Chicago, provided the display

Mm

Walter is known a*

mm
-A]

M

thi* evening

at the

hotel.

,v

“mayor" of Waukazoo.
Dr. Harry Wood, dean of fine
arts at Bradley university, will
give a talk on art at the Inn Sunday evening. Dr. Wood now is in

%

m

-

m

and dancing group* in Cleveland.
The MelodettesTrio from Chicago will be featured on Macatawa’a musical calendar Friday
evening. The public in Holland is

i
i

I

invited.

•ir

Ottawa County
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i
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Transfers

Among the recent arrivals at
the Inn are Mr. and Mr*. Bland
Gerrit Wiere and wife to Lloyd
Button, Jr., Winnetka, III Walker
E. Drew and wife. Pt. Ei NWJ
G. Everett, New York advertising
16-5-13 Township Jameatown.

Evinrude and Mrs. Roger

Q

White.
Charles E.

Walker; of Toledo
entertainedfriends with a spaghetti supper at Ouillmette cottage at Waukazoo last Friday. The
opening dance of the season was
held last Friday. Len Rummler’s
orchestra provided music.
A week ago the Carl Gorr family arrived in the "Golden Dawn"
to spend a few days at the Inn.
Twice <hey were reedy to return
to Chicago but bad weather kept
their boat at the Waukazoo dock.
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20-foot fountain and a granite monument

were dedicated In Zeeland Tuesday night ae a
memorial to the pioneer* who eettled the Zeeland
colony more than a century ago. Top picture
shows group gathered around the six-sided fountain. Left to right are: the Rev. John den Ouden,
Dr. Nelson Vande Luyeter of Charleston,8.C.; C.

Walter Van Meeteren and wife
to Alvin C. Van Meeteren. Pt.
SWi SEi 32-5-15 City of Holland.
Elsa H. Parmenter to Alvin L
Bergsma and wife. Pt. Lot 2 29-816 Gty of Grand Haven.
CuthbertJ. Ooumyer and wife
to Mulder Motor Sales, Inc. Pt
Wi El El NWJ NE1 26-8-14 Vil-

m
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I*::'

m
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lage of Coopersville.
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Francis Palmer and wife to
George Brouwer and wife. Lots

125, 126 Chippewa Resort TownMr. and Mrs. Marvin J. Jalving
ship Park.
Following a northern wedding Mrs. Jalving is the former Lois
John Homfeld and wife to Dick
Nieuwsma and wife. Lots 29, 30 trip Mr. and Mrs. Marvin J. Jalv- Hospera, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Sunny Brook
Rutgers Addition Central Park ing now are living at 209 College Gerrit Hospers of Ontario Center,
N. Y. The groom is the son of Mr.
Sunny Brook resort has hosted Township Park.
Ave. The couple was married June
and Mrs. Garence Jalving of
many vacationer*this week. ArTheodore S. Russell and wife to
riving at the courts thi* week Ned M. McCormick and wife. 23, at the groom’s parents home. South Shore Dr.

Si#

I

m

Singing group in Lithuania.He
now is the leader of folk ringing

unofficial

executive,spent the week-end
visiting his sister* Mr*. Ralph

A new

News

the advertisingbusiness in Peoria,

>

Home Following Honeymoon

also come from such far away
Macatawa Is also host to two
places as Lithuania, Washington, displaced pereons, Mr. and Mre.
D.C., British Columbia and Tor- A Mikulskte.Mr. Mikulskls was
onto.
formerly director of the National

Installs Officers

Starlighter trio ano the Pettigog-

The week ot the Fourth ot July concert

At

out-of-statevisitors this week
be accompanied by Aldona Brazi*.
local resorts are from Ohio, lili Mr. Brazi* will leave soon for a
note and Indiana. However, they European tour.

Local Lions Club

more than 100 members and
guest* were entertained by the

Activities

set Holland area resorts in full He made his debut at Carnegie
•wing. Each resort in the area hall in New York recently. Mis*
holds parties, bail games and oth BernadlneBelz, Oewland, Ohio,
er special event* for guest*.Many soprano, will ess 1st him. They will

'Mh

that Mrs. Kouw admitted,passing
these 11 checks.
The clue that broke the case
was supplied by the Zeeland woman's latest victim, who suspected the check was phoney. He took
down her license number and callthe state police. Trooper Reed
Harris of the Grand Haven post
was sent to this area to work on
the case, and he contacted Deputy
Clayton Forry. Thr two men picked up Mrs. Kouw Tuesday morning and put the case together during the day. She was arraigned before Justice C. C. Wood Tu^day
afternoon.
Officerssaid that Mrs. Kouw
said she obtained the names she
used on the checks from a directory. The checks were made out by
typewriter.

E. R. Dangremondturned over
the gavel and duties of Holland
Lions club president to R. 0. De
weerd at the installation of officer* banquet at the Warm Friend
Tavern Tuesday evening. The club
finishedits 24th year and “one of
unprecedented progress" as an active service organization.
During and after the dinner the

of

M

> m 'V m #
Karsten, Municipal Judge Corneliusvander Meulen
of Holland; Mayor Nicholas Frankena and the
Rev. D. D. Bonnema. Bottom pictureshows Cyrus
Vande Luyster,grandson of th* founder,and Peter
Brill of the memorial committee unveiling the
memorial stone.
(Prince and Pqol photos)

Pedigree barbershop quartet

were Mr. and Mrs. Robert Boer- NW1 SEI . NEi 26-8-14 Townbor, from South Bend, Ind., Mr. ship Polkton.
and Mrs. W. W. Porter, George J. Wesley Lee and wife to Erand Tommy, Cincinnati,Ohio; Mr. van S. Dombos and wife. Lots 2,
and Mrs. H. Bultow, Chicago; Mr. 3 Sheldon Heights Addition Gty
and Mre. W. Sutton, Kay and of Grand Haven.
Donald, from Detroit,and Mr. and
Albert Hall and wife to John
Mre. J. Ecketberry and eon, Battle Howard. Pt SWJ NW1 34-5-13
Creek.
Township Jamestown.
Others are Mr. and Mrs. J.
Garence O. Peck and wife to
Adinoff, Detroit; Mr. and' Mre. J. Olive Carlborg. Pt. SW1 14-8-16
Sennes and children of Chicago; Township Spiring Lake.
Mr. and Mre. Tolley, Richmond, Alfred Medendorp et al to MenInd.; Mr. and Mre. R. Nicholson, no Staal and wife. Pt. SEI 14-6Joliet, 111.. Mr. and Mre. A. E. 13 Township Georgetown.

Junior Horse

Show Plans Begun
.

*4

Bayer, Cincinnati,Ohio.
Francis L Mason and wife to
Also resorting at Sunny Brook Walter Kamys and wife. Pt SI
are Mr. and Mre. B. Ohlich, Cleve- SWJ 4-7-15 Township Robinson.
land; Mr. and Mrs. Chester Maley,
Arthur O. Prins and wife to
Waupon, Wis.; Mr. and Mre. S. Mary J. Schowalter. EJ NEi NEi
Bellofine, Berwyn, 111., an Mr. and
7-6-13 Township Georgetown.
Mre. Harry Bell and family, ButAlfred C. Tuttle and wife to
ler, Pa.
Ray Wilson Inc. Pt. Lot 24 East
Mr. and Mre. Sutton were win- Gate Addition
of Grand
ners of the shuffleboardtourna- Haven.

"Bud" Baker and “Curly” WiegerGty
ilk
ink led the group in songs.
men.. They defeated Mr. and
The following officerswere inForrest S. Pearson and wife to
Several
Mre. W.-W. Porter.
stalled by International CoundlWilliam W. Vivian and wife. Pt.
Lakeshore
Cabin*
our Lem Brady of the SaugatudcSi SEi SWi 4-7-16 Township
Lake Shore Cabin gue*t* were Grand Haven.
Douglas Lions club: Dr. J. A.
entertained at a barbecue Tuesday
In Circuit
Lubbers, first vice president; RuThomas W. Hefferan Jr. et al
night. The evening program also
dolph Mattson, second vice presito Eastmanville Christian ReformZeeland (Special) — A 20-foot
included water skiing exhibition.
dent; Stanley Boven, third vice
ed Church. Lots 31, 32, 33 Pt. I
Grand Haven (Special)—SevMembers of the group included Blk. 13 Village of Eastmanville.
president; Harvey J. Barkel, sec- memorial fountain and a granite East Ninth 5t.; Sylvia Rutgers, eral pereons were arraigned in CirMr. and Mre. Paul A. Heil, from
retary; William G. Oonk, treasur- marker were dedicatedat cere- route 1; Roger Van Leeuwen,
Emmett Cullingan and wife to
cuit Court Monday and some cases Ferguson, Mo., Mr. and Mre. Char
er; Gerrit Wiegerink, lion tamer; monies Tuesday night in Church
Henry J. Courtade and wife. Ni
route 6; Victor Berkompas, 260
were disposed of while a few les Young, from Louisville, Ky. NWi SWi 5-8-14 Township PolkErnest Bear, tail twister.
St. park a* a memorial to the West 15th St.; Mrs. Henrietta De
George Stephens and Preston
others
were remanded back to jus- Mr. and Mrs. George Gauthier, Jr. ton.
Kotie Kolb and Mount
pioneers who settled here in 1847. Koster, 456 Plaaman Ave.; Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. George Gauthier, Ada B. Butlin to Joaeph Silver Initial plans for the annual
Wanting were installedas direc
Cas- 1950 Castle Park evont.)
As the granite marker was un- Henry De Bidder, route 3; Mrs. tice court for examination.
Sr., of Chicago, Mr. and Mrs.
tor* for one year and Burt KruisBurton Chittenden, 27, Spring Leroy Elvee and son from Detroit, and wife. Lot 19 Water’s View tle Park Junior Horse show were
The group scheduled another
veiled, the switch was thrown on Neal Zeerip, 217 East Eighth St.
wyk and Cornell B. Baker were
Admitted Sunday were Earl Lake, who was found guilty of and Mr. and Mrs. J. V. O’Shea, Plat Township Spring Lake.
for the lighted fountain and Zee
made
Friday by members of the meeting, at which further plans
installed as directors for two-year
Carl C. Christophel and wife to
will be formulated. The show will
landers "ohed” and ahed" as as McCormick, 317 West 15th St.; drunk driving by a circuit court from Chiliiwac,British Columbia,
terms.
George Huber Christopheland show committee. The group was take place July 28 at Maplebrook
colored lights played in seven dif- Marinus Mulder, 343 Washington July 2 on an appeal from a justice Canada.
In his inauguration speech De
Blvd.
wife. Pt. SWi NWi 25-5-16 Town- entertained at a luncheonat The farm, beginning at 9 a.m.
ferent combinationson the danccourt conviction of April 6, was
Others attending were Mr. and
weerd named the club’s three pri
Castle, given by Carter Brown.
ship Park.
Discharged
Sunday
were
VirAttending the luncheon were
ing waters.
sentencedto pay $100 fine and Mrs. Edward Dorsky and Betty
mary objectives for the year of
Officers were electedduring the Mr. Brown, Miss Connie Boersma,
Albert
Dykstra
and
wife
to
ginia
Dryer,
route
3,
Hamilton;
$100
costs
or
90
days.
His
operatMayor
Nicholas Frankena was
Ann,
McKees
Rocks,
Pa.;
Miss
51-52 as attendance, member-hip
Marvin G. Heyboer and wife. Pt. meeting. President is Barbara Mary Lou Van Putten, Barbara
assisted in the dedication and un- Harold Simpson, 566 Elm drive; or’s license was surrendered to Aiyce Hipman and party, Gary,
and service. The slogan "Plan
SEi 30-6-13 Township George- Tanis and secretary-treasurer,Tanis, Donna Tanis, Charlotte
veilingby Peter Brill, Cyrus Van- Andrew Koeman, route 1, Zeeland; the clerk of the court. A request Ind.; Mr. and Mrs. James Hunt,
your work, work your plan,” was
town.
Katie Kolb. (Miss Kolb is pic- Butler, Mary Bosch and Bill ButMrs.
Delia
Knoll,
route
1;
Bruce
de Luyster and Walter Van Asfor a stay of proceedings on the Chicago; Mr. and Mrs. William
adopted for the coming year.
William G. Bender and wife to tured as she participated in the ler.
Engler, route 2, Hamilton; Mrs. judgment for an appeal to the su- Dom, Rose Point Woods.
selt.
Saugatuck-Douglas Lions club
Jack Schurman and wife. Lot 529
Dr. Nelson Vande Luyster, Gerald Schippers and baby, 813 preme court was granted.
The Mooring
president Carleton Hutchin* and
great grandson of Jannes Vande Columbia; Mrs. Harold Wolbert The case of Howard Stone,
The Mooring has proved a popu- Second Addition Waukazoo Town- thur F. Lewis . and wife. Lot 22
wife were among the guests preship Park.
FairfieldAddition City of Grand
Luyster, the colony’s financial and baby, route 4; BurdetteVan- about 35, of 593 Bay Ave., Central lar spot for many families.Arrivsent.
der
Kolk,
248
West
Ninth
St.;
Edna J. Scott to Ford Weeks Haven.
backer, traced the history of the
Park, Holland, charged with gross ing from Toronto, Canada, to
School
early pioneers and emphasized Mrs. Henry Brower and baby, 347 indecency, was remanded back to spend a vacation in the Holland and wife. Pt. Lot 49 River Hills
Arthur F. Lewis and wife to
West 35th St.; Mre. Ernest Zoer- justicecourt for examination Fri- area is the Sidney Starf^ld SubdivisionNo. 3 Township HolMissionary Feted
the heritage they left and "our
Fred Karpp Jr. and wife. Lot 4
land.
obligationto uphold the ideals hof and baby, route 1; Mrs. Nelson day atfernoon. His bond was con- family.
and pt. 3 Blk. 1 Borck’s Plat No. Hires
At Farewell Showers
which meant so much in pioneer Dykema and baby, route 3; Mre. tinued. The alleged offense took
Mooring guests from Chicago John Meyer to Fred Meyer and 1 Township Grand Haven.
Harvey Phillips and baby, 504 place June 13 in Park township. are Mr. and Mre. Allen Child and wife. SWi SEi 27-7-14 Township
Joseph E. Kardux and wife to
Two farewellshowers were giv- days." Dr. Vande Yuyster is
West 21st St.; Mrs. Clarence Ploeg
Mostly routine businessoccuDouglas John Gordon, 34, of daughters, Jeanne and Susan, Mr. Allendale.
professor at Citadel university in
Lemuel R. Brady and wife. Pt.
en by Mrs. Lucas Meiste and Mrs.
and
baby, 78 West Eighth St.; 34 West 17th St., pleaded guilty and Mre. Donald Coombs, newly
Cornelius
Grasman
and
wife
to
Charleston, S. C.
pied the Holland Christian school
Harvey Breuker of Hamilton in
SWi SEi 16-5-16Township Park.
MunicipalJudge Cornelius ven- Mrs. Frank Underwood, route 4. to a charge of attempting to pro- weds, Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Schwo- Gerald Goodyke and wife. Lot
board of trustees at its monthly
honor of Mrs. Lorraine Meiste,
Albert D. Marlyink and wife to
Hospital
births include a son, cure the commissionof an act of chow, and Mr. and Mre. Robert Morren SubdivisionTownship
who will leave soon as a mission- der Meulen of Holland, a direct Douglas Allen, born Friday to
meeting Tuesday night. Much of
Louise
Smit
and
wife.
Lot
23
SunGeorgetown.
ary to Nigeria. The parties were descendantof the Rev. Cornelius Mr. and Mrs. Harold Wolbert, gross indecencyand will return Treash.
Monday, July 16, for disposition.
An Ohio contingent registered Peter Baar to Sam Baar and set Heights Subdivision Township the business dealth with enrollVander Meulen, spiritual father
held at the Meiste home.
route 4; a daughter, Dorothy Kay, He is not Douglas Gordon who at the Mooring lists Mr. and Mre. wife. Lots 39, 40 Schilleman’s Georgetown.
ment problemsfor the next school
of
the
colony,
spoke
in
eulogy
not
On Friday evening, July 6,
born Friday to Mr. and Mre. Gienn lives at 259 West 16th St.
Harold VandeBunte to Gerald year and the opening of the new
Robert Mearing, Toledo; Mr. and Second Addition Zeeland.
guests were the Mesdames Albert of pride but of humility.He men- Mannes, 700 Columbia; a son,
Russell Klaasen and wife to H. Telgenhofand wife. Pt. Lot 7
The cases of Ruth Veenema, 26, Mre. Henri Marc and daughters,
Meiste, Albert Lampen, Francis tioned his grandfather’sfervent Eugene Hilton, born Friday to Mr.
West Side school in September.
and Lillian Cook, 37, both of route Louretta and Marilyn, Cincinnati; Robert J. Kouw and wife. Pt. Lot and 8 and 9 Heidema Bros. Subdifaith
in
God
which
caused
him
to
Meiste, Jerry Meiste, Gerald MeisThe appointmentof one new
end
Mre. Harvey Phillips, 504 1, Coopersville,charged with com- Mr. and Mrs. William H. Boyd and 2 A. C. Van Raalte’s Addition No. vision City of Holland.
.te, Julius Meiste, George Meiste, leave his lucrative profession in West 21st St.; a daughter, Karen
teacher
was confirmedby the
2
Gty
of
Holland.
Rients Raymond DeBoer and
Jiwtin Meiste, Jake Zoerhof, Ed- engineeringto become spiritual Lucille, born Saturday to Mr. and mitting an act of gross indeceny Mrs. Boyd’s parents, all of CincinWilliam Plaaman et al to Ed- wife to Jacob Jongckrijg and wife. board. Appointed to the fourth
was
remanded
back
to
justice nati, Mr. and Mre. Thomas Talley
emigration
leader,
and
characterward Van Der Poppen, Andrew
Mrs. William Snyder, 134 Spruce
ward Nyland and wife. Pt. Lot 73 Pt. WJ NEi 24-5-15 Township grade in the South Side school
Blystra, John Meiste, Harlan ized him as a lover of children, Ave.; a daughter born Sunday to court for examination. The alleg- and family, Cincinnati; and Mr.
was Lorraine Verduin of Caledoed
offense occurred on or about and Mr*. CliffordHodapp, Cincin- Plasman’a Subdivision Township Holland.
friend
of
the
underdog
and
a
Meiste, Dick Rietman, Donald
Mr. and Mre. Jerry Arens, route June 18.
nia. She attendedCalvin college
Holland.
nati.
Rietman and the Misses Glarys, peacemaker.
Harold Oostendorpand wife to and spent three years teaching *n
6; a son, Dale Arlyn, born Sunday
Gordon Burke, 17, of 42 East
Mr. and Mr*. Henry Armsby, Frank DIepenhorst and wife to Sidney Dykstra and wife. Lot
Cornelius Karsten, president of
Marian and Alene Meiste and
to Mr. and Mre. Adrian Van Liere,
the mission school at Zuni, N. M.
22nd St., Holland, charged with Mooring guests, of Washington, Elizabeth Kragt. Lot 46 Country
the 1947 Ontennial committee,
Jean Ruth Zoerhof.
Slagh’s Addition City of Holland.
2 >2 West 32nd St ; a son, Gregory
Supt. Bert P. Bos reported that
felonious
assault
with
a
deadly
Gub
Estates
Township
Holland.
D.C.,
were
visited
by
Dr.
end
Mr*.
Guests at the other shower, on expressed appreciationot the Cen- Alan, born Sunday to Mr. and
Exec. Est. Henry Kooyers, Dec. most of the teaching vacancies
weapon, waived the reading of the Irwin J.. Lubbers, of Holland, MonRaymond Armbruster and wife
June 29, were the Mesdames Fred tennial Memorial committee for
to John Franzburg. Pt. Lot 1 Blk. had been filled.
information
and
a
plea
of
not
to
Gerald
G.
Bishop
and
wife.
Pt.
day
evening.
Mr.
Armsby
is
*J?eun2?rd
Uann«n.
l&ltt
Grote, Edward Grote, Henry its efforts in securing the mem- West 20th St.; a daughter, Norma
32 City of Holland.
Bos reported on the problems
guilty was entered. Burke was member of the U.S. office of edu- NEI SWi 19-5-15 Township HolGrote, John Kolvoord, John Leh- orial and to the Zeeland Garden Kay, born today to Mr. and Mrs.
Exec. Est. Henry Kooyers, Dec. connected with the expected inland.
placed
on
probation
for
three
cation.
club
for
beautifying
the
park.
man, Jerry Lehman, Laurence
to Garence Disselkoen and wife. crease of pupils next September.
Harvey Schipper, route 2, HamilNelson A Karsten and wife to
Another Mooring guest is Mis*
The Rev. John den Ouden of on: a son, Calvin Lee, born today years out of Ottawa court June 11
Lehman, John Bowman, Vernon
Pt. Lot 7 Blk. 51 City of Holland. He estimated that the elementary
Charles R. Brouwer and wife.
Lehman, George Lohman, Bernard First Reformed church led a brief to Mr. and Mrs. Willi* Timmer- after pleading guilty to a charge Olive, Hadly, from Hadiy, Ind.
Exec. Est. Henry Kooyers, Dec. enrollment alone will be almost
of gros* indency.
Lots
29,
53
and
pt.
Kardux
Drive
Castle
Park
Lehman, John Smidt, Addison devotional service, Stanley De man, Hamilton.
to Raymond Warren and wife. 1,000.
Herman
Ramsey,
32,
of
14
East
New guests at Ca*tle Park in- HenevekTs Plat No. 2 Township
Lohman, Kendal Lohman, Henry Free sang and the Rev.' D. D. BonL>t 33 River Hills Subdivision No.
Preliminary plans for dedication
18th St., Holland, pleaded guilty clude Mr*. J, Paul Jones and chil Park.
Eding, Gerrit Hemeke, Austin Rig- nema of First Christian Reform
2 Township Holland.
ceremonies in connection with the
to
a
charge
of
fraudulent
disposidren, from South Bend, Ind.; Mr*.
Wallace H. Wilson and wife to
terink, Alvin Nykamp, Hollis Ed- ed church gave the closing prayer. Two Can Craih Near
Exec. Est. Henry Kooyers, Dec. opening of the West Side school,
tion. He allegedlyturned in a car H. Uhl, from South Bend, Ind. Lambert Kap and wife. Pt. Lot 15
ing, Alvin Eding, Louis Lohman,
to Gerrit Lenters and wife. Ni were discussed.It was decided to
Montello
Park
Comer
to
Reliable
Auto
Sales
June
23
on
Mr.
and
Mrs.
F.
Charlton
Mill*,
Willow*
Plat
Township
Spring
Hospital Notes
Justin Haverdink, Ernest Lohman,
Si NEi SEi 3-5-15 Township Hol- hold the ceremonies and "open
a 1949 car while the 1941 trade-in
from Cleveland Height!, Ohio, Lake.
(From Monday’s Sentinel)
Harry Lohman and Misses Aletta
land.
Two car* received extensive was aubject to a chattel mort- Jr.,
house" on Aug. 30.
Mr.
and
Mre.
W.
L
Ryman
and
Franklin
Kieft
and
wife
to
Fred
Lohman, Darlene Smidt, Blanche Admitted to Holland hospital
Exec. Est. Henry Kooyers, Dec.
damage
but nobody was injured gage to First National bank.
Bos al<*> reportedthat he and
family,
from
Pittsburgh,
Pa.,
Mr.
Kalsbeek Jr. and wife. Lot 33
Eding, Eileen Lohman and Alvin Friday were Simeon L. Henkle,
and Mrs. A. Slgrist and family Kieft’* Subdivision Township to Delia Van Til. Pt. SWi NWi several of the faculty will attend
Breuker.
117 East 10th St.; Harold Simp- in a near head-on crash at Mon5-5-15 Township Holland.
the annual Christian school confrom Fort Wayne, Ind.
Grand Haven.
At each of the parties, game* son, 566 Elm drive; Dale-Nichols, tello Park at 11 a.m. Sunday.
Detroit Couples Feted
Joe H. Geerds and wife to vention to be held in Bellflower,
Other Castle guest* include Miss • Chester E. Van Loo and wife to
were played and prizes awarded to route 1; Mr*. Don De Koster, 456
J. Alexander Robbins, 27, of
Mable Clement, from Kansas City, David B. Plasman and wife. Pt. George J. Minnema and wife. Lot Calif, in August,
the winner*. A two-course lunch Plaaman Ave.; Darlene Eshenaur, South Bend, Ind, was driving east At Anniversary Dinner
The Rev. Oliver Breen, presi*
Mo., Mr. and Mr*. Robert L Heald Ei SEi NWi 19-5-14 Gty of Zee- 32 Brusse’s Addition City of Holwas *erved by the hostesses.The 472 West ,19th St.; Larry Lee
land.
Mr*. CatherineWabeke enter- and Kathryn from Oak Park, Bl., land.
dent of the boarjl, presided.
fbeat of honor received gift* Lanxon, 562 West 20th St.; Ronald on South Shore Dr., and turned
whiqh she wili use in her mission Gleason, rbute 1 (latter two dis- left onto 16th St. R, W. Herrick, tained at a family gathering and Mr. C. A. Johnson; Jacksonville, . Fred Plaggemeyerto Eugene N.
dinner Sunday at Netherlands Inp. 111., Mr. and Mr*. J. H. Johnaon Kund and. wife. Pt W| WI SWI
work.
charged same day).
Heart Attack Fatal
60, of Tecumseh was driving west
Three Persons Fined
The event honored Mr. and Mrs. and family, from Ft. Wayne, Ind. NEi 23-6-13 Township GeorgeDischargedFriday were Frank on South Shore Dr., and when
Three persons paid fines in
Francis Wabeke and Mr. and Mrs.
For
Holland
Resident
Castle
guest*
from
Franklin,
town.
Elben, Allegan;Mrs. Raymond Robbins turned in front of hi* car,
Fined lor Argument
nicipaiCourt Monday. B. Jolly -of
Schutt ahd baby, route 2; Mrs. the two vehicle*met almost head- Gordon Wabeke, all of Detroit, Ohio include Mr. and Mr*. How- Edward Petere and wife to George Peter Boven. 68, died unexGrand Haven, paid $13.90 fine and
whose 12th and seventh wedding ard L Qianney, tee Misses Ann William Bajcale and wife. Lot 24
Howard Bini, 58, living at a Albert Kapenga,' route Mrs. on.
pectedly Sunday morning of a costs for failureto make a milk
anniversaries, respectively,occur and Jane Bindley, and Mr. and
local hotel, pleaded guilty to a
John Lambers, 42 Graves place.
Petere’ Plat Gty of Grand Haven.
Damage to Herrick'* 1951 this month
heart attack at his home, 355 law report to state board of agridisorderly conduct charge Monday
Mre. E. A. Thirkield.
Admitted Saturday were Jack model car was estimatedat II,Edward Petere and wife to Howard Ave
Attending ivere the Francis Waculture on time. Bernard. Bouw•nd was fined 829.70 in Municipal Ramaker and Elaine Ramaker,
Macatawa
George William Bakalfe and wife.
Surviving are
sister, Mrs. man, 44 West 31st St., paid $7 fine
Court The charge involved an 164 East 16th St. (both discharged 500, while Bobbin*'1949 vehicle bekes and children, Roger, RichBig ne^ at Hotel Macatawa is Lot 23 Petere’ Plat Gty of Grand
received an estimated 1350 dam- ard and Ronald, the Gordon WaFred Stoltz of Holland; two bro- and costs for failure to observe
•rgument between Bird and his same day).
the outcome ot the traditional Haven.age.
thers, Antony of Holland, Henry assured dear distance. Dorothy
bete$ aixj children/ Tommy and baseball game with the rival*
Jife it the hotel Saturday night
DischargedSaturday were Mrs.
Essenburg Building and Lumber
Investigating Deputy Archie Barbara, Mr. and Mre. Arthur
Mrs. Bird was treated at the HolCastle Park. Mac defeatedtheir Co. to Glenn E. Basham and wife. of Kalamazoo; several nieces and LaBoueff, 276 West 20th St, paid
Don De Koster, 456 Plaaman Ave.; Murphy issued a ticket to Robnephews.
Hoedema, Kathy and David, Mr. neighbors 11-10 Tuesday.
a $1 parking fine.
land hospital for knife laceration*
Lot 80 Pinecreat Subdivision
Mr*. Stanley Seidelmen, 669 Cerv- bins for making an improper left
the Wt hand.
and Mrs. Paul Wabeke, Cheryl
visiting opera. star, Algerd Township Holland.
tr^l Ave.; Mr*. Joyce Perrin, 75 turn.
The player piano was Invented by
The government .began taxing
and Mark, and the hostess.
Brazte, of Chicago, will present a
Fred Kafpp Jr. and wife to Ar- John McTammany in 1876.
dgarets as auch in 1864.
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Return From Northern

June Construction

jtJLY 12, 1951

Honeymoon

Couple at

Home

in

New York

Merchants Trip
Main Auto;

OFRestofYear

Lose to Furnace
Four scattered singles were *1!
the hit* Main Auto could glean
from the hurling* of Bunco Japinga Monday night, a* Tulip Merchants tacked a 4-2 defeat on
the Automen.
The game was the beginning
of the end of first half play for
the dty softballera. The end
came about an hour later, after
Holland Furnace had beaten the

Six Houses Listed
Monthly Report

In

Of City Inspector
Construction in Holland during

June dropped

off slightly from

previous months.

A

total of 41 building permits

were issued for value of 1326,035.
The June figure brought the total
for the fust six months of* 1951

Moose, 6-2.
The two winners, Furnace and
Merchant* were lifted a notch by
their victorie*, but neither caused

to 278 permits issued for value of
11,338,975.17.

much concern between the two
top leaders, Barber Ford* and

Permits for new homes were at
lowest monthly point of the
year. Six new homes were author*
ized for $73,000, and two new
garages were licensed for $8,550.1
Largest single item listed was
eonstruction of a new church for
$215,000.Roofing permits were
the most numerous at 15 for value

the

Felon Sunoco. First and second
place, respectively, long since have
been nailed down by these two
teams.
Gen. Grice and Simon Den Uyl

Other items listed for the
month were one new, commercial
structure, $10,000; 12 residential
remodel or repair, $7,450; twjo

Brig. Gen. L. O. Grice, who has
probably done mofe buying than
any other man in the world, enjoyed a week-end vacation with
friends at Lake Macatawa.

repair,

Youth, 17, Given

Fees collected during the month
totaled $233.50. This figure is

broken down into $111.50 for

The wearer of the Legion

Term

in

Prison

building permits, $120 for heating
permits and $2 for one sign permit.
This week, Building Inspector
Joseph P. Shashaguay and City
Clerk Clarence Grevengoed issued
Grand Haven (Special)— Water
14 building permits for value of
Ardie King, 17, Grand Haven,
$28,130. Permits issued:
Arie Weller, 75 East 28th St., who pleaded guilty in Ottawa cirbuild new house and garage, house cuit court to a charge of unlaw43 by 47, garage 20 by 22, using fully driving away an automobile,
frame, cement block, cement and
was sentenced by Judge Raymond
asphalt roofing, house $12,000;
garage, $500; Witteveenbrothers, L. Smith Monday to serve nine

For Stealing Car

months to five y^ars in Southern
Michigan prison at Jackson.
King, who had “been placed on
probation three years May 15 on
a night-time breaking and entering charge, admitted stealing a
car June 17 and completely demolishing it in a crash at a bridge
while in company of two other
boys who did not know the car
was stolen. The car, belonging
tractor..
to Walter De Witt of Ferrysburg,
Alvin H. Dyk, 147 East 16th St.,
had been parked at Second Rebuild new garage, 22 by 15, using
formed church in Grand Haven.

contractor.
Alice and Hattie Arendsen,165
West 10th St., build new house,
28 by 30, using frame, cement
block, cement and asphalt roof,
$6,500; A J. Cook Lumber Co.
contractor.
John W. Sloothaak, 133 West
32nd St., build new house, 26 by
32, using frame, cement block and
asphalt roof, $6,000; self, con-

frame, cement, asphalt roof, $500;
•elf, contractor.

Frank
22nd

Kiomparens, 15 West

St., build new garage, 20 by

22, using frame, brick,

a charge of non-supportof

cement and 15-month-old daughter, was

asphalt roofing, $500; self, contractor.

Alien Fraam, 346 Columbia
Ave., build new garage, 14 by 20,
using frame, cement and asphalt
roof, $400; self, contractor.
F. Dood. 94 West Seventh St,
reroof, using asphalt roofing, $350;
George Mooi Roofing Co., contractor.

Albert Lucas, 321 West 28th
and
asphalt roofing,$300; self, conSt., build dormer, using frame
tractor.

H.

Albert Gordon, 27, Detroit, who
pleaded guilty earlier Monday to

Van der Schel, 276 West

12th St., reroof,$270; Mooi, con-

plac-

Grand Haven

township where
William M. Beebe. 588 Lawndale each had 30-calibersemi-autoCt., reroof, $240; Mooi, contractor. matic German Lugers*in their
tractor.

S. Nyenhuis,44 East 17th St.

cars.

George Frank. 25.

of

Merit and the Army Commendation Medal with two oak leaf
clustersfor particularaccomplish-

ment in the
lield,

Quartermaster
Gen. Grice is in command

of the

QM

depot at Jeffersonville,

Ind. This depot employes 5,000
persons in the manufacture and
repair of Army supplies, Gen.

Mr. ond Mrs. Cloude Boers
(Pool photo)

Claude Boers and his bride, the
former Evelyn Foikert, were to
Grice said.
Gen. Grice was in charge of the be at home today at route 2, Holarmed forces purchasing office in land, after a honeymoon in northNew York for four years before ern Michigan. They were married
taking command of the Jeffer*
sonville depot.
Born in Atlanta, Ga„ he spent Rev. Arnold Brink Called
four years in the Georgia Nation- By 14th Street Church
al Guard before entering the United States Army 34 years ago. Fourteenth Street Christian ReStarting as a private he worked formed church voted on the first
up quickly and during part of ballot to extend a call to the Rev.
World War I was in charge of Arnold Brink, educational secreQuartermasterheadquartersin tary of Calvin college, at a congregation meeting Monday night.
France.
Rev. Brink, who conducted serDuring World War II. he was in
charge of Quartermasterresearch vices in the local church three
and development at Washington, times this season, is a graduate of
D. C., besides being in command Calvin college and seminary, and
of several QM depots both in the for the last four years has been
educational secretary for the colstates and overseas.
lege.

his

ed on probation for three years.
Conditions of his probation are
that he leave intoxicatingliquors
alone, pay $7 a week toward the
support of his child and $3 a week
on erreara until paid up. He also
was ordered to pay $50 casts
within 60 days and $3 a month
oversight fees.
Milton Fletcher.28. of 91 River
Hills drive, and Frank Owen. 49.
route 4, both of Holland, pleaded
guilty to a charge of carrying
pistolswithout licenses and will
return July 16 for disposition. The
alleged offense occurred June 9 in

School Census
Figures Listed
Holland city has 5,173 young
people and children under 20
years of age. according to a school
census report submitted to the
Board of EducationMonday night
by Supt. Walter W. Scott.
The total represents an increase
of 94 over last year’s total. Totals
of other years list 5,079 in 1950.
4.987 in 1949, 4.925 in 1948, 4,899
in 1947, and 4,859 in 1946.
Total children aged five through
19 inclusive total 3,450, a decrease
of 40 from last year. This decrease. however, is offset by the
children in ago^group up to five
years who totari,723,
an increase
in
of 134 over last year's total of

The son of a minister’sfamily.
Rev. Brink previously served as
pastor of Bethany Christian Reformed church in Muskegon succeeding the Rev. John Dolfin. Rev.
Brink also served Bluffton church
in Muskegon which had beenstart-

June

29

in Overlsel Reformed
church. Their parents are Mr. and
Mrs. Edward Foikert of Overisel
and Mr. and Mrs. Henry Boers of
Olive Center.

Wind-Whipped Big Bayou Waters

Essenberg Building and Lumber Grand Haven.
Co.,

contractor. ^

2.

In the second game, the Fyrnacemen jumped to a hot start,
getting a run on two single* in
the first frame. They notched another run in the second on one
An
single,a sacrifice, and an error.
But the Moose tied the score in
Christian Reformed church in slam across the wind-whipped
the fourth inning, getting two
water
of
Big
Bay
Saturday
afGrand Rapids. He was in Holland
run* on two singles and a couple
ternoon.
almost six years.
of wild pitches by Ray Morren,
Occasskm was the annual outFurnace pitcher.
board racing regatta sponsored
The score remained tied until
Boats Scattered
by the T\ilip Gty Boat club.
the fifth, when Furnace again
About 50 boats were expected
Many small boats were torn
cracked through for a run, thia
to participateIn the races, but so
from their moorings during
time on one hit, an error, and a
the storm. Several ended up
intense was the weather that
wild pitch by Herk Cramer,
aground, acattered along the
many of the drivers decided
pitching for Moose. The Furnaceagainst racing. A* it was, some
shores of Lake Macatawa. At
men iced the game in the sixth,
least two sailboatswhich
boats were badly damaged by
When that big twister hit Hol- however, getting four hits and
the stormy lake waters, Chuck
couldn't break their moorings
Conrad president of the club said land about 6 a.m. Sunday, lot* of three run* when Cramer weakupturned where they were.
ened.
today.
people slept right through It and
Wally Hasty led the Furnace
There are an eatlmated 654,000
Dick Cunningnam, who won the didn't know anything about it unhitting with three single in four
deer, elk, antelope and bear In 100-mile Detroit Marathon earljpr
til much later. Many took inspec
trips to the piste. Bill Franks got
Oregon.
this year, flippedover on
turn
and so damaged his boat that he tion tours before going to church, a double and single, and Bill
Prince two singles. Corky Weener,
was out of racing for the remin- and throughout the day.
and Floyd Vanden Beldt each got
der of the day.
With power on the fritz most singles.
Oinningham was racing in the
class A events. Bill Berry of of the day in several outlying sec- For Moose, Stu Baker and Les
Grand Rapids took top honors in tions, local restaurant* were Doorneweerd each got two hits,
crowded with people unable to one of Doorneweerd’s being a douboth heats of this class.
cook dinner at home. Camp stoves ble. George Botsis,Bill Zyclfc and
In class B, Don Locke of Lancame in handy as did some of the Cramer each got singles.
sing took first place. Sylvia Smith
Final standings of first half
from Algonac got a poor start, old fashioned pump*.

Cause

250

; 3,

369

j**

AMBUSH

Essenburg-Wright Vows Spoken

If

but displayed great skill in handling her boat in such rough water.

In fhese events, the only

K

Drenthe

noon.

local

winner w-as Vern Kane, who drove
a close race and tied for second
place.

Locke won the Del Van Tongertrophy, a cup being given by
the boat club for the first time
this year. Van Tongeden,longtime
member of the club, is now in
England in the armed forces, and
sent the cup to Conrad for pre-

en

; 4, 325;

setation at Saturday s races. Van

Tongeren also was first president

Bernard Jensen. 134 West 14th DAUGHTER BORN
10,
Grand Haven (Special) — Justice 14.
St., repair front porch, using
frame and cement block, $120; of the Peace George V. Hoffer and 18.
Mrs. Hoffer announce the birth of
Cornelius Israel, contractor.
a ten-pound daughter in Munici- White lines to designate traffic
pal hospitalearly Saturday after- lanes were introduced in Boston in

• *

Outboard Races

VOLLEYS

5
; 6. 299; 7. 246; 8. 297; 9, 277
246; 11, 207; 12, 225; 13, 199
194; 15, 209; 16, 190; 17, 193
185; 19, 233.
306

of the boat club.
In class C, Vern Kane of Hoi*
land tied Ryno for first place in
class D, eight 25-horsepower boat*
failed to arrive from Bay Gty and

Grand Rapid* in time for

1919.

the

races, Conrad said, so the event
not held. First place was
awarded Bill Fulwiler. who only
had to appear with his boat to
take the win.

was
w^hcM
was new

«?7hy
™'‘lng
at the £a'h^
home of Mr.
ind
Mrs. Marvin Roelofs last Thuraday evening.
The services Sunday afternoon
were conducted by a missionary,
the Rev. Jacob R.

Kamps

of

RandaN Marlink, Ruth Veldheer

Wed

Norlin Re-Elected

N*w

Mr. and Mrs. Theron Van Rhee
spent Sunday evening with Mr.
and Mrs. Roger Brinks.
Mrs. A. K. Lanning spent last
week Thursday at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Wyngarden
at Vriesland.
Dr. and Mrs. G. J. Ketnme and
daughtersreturned to their home
a week agp after a month’* vaca-

To School Board
Carroll W. Norlin was elected to
his third three-year term as a
member of the Federal school
board at an electionheld Monday.
Norlin i* secretary of the board
and also is a member of the Ottawa county Board of Education.
Also the voterr approved the
plan set by the Holland Board of
Education to place the $50 jf the

tion.

Mr. and Mrs. Peter Kamps and
son. Carwin, spent a few days
with son, Roger Kamps, who is
stationed at Fort Jackson, S. C.
They also called on Pvt. Richani
De Kleine, who is confined to a
hospital.

Mrs. Dick Hunderman, Mr*.
and Mr*. John

John DeWeerd

Schra spent Thursday afternoon ki
Grand Rapids. Mr*. Schra also
spent amoe time with her son
Stanley, who is at Sunshine ho*
pita].

Lester Timmer, who is confined
to hi* home with rheumaticfever,
had a tonsillectomy last week.

Tunnel Park Scene
Of Slakes Reunion

.

play in the city softball league:

Even the

S. S. Alabama, the
luxury ship of the Chicago, Duluth and Georgian Bay Co. which
has been chained to a tree at the
16th St. docks since 1946, broke
away from some of her moorings,
snapping one of the pilings at the
rear clean off. Bernie Shashaguay
was the boy who managed to get
her tied again.

Fords

W

L
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.. 3
.. 3
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Felon Sunoco ............................ 2
Central Avenue .......... .........
3
Main Auto ................................ 3
Holland Furnace ....................
5

Green Hornet* ......................
Tulip Merchants .................

VFW

........................................

Baker Furniture..........
. 2
Moose ........................................
2
. ......

6
6
6
7
7

The remarkable thing about
Sunday’s twister was that real
damage was kept at a minimum,
consideringsome 20 tree* were upFennville
rooted in the city. Only a few of
them "leaned" against house* and
one flatteneda garage. Had some
of the larger one* crashed into Crop Hit by
home*, casualtiescertainly would
have mounted.
A began (Special)— Fennville's
"The city came out pretty well," cherry crop suffered a big loss in
BPW Supt. Abe Nauta said. "I Sunday's windstorm,accoding to
wish we could always say that. It Lee Sessions,field man for Michicould have been a lot worse."
gan Friut Canners. He believedother fruit crops were not damagHolland state park was badly ed, however.
litteredSunday. Winds flattened
Allegan county agent A B. Mortents and blew camp effects all ley had previously estimatedthe
over the park. Some 35 to 40 July 4 wind damage to crops at 10
camps evacuated hastily,leaving to 20 per cent.
some things like newspapersflyAt Allegan the official rainfall
ing in the wind.
was .55 Inch but the downpour
And the way sand piled up! It was believedto have been heavier
was the second time in less than on the west side.
a week that Supt. Gare Broad
Trowbridge township suffered
had to get out bulldozers to level
most loss in the twister and Hoptho deposits.
kins, Wayland and Allegan also
were hit hard. A big tree blocked
Incidentally,there's a now 12traffic on US-131 south of Martin,
foot lifeguard stand at Holland
and a huge elm choked the road
state park. No, It wasn't tipped
near Mereon nearly all day while
over in Sunday!* winds.
workmen chopped it up into movThe park also has a new public
able pieces. A train was held up
system, used mainly for lost chilon
the C and O track south of
dren. trafficannouncements and
emergencies.It also announces Pullman until a tree was removed.
Mrs. Arthur Young escaped from
the closing of the park. The mike
her house near Fhillman, by crawlis in the superintendent’soffice.
ing through a window after • ‘
The condition of the lakefront maple fell across the roof to block .

Cherry

Storm

•

* Mexico.

h*

to complete the hitting.

by Bethany. He is married and
hiw two children.
Spills in
The local church has been without a pastor since the Rev. Wilestimated 2,000 persons
liam Van Peursem.leftin April
for a new' charge at Lee Street watched 20 outboard motorboats

Saginaw,
Edward Meyering, 125 West pleaded guilty to a charge of Issu18th St., reroof, $200; Mooi, con- ing a check without funds and will
return July 16 for disposition. 1,589.
tractor.
J. W. Lang, 162 West 12th St., The allegedoffense occurred June
The 1951 statistics list the folenclose rear porch, using frame, 26 when he issued a $10 check lowing figures for the various age
cement block and sash, $200; to Poel Bros. Shoe Repair shop in groups: under 1. 375; 1, 348;
reroof, $230; Mooi, contractor.

Ozzie Dozeman rapped the sintwo were out to get the
run in. Then in the sixth, Emil
Vander Vate clouted a homer
with none aboard.
This tied the score, Main Auto
having gotten two runs in the top
of the sixth on a single and three
errors by Merchant fielders.
Mr. and Mrs.. Robert A. Moor*
But then the Automen were
After a northern wedding trip, Mrs. George Steggerda, 294 East held to a single hit by Rutgers
Mr. and Mm. Robert A. Moore are 13th St. The groom's parents are in the final inning, giving the
now living at Ooxaackie,N. Y. Mr. and Mrs. R. M. Moore of Cox Merchants their final shot at the
They were married in the Sixth aackie.
plate. They didn't fumble it, getReformed church parsonageJune • Mr. and Mrs. R. Langenberg, ting two run* home on hit* by
15 by the Rev. Henry Mouw. A brother-in-law and sister of the Lyle Vander Meulen and Bouwreception followed in the church groom, attended the couple. As- man to win the game.
for 50 guests, including several sisting at the reception were Mr*.
Other Merchant*• to hit were
from Coxsackie and Urbana, 111.
E. J. M osier and Misses Mary Earl Busacher, and Don Sundin,
The bride is the former Kathy Kroeze, Ina Mae Hamm and both of whom got single*. For
Steggerda, daughter of Mr. and Norma Huyeer.
Main Auto Howie Glupker led the
attack, getting a double and a
single.Ron Bekius got a double
gle *fter

Macatawa

Vacation at

$3,800; one school repair, $1,200;
one cement bin construction,
$5,200.

In the first game, Merchants
started scoring in the third inning when Ralph Bouwman got
home on a single and an error.

General Grice Enjoys

of $2,736.

commercial remodel or

Moose

The annual Stokes family reunion was held Saturday at Tunnel park with 49 member* of the
family present.
Those present cam* from Hoiland. Detroit, Kalamazoo, Marshall, Muskegon, Coral, Pierson,
Greenville and Colorado Springs,
Colo.
The eldest member present was
Mrs. Fred Griswold, 80, of Muakegon. The youngest was Richard
Merrell, sbc-week-dld son of Mr.
arid Mrs. Johi> Wadsworth of Holland.

Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Dale Essenburg

’

(Penna-Sosphoto) tuition to Holland high school inMarriage vows were exchanged Bible with a white rose corsage. to the specialhigh school building
by Miss Patricia Jean Wright and
Miss Kiomparens’ gown was fund and voted to raise the necesGlenn Dale Essenburg in a double fashioned of ice green taffeta. She sary millage to cover the tuition
ring ceremony at the Woman’s wore a matching headdressand payment to Holland.
Literary club house on Thursday, carried a colonialbouquet of yelOther members of the Federal
June 21. The bride is the daughter low roses and white onrnations. school board are: Alvin Potter,
the only door.
of Kendrick Wright of route 4, The flower girl wore a gown sim- George Tubergan, Andrew Vinstra, on Lake Michigan is something for
cottage owners to be concerned
Holland, and Mrs. Robert Stirdi- ilar to Miss Kiomparens'and car- moderator,Leonard Buursma,
about. The rugged July 4 storm Allendale Resident
vand of Grand Rapids. The groom ried a basket of rose petals.
treasurer and Norlin, secretary.
carried away 50 feet of beach, acis a son of Mr. and Mrs. Henry
A reception for 150 guests folcording to some cottagers. And Succombi at
Essenburg, 10 Eakt 15th St.
lowed the ceremony.Jack EssenSunday’s
storm didn’t do it any
Cart
Damaged
ai
One
The service was performedby burg was master of ceremonies
Derk (Dick) Dyke. 75. of Fear- '
good, although the litter wasn’t
the Rev. C, M. Beerthuis.. Miss and Mr. and Mrs. Ray Van Ess Stops for Fallen Tree
line, died at his home Friday afnearly so bad.
Lois Ann Van Huis was pianist served punch. Assisting about the
temoon.
and accompaniedMrs. Jack Essen- rooms ‘were Misses Dolores Cook,
Two cars were badly damaged The family dog Prince emerged Surviving are his wife, Dena;
berg, who sang "Because,” "When Elaine Lommen. . Doris Vanden in an accident at 6 am. Sunday
a daughter, Mrs. Margaret Ko*i- "
the Sands of the Desert Grow Borg, Dorothy Rook. Mercia Van on US-31 after a large tree blew unhurt after a bam on the Arthur man of Holland; two grandchild-‘
Meuler farm in TrowbridgetownCold" and "The Lord’s Prayer." . Slooten and Lucille Bos. John down across the highway a half
ship collapsed in the storm. A ren; two brother* Gerrit of CoopThe. room was decorated with Swieringa, a special guest at the mile south of Holland.
shed nearby moved from its foun- ersville and Egbert of Grand Ra- ,
palms, white peonies and candela- reception,placed piano selections A car driven by Thomas J. Dedation too. Next door, Ralph Voss pids; four sisters,Mrs. Susan Piers ‘
bra.
and sang.
vine, 42, Oiicago, stopped for the left his bam after milking the of Los Angeles, Calif., Mrs. Reka
Miss Bette. Kiomparens was The couple left on a wedding obstructionand was hit in the cows to discover the tin roof had Nort house of Belmont. Mrs. Sens
maid oi honor and Frank Bronson trip to northern Michigan. For rear by one driven by William been tom off and pieces scattered Knoper of Allendale,Mrs. Minnie *
was beet man. Lloyd Koning and traveling the bride wore
red Robert Ryan, 20, of Fennville.
over a nearby field. A farm wagon Miedema of Grand Rapids; and
Roger Essenburgwere .ushers. suit with white accessoriesand a
Deputy Henry Bouwman said stored in the bam was 200 feet several nieces and nephews.
-»
Dickie Van Ess, the groom's ne- white rose corsage. They are now the Devine car, a 1950 model, away.
Mr. ond Mn. Randall Marlink
phew, and Gale Lynn Vanden at home et 10 East 15th St.
was damaged to the extent of
Mia* Ruth VeMheer, daughter A reception was held for the Berg, his niece, were ring bearer
Mrs. Essenburg, a resident of $500 and the Ryan car. a 1940
Lester Wokiring sends in this
of Mr. and Mrs. George Veldheer immediate families at the bride’s
and flower girl.
Holland for five years, attended model, $400. Ryan was given a, item. M-21 was opened to traffic
of Holland, became the bride of home.
The bride wore a gown of white Holland high school and was summons for failure to have his between Holland and Zeeland on
AMBULANCE SERVICE
Randall Marlink, son of Albert • The couple went on a wedding French . imported Chantillylace
employed at H. E. Morse Co. Mr. car- under control
July
1, 1931. Thanks, Les.
HOLLAND, MICHIGAN
Marlink, of Zeeland, on June 18. trip to Niagara Fall* and North
.over ice blue satin' and a veil of Essenburg also attendedHolland
The Rev. Ellsworth Ten Gay read Carolina, where they visited the illusion whidi fell from SaCap of
high. He is employed at Consum- The electric fan was Invented by
The speed of sound Is about 740
the double ring ceremony, .
bride * brother- who i* in service.
aadkoe. Sbe earned a white era dairy,
Dr. Schuyler ^Wheeler ja 1U2.
mies an hour at sea level.
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July 15. 1961
Safeguarding the Home
Matthew 19:3-9
By Henry Geerlings
I read only a few days ago that

f!

Tom

)

•eric* of weekly articles taken
of the Holland Daily
Sentinel publishedmore than 95.
jjgo

#3

Mo*

thin «

_

hundred

Tuerty

gathered

you would have a fair sample of
the apparently low esteem in
which the sacred vows of marEntered as second class matter at
the post office at Holland,Mich., riage are held. Any records you
under the Act of Congress, March 3.
can get hold of will enlighten you
1879.
W. A. BUTLER, Business Manager in respect to the rapidity with
which the divorce courts are kept
Telephone—News Items 3193
going.
Advertising and Subscriptions. 3191
• The publisher shall not be liable This matter of people getting

0$'

.

TT* nail boat uilora on Lake

Wind*

*“,y

evening tat the

h,d t0 work

S**urd*y rit*rnoon
,hl,ted

meeting aince the reorgan. U*0 T'r*dn‘.b“‘*
ization oJ Holland bualneta body,
th* nct ,tlrt'<i'
strength of the variable winds.
began a story In the Wednesday,
initial

Printing Co. Office 54*56
West Eighth Street, Holland. Michigan.

by Storms

QnLakeMacatawa

at the Chamber at Comwree P""1

If you were to take from the
Thf Home of tho
newspaper, covering one week,
Holland City Now«
Published Every Thursjav by the Sentinel clippings bearing on this subject

for any error or errors In printing
any advertising unless a proof of
such advertisementshall have been
obtained by advertiser and returned
by him in time for correction with
such errors or correctionsnoted
plainly thereon; and in such case If
anv error so noted Is not corrected,
publishersliabilityshall not exceed
such a proportion of the entire space
occupied by the error bears to the
whole space occupiedby such adver-

In 1916

1

(FoJJowinf jc the 915th hi th«

'V

average marriage in Hollywood lasts five years, at the end

1W1

SmaD Boat Races

•if from news

the

/

Holland
'W

of which time it goes on the rocks.

f

12,

—

M

I

m

no

Feb. Id, iaeue at the Holland Dally I S“nd*!'1
WOTe l’eld' th*
Sentinel published in
|,mt11 boats having been acatter-

1917.

That the
marking

!*-

W

^

severe snowstormsI
upturned, and hammered by
mean a heav- the intensity of the morning storm

burden on the taxpayer i*| At least two boats flipped over
shown in one instance at toast by
on their backs, and several others
the City Engineer in a report of
broke their moorings, ending up
his department.So far this winaground along the shore*. Along
ter, to keep the sidewalks and
[with this, a driving rain churned
streets open, it has cost the dty
the lake at race time.
$414.67. Last year’s total of the
But Saturday,10 Lightning
entire winter was only $391,95.
class boats and three Lawtoy 110, s
Grand Hawn’*
** inree L**ww?y HU.s
taken t^ir
raced' The Lawley fle€t- dually

m
m IBIli

ier

married and then shortly after being divorced is a shame and a
disgrace. The fact that it is possible for a divorce to be granted
on almost any grounds after residence in any place for several
weeks seems almost unbelievable.
. .*>**
It would seem that we lead all
*-v
the the nations of the earth, even
tisement.
*£v
the pagan ones, in the percentage
of marriages ending in divorce.
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
One year 52.00: Six months 11.25 The average seems to be one in
•<
three months 75c; Single copy 5c. six.
Subscriptions payable In advance and
It appears that about the only
will be promptly discontinued If not
renewed.
real reason necessaryfor legal
Subscribers will confer a favor
reporting promptly any Irregularity separation is for the husband or
wife to say that he or she desires
In delivery. Write or Phone 3191.
to marry someone else. And it is
ALLEGAN— THE “IRIS CITY” not unusual for the second marHolland wishes the best of luck riage to be performed within a
to its neighbor, Allegan, in that few minutes after the divorce has
___________
community's endeavor to win fame been granted. And now in the face
Rex
Chapman,
699
State
St.,
works
In
his
garden following hit reas the "Iris City." Imitation is the of this awful situation we are
tirement from 28 years of teaching in several Michigan echoole.
asked
to
think
about
the
sacredsincerest flattery, and if Allegan
Chapman has taught every eubject except Latin, Spanish and
can succeed in popularizingitself ness of the home.
There could be no more serious domeetic ecience.He taught at Holland High for 16 years and also
through the medium of iris plant
coached the basketballteam. His retirement plant include hunting,
ings, the way Holland has done blunder than to suppose that there
fishing and travel.
the past two decades in growing are very few persons who are
faithful
to
the
marriage
contract.
‘ tulips,this community should be
the first to wish Allegan success The widest publicity is given to
; Apparently getting the idea those that end disastrously,while
from Holland, other Michigan no mention is made of those
communitiesha\'e fairly recently homes in which peace and fidelity
rule. Perhaps it is the bad apple
) taken steps to adopt specific flow
ers. One of them, for instance on the tree that attracts our athas chosen the lilac as the com tention first, but the chances are
muunity flower, yielding to the few of that kind can be found. It
urgings of garden dubs and others is the unfaithftil marriage that is
Rex E. Chapman, who has retirInterested in such projects.Even held up to the public gaze, while ed after teaching chemistry in
the husband and wife who have
; if those communities fail to match
Holland high school 16 yea is, is
Holland’srecord, their projects lived long years happily together
Visitors
; are still worthy of encouragement
never break into print. On these looking forward to doing a lot of
Anything that makes life worth homes we depend for the main- things he never found time to do
-
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their boats carefully on the last
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teers defeated Fennvilto high
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Four local goiters participated In the Spring Lake Invitational
Golf tournament last week. Dr. Walter Hoekaema, (upper
left) and George Sllkkere, (upper right) are teaming ae one twoeome, and Bob Greenhoe (lower left) and Lee Klele (lower right)
teamed together. All but Sllkkereplayed In the tourney laat
year. Klele and Greenhoe preyed together laat year. Th# limit for
the tournamentla 75 teame, and la based pn low medal score.

portrr'*
ait of the president.The pre- /na
a
«
senta
Uon apeech waa made by II I A4fl I lOfl
Walter
er A. Scholten.The picture|
LlvdU 1 ICll
will occupy a prominent place in
the Van Raalte hall Gallery of
Fame.
Br Arnold Muldot
The Hope college junior class in
en enthusiasticclass assembly
The questions that seem the rington’s study was mainly conTuesday afternoon unanimously H. E. Morse unloaded a 10-hit simplest may t prove to be the cerned with America’s past. Henry
voted to issue another college an- attack and got no-hit pitching most dificultto answer, darly in Steele Commager is concerned
nual. The following ataff wai from Jerry Prince to defeat Hart our history, some time, in fact, mainly with the America of the
chosen by the class: Editor in and Cooley 7-4 Saturdayin a Re- before the opening of the Ameri- twentieth century. It is therefore
chief, James Muilenberg;literary creation "B” league game. The can Revolution, Jean de Crevein one way a kind of continuaeditor, Walter SchoHen; athletic win advanced Morse into a first coeur asked the simple question, tion of Farrington.
editor, Bernard Hakken; art edi- place tie with Western Machine "What is an American?” Al"The American Mind" begins
tor, Mis* Louise Brusse; joke edi- Tool.
though he answered it in an essay with the 1880's and it brings the
tor, John H. Karaten; manager
In addition to pitching a no- that has been famous for more record up to the present day. In
photography,Henry Boven; busi- hitter, Prince was the big gun in than a century and a half, the the main it is concernedwith the
before.
ness manager, Eldred Kuiienga; the Morse hitting attack. H^ world has kept on asking the question, la there an American
living is desirable.
tenance of those principleswhich
These include some more huntsubscriptionmanager, Orren cracked a homer over the center- question ever since, and has re- mind, as distinguishedfrom minds
But if Allegan and those other have always undergirdedour naing, a little more fishing and mayfielder's head in the second Inning peatedly tried to find more and
ieities that are adoptingflower* tional existence.
from other world cultures?
wish to attain the results that
Next week Wednesday a battle and sent two singles into right more adequate answers.
In addition to divorce and be even some traveling. Besides
Commager would hardly have
royal will be ataged in the high field later in the game.
have been achieved in Holland wrecked homes there are the that, there'salways the lawn and
A fairly recent answer was taken the trouble to write the
Local
school gym, accordingto a story
one or two wholesome facts will children to be considered. The garden to look after at his home
Bob Elzinga had a double and contributed by a Columbia uni- book If his answer had not been
appearing in the Thursday,Feb. a single for Morse and Harlen versity professor of history, Henry
•call for emphasis. It isn’t enough children of divorced parents suf- at 699 State St.
"Yes.” But that brief "Yes” that
With his retirement in June, The Holland Flying Dutchmen 15, issue. The Chemicals and Nienhuis two singles.
.for a community to "adopt”
fer from the loss of normal family
Steele Commager. His book, which seems so simple is in fact so comflower. It isn't enough for parents life and affection. They must Chapmen ended 28 years of teach- bumped into the Grand Rapids Warm Friends again won their
Gordon Hulst was losing pitch he called ’The American Mind," plex that it can hardly be more
to "adopt" a baby; unless that bear the burden of the evil deeds ing and a generous sprinkle of Gas company at Riverview Park games last night, are still tied for er. He was relievedby Harry Lar- is doubtless still new to much of
than hinted at even in 476 crowdbaby is nurtured with the most of their parents. Their whole life athleticsand other extra-curricu- Monday night, and after over- the lead of the league and will | man in the fifth,
his potential audience, although ed pages.
lar
work
such
as
debating.
During
meet
each
other
next
week.
•painstaking care that adoption
is affected by this disruption of
it was published in 1950.
To provide the answer Cdmmanot going to mean much. Unless a the normal life in the home. Par- this span he has taught every sub- coming an early innings deficit,
About 70 young people, memThe author of ’The American ger found it necessary to give an
community follows the adoption ents suing in court for the cus- ject but Latin, Spanish and domes- the locals went on to lose, 11-6, bers of the Tuesday evening cateMind" would probably be the first analysis, for instance, of Ameriwith practical development,the tody of their children, and chil- tic science.Besides Holland, he
The Dutch had allowed the Gas cheticalclasses of the Rev. H. J.
to insist that he has not fully an- can literature since the eightiea
world will soon forget what that dren spending a month with their taught in Mt. Pleasant, Lansing, company two runs in the second Veldman, set down to tables tasteswered deCrevecoeur's famous that for detail and comprehensiveShephard
and
Nashville.
.town’s adopted flower is.
fully
arranged
in
the
basement
of
father, and then being transferred
inning and one in the tourth be(From Monday’s Sentinel)
question, even though he filled ness has seldom been surpassed in
• It waa a little over two decade* to the care of the mother, present Chapmans method of teaching fore coming back in the third and (he First Reformed church last
Billy Wentzel returned to his 476 pages in the attempt. For the far more voluminous works. He
•go that Holland adopted the tu- a gloomy and tragic picture.Jesus chemistry in Holland high has met fourth to take a 4-3 lead.
Tuesday evening and partook of home in Zeeland Wednesday after American mind— by which the
seems to have read, intensivelyand
Jp. During the first few years gave some very strict warnings with some differenceof opinion And the Dutch held their lead
toV™«r™I£!!*giVen P** I* ^ree week visit with his grand- author means the whole of the in detail, every importantAmerithroughout
the years. He believes
hardest kind of work was re
against these and other actions
departureparents, Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Bunce American beyond merely the phy- can novelistfrom William Dean
until the opening of the seventh,
qmred to "sell’ the idea to enough that harm and warp the lives of in rewarding the student for iniwhen Lou Humbert, who had gone
°hio. His parents, Mr. sical— if far more complex than Howells to William Faulkner;
people so that the flower would
tiative and ability and lets each
children.
all the way on the Dutch mound,
t0 H*1* Mrs. Nelson Wentzel, went to Hollywood would have us believe. every American poet from Wilstudent chart his own way, probecome a universal symbol of the
got into difficulty.
• cer- Edon to get him.
It is a sad situation that the
It has changed elusivelyfrom gen- liam Vaughn Moody to Edna St.
gressing as fast or as slowly as he
'town. Many of those who are still
intimateand sacred relations of chooses.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Smidderks eration to generation,so that the Vincent Millay; every dramatist
The
Gas
company
got three
active in the exploitationof the
marriage are made the basis of
runs home in that inning, knocktha and son and daughter of Los Washingtonsand the Lincolns from Clyde Fitch to Eugene O'idea remember the hard work of
He points with pride to 100 of
many obscene jokes. Many young
ed Humbert from the mound, and
ithe early days and the practical
An*ekl’ Calif ’ are V,J5iting MUa would probably be horrified by Neill.
his students who specializedin
people feel that to be up to date
made three hits. Daffy Victor reDelia Smidderks and Mr. and Mrs. the mental assumptionsand beAnd literature Is only one of
problems that had to be solved.
chemistry and now have doctorthey must make light of sacred
lieved Humbert.
im
Pl Barr 4nd Mr. and Mrs. John liefs of the very people who wor- several facets through which ComSuch things do not grow without
ates. Several are working for leadthings.L«wd pictures, sexy magaVictor, however, was lifted in
Key^r'
Smidderks and other relatives
ship them most effusively as well mager looks at the composition of
effort. Like plants that are not
ing oil compares throughoutthe
zines, maudlin songs and obscene
the next inning in favor of Loren
Mr»’ L S>'tsa™ and daughter as most sincerely.
the American mind, one of the
cultivated they are likely to die.
count r>'. Many girls have turned
of Hope college Wilson Mary Lynn of Paterson, N.J.,
literatureare in many otherwise
Wenzel, who pinch-batted in the bcholten
So late as 1929 another Ameri- proofs he suggests that the Amerclub.
Hollands tulip cultivationis beto nursing after making good re. w. ’
visiting at the home of her par
lower end of the seventh. The
can writer tried to answer deCre- ican mind is different from, for
yond that point. Although there is respectable homes. They have be- cords in his chemistry classes.
The
marriage of Miss Reka enU, Mr. and Mrs. H. Ten vecoeur’s question, by ’tracing
come so commonplace in our lives
Dutch
got
another
run
home
in
instance, the European mind. He
still an occasionalvoice protesting
Although his system of teaching
that inning.
those changes in American mental treats the American newspaper
that the Tulip Festival might bet- that we are beginningto regard is progressive,Chapman objects to
Ham McCollum then went to
and spiritualpoints of view from and magazine in the same way;
ter be abandoned, such voice* are them as the spice of life. All of the term, "progressive education."
earliest times to the twentieth also the work of American philso rare that they can’t be taken these thoughts and ideas poison He doesn’t particularlycare to be the mound for the Dutch, and the
century. This analyst was V. C. osophers from William James to
seriously. But the success of what the mind, and if expressed in ac- associated with ultra-modern edu- Gas company promptly swatted
live runs home to pretty well
Farrington, and his book was a George Santayana; also the work
for eigtlt mon,ha’ ,eft th«
is now a permanent institution did tion will lead to tragic conse- cational programs.
quences.
week for her native home, the pro- three volume study called "Main of the scientistsand politicians,
not come of i&Mf; it came through
Hes proud of his part in coach- clinch the game. The visitors got nerfnrm’th t^r ^
The young people of today will ing ^basketball at Holland high. In their five tallies on three consec,
vin(* of F riesiand in the Nether- Currents in American Thought." and of several others.
the hardest kind of work. And
Mayor John Vandersluiaand lands.
Although it remained unfinished The American mind turns out
that is what other communities be the homemakers of tomor- 1937 his cagers were finalistsin utive singles after two had walklwv#t*n<)rrow Mr. and Mrs. S. E. Herron of at the time of Farrington’s death to he one of the most complex
adopting flowers will need. The row. For this reason it is essential the state tournament,losing the ed and one had been hit by a
Detroit were recent visitor at the in 1929, it has become a kind of
Ihing we need now to keep our to future happinessthat they last night to Muskegon. In 19.38 pitched ball.
minds in human history. And
The Dutch didn't give up, howof
uncle *nd aunt. Mr. bible for those who have a sense what Hollywood is making out of
Tulip Festival, Inc., on a sound build attitudes that are Christian and 1939, his teams won South*£0<>, and M«- I*»ac Van Dyke, Maple of curiosity about the mental it is one of the biggest jokes of
respect to the sacrednessof western conference crowns, the ever, getting one run home on a
financial basis is for everyone fo
thm' T^y St. Mr*. Herron was Miss Amy changes of Americans.But Par- 1 the twentieth century.
mail our Secretary-Manager
Law- marriage. If their home life is to first Holland high teams to do so. double by Jack Van Dorple and
IT*n to advtae Boone of Zeeland before her marsuccessful it must be estabrence Wade a contribution for our
Chapman was born in Mt. Plea- a triple by Gene Schrotenboerin them. A banquet tomorrow eve- riage
flO.OOO fund we are buiiding. lished upon Christian truths. Con- sant and received an A.B. degree the eighth. Schrotenboer, incidentPlease do it now.
p17*
and Mrs. J. Quiche- Spring Lake
sider a few of the things that in 1923 from Central Michigancol- ally, had a perfect evening at the
the city fathers are going laar, Main Ave., are spending
young people can do to safeguard lege and a master’s degree in 1930 plate, getting four singles and .
1!ihi!n* ^nditions week visiting relatives in Lafay- Diet at Sister’s Home
the institution of marriage. First, from the University of Michigan. a triple in five trips.
Patrolman Oosterbaan
Blili
hiJP**Vltn
ft Fire ette, Ind„ and Biimanwood, Wis.
Neither team could score in the
they can respect the members of
to the msmben
A seven weeks’ training couree Grand Haven (Special) — Mrs.
the opposite sex. The young man
ninth frame, although the Gas
Goes to Police School
^ uat *
recently organized Red Lucretia McLean, 82, 0/ 412 East At
company rumbled lightly when
who respects the young woman Content Judgment Given
froi* dais in home nursing has Exchange St, Spring Lake, died
The city of Holland and its will be courteous and gentleman- In Local Damage Case
two men got on with a single and Ihu
SSL1*'?
h*n completed.Mrs. Janet Sun- Thursday evening at the home of
police departmentsent Patrolman ly. The girl worthwhile will deepa walk. Final score was 11-6 for
Mrs. Ronald D. Obenchain.35.
appeared in the Friday, Feb. 16, din , Red Cross instructor, and
Donald Oosterbaanto a police ly appreciate this courtesy.
Grand Haven (Special)— A con- the Gas company.
her sister, Miss Ida Brongersma. of 164 East Glendale, South Bend,
Mrs. David De Bruyn, of this city,
administration school at Michigan
Thursday night, the Dutch enThis attitude is needed today sent judgment .of $2,400 was
Mar* ware in charge of the course, She waa bom May 25, 1869, in the Ind., died Wednesday night at her
Mate college for one month be- more than ever because of the awarded Thomas J. Miller,by his tertain the Black Sox from Grand m 3^* 'Ivlf*** 01ad>1B
guente Tromp entertained a num- Member* of the class included home in which she died. She left cottage at Macatawa park. She
ginning Monday.
free
association between the next friend, Anne Miller, against Rapids. Game time is 8 p.m. under
ber of Wends Thursday evening Mesdamea Clara Walters, Marie
Purpose of the course is to pro- sexes. This new freedom may very Henrietta Bos, in Ottawa Circuit the Riverviewpark lights.
Spring Lake when a young wom- was found dead in bed about 11
with
a Valentine sleighrideperty De Vriea, Pearl Hofman, Betty
vide instruction in basic know- easily lead to license. Sincere re- Court Monday afternoon. All the Grand Rapids Gaa Company (11)
an and had lived in Detroit, Wind- a.m. Thursday by her daughter.
at
b"*’
Weat Huizenga, Angelina Dalman,
Jedge, skills and techniquesof spect for the other party will pre- parties are from Holland.
AB R H
sor
and Lansing,returning to A heart attack was giv/m as cause
* vr
1.
Cornelia Johnson,Jean Huxtable,
police sen ice on the patrol officer vent the rise of impure thoughts
5
The judgment resulted from an Peck, c ................................
Mr.
and
Mrs.
B.
Blink
have
reJean
Kaaten,
Hilda
Onwenea
level.
Spring
Lake two years ago. She of death. It was determinedMrs.
and desires. The girl too must accident June 16, 1949, at 10th St. Holland, ss ........................4
p.m.
turned
to
their
home
in
this
city
Eliubeth
Bouwman,
Genevieve
waa a member of the First Church Obenchain died about
Charles F. Rhodes, former Pon- respect the boy. This respect will and Maple Ave., in Holland, when Post, lb ..............................
3
Wednesday after retiring for the
after
a
three
week’s
visit
with
Ammeraal,
Ruth
Unning,
Emma
of
Christ
Scientist
of
Grand
tiac chief of police, is co-ordinator prevent flippant and suggestive the child, five years old at the Orandal,If ........................4
night.
reiat.ve. and friends at South Pyle, Ruth Ammeraal, Janet Bos- Haven.
lor the law enforcementtraining. remarks and poses. She will not time, was carried along on the Friberg, 2b
HoJland’
ma, Mildred Vanden Bosch and Survivingbesides the sister « Surviving are the husband; a
Co-operatingagencies are the tempt the boy to make advances. Bos car about 20 feet, then fell Klinert, rf .....
daughter, Ann, and two sons, John
The
national
week
of
song
will Ada Van Noord
a brother, John Brongersma of
Michigan State police, Michigan Secondly, young people can ac off and was run over by the car, Zieter, cf .......
and Lee.
be observed during the week of
Spring Lake, also several nieces
Sheriffs’association, Federal Bur cept the sinless standard. The resulting in
fractured pelvis’ Stein, cf (5th)
Feb. 22 in our schools. Many arc
and
nephews.
eau fo Investigation, Michigan young men will not demand of his fracturedright arm and body Winkels, 3b
learning the greatest national an- MSC Announces Date
Roy Nicol Home Scene
State college. Michigan Depart- bride that virtue he himself does bruises.
Hiebert, 3b (6th)
them, ’The Star Spangled Ban- 0( Sheep Field Day
ment of Public Instruction,and not possess, He will be as pure as
A settlement of $1,600 with the
Dow
J.
Rietdyk
Dies
Of Family Gathering
ner,” with other patrioticsongs.
the Michigan Municipalleague.
he believes his bride to be. She parents. Mr. and ' Mrs. William
Students of the Simplis Buai
Michigan sheep breedershave At Holland Hospital
will come to her husband chaste E. Miller, for expenses incident
A family gathering was held at
ness college auiprtoed Mr. and picked JYklay, July 20 u the date
36 11 11
and virtuous.Only on such
to the care of the child at the
Local Soldier Wounded
Mrs. Fred Gate TTiuraday eve- for the third annual sheep field Dow J. Rietdyk, 73 of 1784 The Roy Nicol home In Hamilton
Flying Dutchmen (6)
Corporal Raymond Rosendahl, foundation can lasting happiness hospital,and medical expenses,
at their home. They were day. It will be held this year at South Shore Dr., died Thursday Wednesday in the form of a potbe built.
AB R H ning
g
was
also
made.
husband of Mrs. Jeanette C.
presented with a beautiful electric Michigan State college instead of afternoon at Holland hospital afM. Witteveen.3b ............ 4 1 1 toaster.
Present wore Mr. and Mrs. L.
Thirdly, young people can beRosendahl of Jenison Park has
the Eaton county fairgrounds, ter a lingering Ulneas.He moved
Van Dorple, 2b
..... 3
1
1
returned to the Korean front after gin now to build attitudes that Fined on Two Counts
Members of the Harmony club Graydon Blank, MSC livestock to Holland five years ago from Ray Nicol, Leonard Nicol, Mr. and
Ptorsma, « ........................4 1 1
Mrs. Roger Nicol, Robert, Denwill
result
in
happy
home
life
being slightly wounded in Korean
Chicago.
Grtri Haven (Special) -Oscar Schrotenboer, c ................ 5 1 5 of this city were entertained at apedfrtJat, reports.
nis and Diinna, Mr. and M«.
fighting June 9. He was wounded later on. Purity of thought and
the home of Mrs. Bert Veneklaaen Results of recent experiments
Surviving are a son, Don of HolWilliams, 25, Muskegon, charged Wentzel. rf
............... 5
0 1 on the Zeeland road. Those who
Roy Nicol, Pamela and Ilene and
in the hip. He was married last action, reverencefor the human
land;
two
grandchildren;
one
in preventing Iamb losses, particuwith reckless driving early SunSeptember to the former Jeanetta body, as wholesome attitude to- day morning on US-31 in Olive W. Witteveen,lb ............ 2 1 0 attended were Mr. and Mrs. Albert larly from atiff lamb disease,will brother, Dr. John Rietdyk, and David, Mr. and Mrs, Cecil Van
Setter, cf ............................
5
Dyk and Gordon and Mr. and Mrs.
1
1
wards
the
sexual
side
of
life,
and
Pitcher. His father is Peter
Diekema, Mr. and Mrs. Volney be featured on the program.
one sister, Margie Drolenga, both
Donald Hein, Cynthia and Uhda.
a Christ iah perspectiveof the township, was sentenced to pay Boeve, If ............................1 0 0 Dibble, Mr. and Mrs. G. A. Stege- The usual judging contest and of Chicago.
Rosencjah]of 377 East Fifth St
home and family, will prevent $25 fine and $4.50 costs. For hav- Eggers, If (4th) ................3 0 0 man, Mr. and Mr*. Chris Nibbe- discussion of purebredbreeds will
ing no operator’s license, he must Humbert, p
Five United States cities— New many action* and thoughts that
2 0 1 link, Mr. and Mrs. Ray Hoek, Mr.
Mary Lou Buis Has
TO ATTEND CONFERENCE
also take place.
York. Chicago, Philadelphia,Los tend to pervert marriage and pay $10 fine and $6 costs. If fine Victor, p (7th) ........
0 0 0 and Mrs. Willard Van Sickle, Mr.
.Allegan (Special)— Joining the
and
costs
are
not
paid
he
will
be
Angeles, and Detroit — have more home life. And here, we come
1 6 th Birthday Party
McCollum, p (8th) ........ 0 0 0 and Mrs. Tom Marsilje and Mr.
more than 1,000 women who will
required to sene 30 days in counthan 1.000, D00 population each.
back to the teaching of Jesus. If
Sentenced
to Jail
and
Mrs.
Alfred
Van
Duren.
be attending the annual Home- Miss Mary Lau Bui* celebrated
ty jail. He was arraigned before
34 6 11
we would be pure we must think Justice George V. Hoffer Monday
William Olsen, 26, of Grand makers’ Conference at Michigan
.' One of the problemaof census- pure thoughts.
her 16th birthday anniversary FriNine presidents of ths Unltad Haven, waa aentenced to 10 days
taking among primitive or super
The first political newspaper of States espouael the Eplsopallan in Jail Monday when he pleaded State college,wUl be Mrs. Wynne day njght at a party given her
Wilkinson, Chesire; Mrs. Lloyd parents. Mr. and Mrs. William
Milk is the chief food for adding
atlUoufl peoples la the ancient fear
national Importancewas the Gas- faith. Thera have been two Bap- guilty to a charge of being drunk
Ths harem of Mouley Ismail, lime to the human system.
Spencer, Pullman; Mrs. George Buis, at their home on route A
lhat tile counting of persons or
ette of the United Rtatea, founded tists, one ClngregiUonalist, one
•ultan of Morocco,presented him
and disorderly.Olsen was on pro- Lampen, Hamilton;and Mrs. Ben
may lead to disaster, the NaSwimming, a treasure hunt, wienas
the
political
organ
of
Alexander
with 1,100 sons and daughter*. He
Automaticsteering gear for Hamilton.It waa publishedfrom Quaker, four Methodista,fire Pres- bation from the Holland court Lohman, Hamilton, from Allegan er roast and dancing were featl Geographic Society notes.
died in 1727, aged 80.
byterlans, two Reformed Dutch, and He wai arrested Saturday night
•hips waa firat inetalled in 1922.
county, announces Mary E. Bullis, ure* of the evening. About 50
1789 to 1847.
four Unitarians.
*
on East Eighth St
county home extension agent. ,
*
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Hartman Elected

Credit Costs Cut

12, 1951

Borculo

Ter Haar

Heinz

Has

Co.

Plans

Several Women Fete
Soldier* at Hospital

(From Tuesday'sSentinel)
The Rev. T. Yff of the Ninth

Annual Picnic

Sixteen young women from HolStreet Christian Reformed church
About 700 persons are expected land went to Percy Jones hospital
had charge of the Holland service
A person buying a used car at *<> attend the annual Heinz Co. Friday to entertain with a ward
Sunday afternoon.
Baptsm was administereddur- the Ter Haar Auto Co. at 126 1 picnic Saturday at Tunnel park. party. The women are employes of
ing the morning service to the East Eighth St. hes the reassur Activitiesare scheduled to begin the Morse factory More than 100
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur ing knowledge that he is dealing at 11 a m. A basket picnic is plan- roldiersattended. The party was
Lansing — Can I reduce my
with a firm which has its own
Superintendent
Kraai.
under the auspices of the Enterned at noon.
mortgage costs? Many borrowers
The
Ladies Aid of the Bauer reconditioningdepartment for
Suggest* Classification
used cars.
Guests
at the event will be re- tainment and Instruction comask this questionwhen they ne- church h^s invited the Ladles Aid
Such an arrangement,the man- tired employes of the company. mittee of the Red Cross.
Of School Policies
gotiate a loan.
E. Ferguson. and Golden Hour societies ol Boragement
says, makes for better Games and contests are planned
Those participatingwere GertMichiganState college agricultur- culo church to meet with them on
used cars. The new used car lot for all those attending.
E. V. Hartman was elected presWednesday
at
8
p.m.
The
speaker
rude Mulder, Jeanie Rnsendahl,
al
economist,
offers
some
answers
Holland and Its Tulip Festivalhas won further acclaim through die*
Members
of
the
general
comlocated just a few doors wesf of
ident of the Board of Education at
will be from the staff of the BethViolet Kammeraad, Norma Rozto the problem.
trlbutloon of the above photo to almost 500 dally newspapers and 100
the malt go rage has been in oper- mittee planning the outing are
an organizational meeting of the
any
Home.
Pictures
will
be
ema, May Miller. Gladys Banka,
Most
people,
he
says,
pay
what
magazinesthroughout the country. Oldsmobile divisionof General
R. VV. Walden, Ray Nikola, Mrs
ation
two
or
throe
months.
There
board Monday night after the Motora used the Holland background as a typicalplace to visit in
Ann Marlink, Mary Nash, Trudy
obligationtheir mortgage or con- shown.
is plenty of free parking space on Lena Van Slooten, Mrs. Joyce
annual election. He succeeds A. E.
The annual meeting of the local
Veneklansen,Ella Veneklaasen,
traveling by Oldsmobile Super ‘'Sa" convertible. The woman in Dutch
tract calls for, with little attenthe lot for those interestedin look- Bosch, Walter Selvig,John KvorLampen who has been president costume is Mrs. Henry Ter Haar, wife of the Oldsmobile dealer In
Gloria Herbert, Jane Looman,
tion to the possibility of higher school districts will be held today.
ka,
Roger
Boeve,
Mrs.
Dora
Van
ing
at
the
models.
the past year.
Holland, and the little girl In costume also lives near Holland. The
Andrew Koeman underwent surCynthia Hoertderks, Esther Coppayments. Increased repayment,
The big demand for new Buicks Putten, Miss Ruth Schutke, ArJay L. De Koning was elected picture was taken during the recent Tulip Time Festival. The two
however, will cut interest casts gery last Monday morning. He rethur Nykamp. Mrs. Henrietta De persmith, Sena Kruithof and Sadie
and
Pontiaca
is
making
available
vice president,succeeding Hartpeople In tlv* car are professionalmodels from Lansing.
Exo.
and reduce the overall cost of the turned to his home on Sunday jifmany choice late model used cars, Koster, Roy Perry, Edwin Redder,
man, and Mrs. Kenneth De Free
ternoon from the Holland hospitloan.
mast of them previously owned by P. N. Heyboer and G. E. Stephens.
was named secretary, succeeding
The cost of carrying a $10,000 al.
ments, not to exceed $10,000 in
local persons There are usually 20
John Olert. The board adopted
Mr. and Mfs. Raymond Weeloan at six per cent interest with
any association.
You'll be
to 40 late model one-owne. local
resolutionsrecognizing contribuWaverly School Elects
$400 principalpayment each year num announce the birth of a son cars on the lot.
Supt. Scott commended Holland
tions of the retiringpresident and
thrilled
last
Saturday.
Donaid
Essenburg
was
elected
is $7,800 over the lifetimeof -the
on its foresightin launching such
The Ter Haar Co . also makes a trustee for two years of Holland
retiringcl^rk.
U'le Baldwin of Burnips underOtto Terpstra;s confined to his
jat the selections
loan. By increasing the repayment
a program whereby rural and city
available the GMAC finance plan
Monday’s meeting, held in Juntownship school district No. 13
went surgery last week at Allegan schedule just $100 per year, the bod and remains in ill health.
[in fine deelgns of
which arranges all details in one
ior high school, was the first school districts put aside $50 for
(Waverly school) at an annual
The Rev. and Mrs. R. Evcnhuis
each high school student each year Health center and now is conva- cost would be reduced to $6,300
deal at low interest rates.
WALL
meeting attended by Holland’s
• oction Monday night. Heiman
and Mr. and Mrs. Harold Goodyke
or a saving of $1,500.
new school superintendent,Walter to form a sinking fund for a new lescing at his home.
De
Visser.
who
was
appointed
spent
a
few
days
at
Baldwin.
PAPER
By stepping up repayment on
Wood Scott, who assumed his new school. He said Holland was the Mr. and Mrs. Jonathan Klinemoderatorwithin the past year to
Judge Fines Violators
such a loan to $600 per year, total Wls., last week.
first in the state to adopt such a
duties last week.
steker ol Burnips announce the costs of the loan is reduced by
Dorothy. Elsie, Evelyn and LuFour drivers paid traflicfines fill a vacancy, was elected to that
In his first report to the board, program ’ and other places ere
birth of a daughter, Kathleen $2,500.Comparativesavings on a cille Geurink and Marion Neinhuis in MunicipalCourt Friday. Her- past for a three-year term Other
rapidly following suit.
Supt. Scott said he had made sevELECTRIC CO.
The board approved additional Joan, on June 22 at Allegan four or five per cent loan are enjoyed a week' , trip to Maryland man J Bouws route 6, paid $15 officerswhose terms did not exeral observations during the last
pire are Adrian Caauwe, director;
expenditures in the building pro- Health center. Mrs. Klinesteker somewhat smaller, but is still a to visit Pvt. Vernon Nienhuls. fine and casts for speeding Philip
week on policies and codes on the
50
Weet
8th
Phone 4*11
and daughter returned home Fri- major reductionin the cost of They also spent a few days at Cobh, route 3, and Jim Rozeboom. Gary De Jonge, treasurer, and
Holland system and suggesteda gram including $201.71 for various day, June 29.
William
Honnold,
trustee.
Washington,
D.
C.
route
6.
each
paid
$12
fines
and
credit.
classification in terms of func- additions in the Longfellow buildThe Girls society enjoyed an m<ts for speeding. Mrs. Frank B.
Carolyn Hathaway was a visitor
Main reason for the reduced
ing and approximately$2,500 for
tion.
outing with a pot luck supper at Knoop. route 4. paid $5 tine and
The suggestion was heartily revamping the heating system in last Monday at the home of her cast when repayment schedules Kollen park last Tuesday evenmother, Mrs. Beatrice Hathaway are increased is the fewer numcnMs [nr operating a vehicle withseconded by Trustee Vernon D. the old Longfellow building before of Ludington.
out a license.
,
ber of years for which the money
Ten Cate who said he realized it is connected with the new sysMrs. Irene Hyde and children of is borrowed, Ferguson points out.
tem.
Additional
sums
okayed
for
such a study might take perhaps
The Cigar lighter was patented
Come Over and See Our
Burnips and their week-end guest,
A mortgage with a small, rea year, but believed it would be of the Lincoln building was $23.95
in 1ST1 by Moses F. Gale.
Miss Doris Barrette of Rochester, quired annual payment is desir- Camp Dates for Allegan
Selection
definitebenefit. He said steps for electrical:$395.68 for blackN.Y., spent several days vacation- able. Uncertainties such as reduc- 4-H Members Announced
should be taken to codify the board;, $485 for stairs, etc., for
RECONDITIONED
and
The AmericanIted Crons was orstage, and $1,811.31 for increase ing in northern Michigan.
tion in prices or income, sickness,
policies.
ganized In 18X1,
GUARANTEED
The
Rev.
and
Mrs.
John
Harold
or other circumstances which
Allegan (Special) — The sumThe board endorsed the general on labor costs as per contract
Kotesky and children,John. Jr., makes an unusual demand on mer camp dates were announced
program in the following order: price.
Claims and accounts totaled and Carolyn, visited friends dur- farm income, makes a low requir- by William J. MacLean, 4-H club
1. A statement of responsibiliagent for Allegan county.
$83,594.06
of which $41,234.96was ing their vacation in New York. ed annual payment desirable.
ties and functions between the
They motored to Brighton. N.Y.,
Summer 4-H camp will open for'
Board of Education, school admin- for teachers’salariesand $28,229IRON aid METAL CO.
and
attended church meetings
members
ages 10-12 years old on
80
for
the
building
and
site
fund.
ist ration, principals, supervisors,
Lakes Michigan-Huron
881 Lincoln Ave. ^ Phone 9*10
there.
With
July
16-19.
The
camp
program
All
trustees
were
present
with
120 River Ave.
teachers and non-teaching personAnnual
picnic
of
the
WSCS
of
will include handicraft,nature
the exception of Mrs. John K.
Levels High for June
nel.
Burnips Metliodistchurch will be
study, crops and garden judging,
2. Study of non-residentstudent Winter. President Lampen presidheld Friday afternoon, July 13. A
The United States Lake Survey swimming and recreation The!
problems and a better understand- ed and Mrs. De Free gave the inpolitick picnic supper is scheduled reports the following mean stages camp capacity is 80 campers, sol
vocation.
ing of rural students' needs.
for 7 p.m. at Byron Center park. of Lakes. Michigan and Huron for first reservations received will bo1
Publicationof
Holland
Sheryl! Shuck of Burnips spent June, determinedfrom daily read- honored first.
school code and school personnel West Olive 4-H Worker
10 days at the home of her grand- ings of staff gauges:
The second camp will run from*
policy which together with the
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Forrest
Feet above mean tide at New July 23-27, with a complete profine Philosophy of Education Awarded Scholarship
Shuck, Sr., of Holland.
All Work Guaranteed
York, 581.17;change in stage from gram of crafts, hikes, educational
Geo. Mlnnema, owner
already done would form the founPeter Geib and granddaughters, May to June, plus .23 foot, aver- classes and recreation.Classes in
Grand
Hawn
(Special)
—
Orlie
Washington
Square
dation and framework for the
CAR PAINTING AT ITS BEST
Carolyn and Linda, of Burnips, age since 1900, plus .24 foot; dif- first aid. junior lifesaving,and
Bennett. West Olive, was named
continuance of a good school.
Free
ReasonableRates
The new superintendentan- today as one of the 46 recipients motored to Ludington where the ference in stage of June last year, firearm safety will be conducted
nounced that three positions are of scholarships to Michigan State children will spend some time with plus 1.61 foot; 10-year mean, plus by nurses from the county health
their mother. Mrs. Beatrice Geib. .87 foot; difference of stage from department,and members of the
still open: Fourth gade in Lincoln
Janice and Diane Smith of Dorr low water datum, plus 2.67 feet. State Police department.
college
for
outstanding
achieveschool. English and Journalismin
were guests of their grandpa renLs,
Based on past records, monthly
Holland high and chemistry In ment in 4-H club work.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Raab of mean levels for July are likely to
Holland high.
723-33 Michigan Avenue
The four-year scholarships are Burnips, last Monday.
Grand Haven Churches
Phone 7225
be 581.3 and not less than 581.1
Mrs. Kenneth De Free announc- awarded annually to high school
Mr. end Mrs. Kenneth F. Moor- feet.
Consider Home for Aged
ed the informal reception for Mr. graduates on the basis of leadered and children,Judy and Jimmy,
Lakes Michigan and Huron are
and Mrs. Scott next Monday in ship, outstanding work in 4-H club
Grand Haven (Special) — Repare vacationingfor several da>s 1 foot below the high stage of
Hope church from 8 to 10 p.m. She demonstrationsand judging, and
resentativesof Reformed and
at a cottage on Sugar island.
June. 1929, and 3.30 feet above Christian Reformed churches in
said invitations had been mailed high school scholasticstandings.
but that anybody interestedin The scholarships awarded by Sharon and Lynn Utzinger of the low stage of June. 1934. Lake the tri-cities discussed plans FriPrevails
meeting the new superintendent the state board of agriculture,Muskegon spent a day last week Superior is .07 loot below the high day night in First Reformed
may come although such persons cover the full four-year college with their grandmother, Mrs. stage of June, 1916. and 2.91 feet church for a Christian Home for
Katie Kreizer,end their uncle and above the low stage of June. 1926.
are asked to inform the committee course provided the student main5 West 8th St.
the Aged. Herman Van Reukering
aunt, Mr. and Mrs. Fred De Jongh Lake Erie is .36 foot .below the
first.
who was chairman when the protains a satisfactoryscholastic and son Don of Burnips.
CONTACT US FOR LOW RATES
high stage of June. 1917, and 3 57 ject started some time ago was
Investing $58,000 of a new high average while attending Michigan
Mr.
and Mrs. W. Howard and feet above the low stage of June\
school building fund was referred State collegeat East Lansing.
re-elected chairman He will call
family entertained friends at their 1934. Lake Ontario is .14 foot beto Hartman, Ten Cate and the
a meeting soon for representatives
home last week.
low the high stage of June. 1947. of all churchesin the area His
new superintendent, with recom- According to the Smithsonian
Aute
Fire
Life
Mr. and Mrs. Benny Geib of and 4.58 feet above the low stage committee will investigate locamendationsthat the sum be in- Institute,Michigan and the adBurnips
had
guests last week.
SEN VAN LENTI
of June, 1935.
vested in building and loan asso- joining Great Lakes were one vast
tions and costs and draw up artiA union prayer meeting of sev77 College
Phone 7133
cles of incorporation.
ciationsfor short-term invest- Inland sea at one time.
eral churches in this area was
held June 28 in Burnips Pilgrim Rain Cuts Down Visitors
Holiness church.
Dinner Party Honors
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MATERIALS
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FLOWERS
WARM
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FACTORY TRAINED

FRIEND

BODY end FENDER EXPERTS

FLOWERS

Estimates

DUTCH MILL

—

UNITED MOTOR SALES
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Where

YOUR INSURANCE

Good Food

tUU/elL WITH YOU!

State Farm Insurance Co's*

—

Avenue

1

MOVED

Our Used Gar Lot
TO

COMPLETE SERVICE

568 Chicago

Makes

All

OPEN EVENINGS

Haan Motor Sales

TILL 9 P.M.

HUDSON DEALER
23 W. 9th Street

Drive

Yl Mile Eaat of Holland
Limit bn M-21

Phone 7242

DAGEN, INC.

S. A.

COMPLETE LINE
of

PHILCO REFRIGERATORS

and

t

PHILCO STOVES

DOZEMAN REFRIGERATION

Avenue

DU

To Holland State Park
Mr. end Mrs. W. Howard and
Miss Koop and Fiance
family motored to Illinois last
Holland State Park Manager
week, and spent several days Clare Broad reported today that
Mr. and Mrs Randal! C. Bosch

there with friends
The Rev. Ernie Klein was guest
minister June 24 at the evening
service of Burnips Pilgrim Holiness church.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Reenbolt
and son had guests on the Fourth
of July.

Zeeland Churches Plan

and Mr. and Mrs. G J Bosch
tawa beach This brings the total entertained at a dinner party Frifor the year to 492.809. Broad day evening in honor ot Miss
said.
Ruth Koop and Jack Yeomans,
Camping permits Issued during who .will be marled Aug. 15. Dinthe past week totaled 168. bring- ner was served at The Castle.
ing the total for the reason, so Thirty-seven guests attended.

PONT

PETER

Wednesday, the Fourth of July,
Annual Mission Festival
when 31.200 visited the park. Saturday, 12,600 were at the park,
The annual mission festivalof and Sunday only 7,000 persons
the four Zeeland ChristianRe- entered, with the rainy weather
formed churches will he held Wed- being responsible for the small
nesday evening, July 25, in Law- attendance.

FRED’S CAR LOT

NEW PROCESS

•

NOT A WAX

H.&

B.

SUPER SERVICE

GENERAL CONTRACTING

Don Hartgerink — Herm Blok
125 W. 8th
Phone 7777

ENGINEERING

St

INDUSTRIAL

Guaranteed Used Cars

COMMERCIAL

Simonizing

DON'T

M-21 and Waverly Road

WASTE TIME!

STANDARD OIL PRODUCTS
Washing

—

PHONE

INC.

Cara Called For and Delivered

Reconditioned and

rence St. park. Zeeland. The program will begin at 7 p.m. Speak- It was estimated that In 19.12 40
ers will lie the Rev. D. H. Walters million Americans were consistent
of the Reformed Bible institute violators of the prohibitionlaw.
and Dr. John G. Van Dyke, home
missionaryfor Michigan.Special
music also is planned for the pro-

JOHN

ELZINGA & VOLKERS,

last week 88.738 persons visited Ot-

far, 592.
The largest attendance for a
single day last week was reported

—

Greasing

RESIDENTIAL

CONSTRUCTION
8« East 6th

8L

Phone

2284

Holland, Mlclb

2329

gram.

SALES and SERVICE

653-655 Michigan

Who's

Phone 3249

BRAKES OK?
This is safety check month.

INSURANCE
- OUR

PLEDGE

—

Sound Insurance For Every Need
Carefully

Written

—

Conscientiously Serviced

We

Yiut^rin

are cooperating with local

police department.

COME IN TODAY FOR

NAD’S

SAFETY CHECK ON ALL

Sandwich-Soda Bar

- *

PHONE

GALIEN AGENCY
Jobs Galiea — Joke Galiea,
14

Win

8TH STREET

TER HAAR AUTO £0.

Jr.

PHONE 2512

150 EAST

8TH

;

STEKETEE

BRAND NEW

7997

....... V

...

THE

GRAND

869 River Ave.

EQUIPMENT.

SEE

MURRAY

COMPLETE

MATCHED STEEL KITCHENS

printing
SERVICE

ST.

rooM!

Phone 66422
Your Bulck-PontiacDealer

VAN HUIS

I East 10th

Street Phone 2326

W#

Ultra-Modemeablnajaof mort any
me and shape to «uit every need! Spe-

Repair AH Kinds

cial-quality welded eteel throughout
coated with durable hi-bekedenamel
Plenty of handy drawer and cupboard

Of Lerky Roofs!
We'll recover old roofs
like new . . . install new
ones reasonably. Estimates furnished promptly.

GEO.

MOOI
ROOFING 00.
RUBEROID PRODUCTS
29

F

t *th Street

PHONE 3826

apace

The Bier Kelder often many
eervlcee for your pleaeure.
The beat In draught and
bottled been and wines and
champagnes. Alio, sandwiches and snacks. All
•arved by trained employees.
Aii*<ondltloned

noon

until

and

open

midnight

.

.

.

adjustable shelves

.

,

plated, semi-concealed
hingee

.

.

VettkbB/uatC

nickel
.

.

FOR THI SAME COST

re»

ceases that assure comfortable toe and

knee space; provision for fluorescent
lighting under all wall cabinet unita.
Silent braaa-runnerdrawers; sounddeadened doors! There are 5 Murray
cabinet sinks; the big 66”, the deluxe
and standard 54" models, the compact

Qur Bread

is

made

from the

very best ot flour and materials.

Baked at

proper

temperatures and length of

42* (left- or right-hand sink) -lustrous
porcelain-on-eteel

time which gives the customer Better Bread at no

WARM FRIEND
TAVERN

HOLLAND
Plumbing & Heating
Michigan and 29th Street

Phone 2002 — day or night

extra cost!

TRIUMPH BAKE SH
384

CENTRAL AVE.

PHONE

THE HOLLAND CITY
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Couple

feixvV: •$

On Seaway Project

THURSDAY, JULY

Wed

in

Zeeland

x

Stage Annual Doll

Raphael Explains

City Fathers Talk

!>

Views Expressed

At Washington school, children Hulst, and another to Nancy Coopenjoyed several features under the er for having the most first prize*.
directionof Mrs. C. Wagner and , Judges for the Van Raalte show
her assistants, Misses Mary Kooy- were Mrs. Earl Vanden Beach and
ers and Mary Yeomans.
Mrs. Robert Moore. Mrs. Ed
A marching und twirlingexhibi- Damson, assistedby Mrs. Preston
tion was staged by children who Shaffer and Mjss Norma Harbin,

m

Of Milk Distribution

I

With no other

stand to profit considerably from

alternative,

< '-4 .

r:T.

Common Council

Thursday night
reluctantlyapproved a license for
Jolly’s Sanitary dairy of Grand
Haven to sell milk in Holland,
after a 45-minute discussion on
milk distributionin the city and

the St. Lawrence Seaway, Edwin

Raphael, told Common Council
Thursday night.
Raphael reix>rtcdon the first
annual governor's conferenceat
Omaha. Neb., June 17 and 18,
which he attended at the request
of Mayor Harry Harrington. More
than 200 were present including
governors,federal officers and
many others interestedin promot
ing the Seaway, long a subject of

Yntema, Nancy Cooper, Carol

winners.

45

Minute* on Problem*

Holland and the entire Midwest

Shows

Holland play centejs featured Cooper, Melva Ann Rowan, Becky
annual doll and stuffed animal Nerken.
shows Friday morning. Awards
Five victory awards went to
and recognitions were given to Barbara Lynn Hoeksma, Karen

To Holland Council

At Inland Confab

Holland Play Centers

have been taktig baton lessonsun- directed the show.

der Miss Beverly Dirkse and Miss
First prizes in the different
Ruth Rooks. In class I, ages four categories went to Jane Prins,
and under, a second prize went Sally Vander Velden, Cynthia
V'
to Jeanne Beckman and a third, Borr. Donna Lappinga, Christie
area.
Karen Wagner. In the second Vogelzang,Beverly Hill, Glenna
Alderman A. ’.V. Hertel was in
class, first went to Sharon Brow- Vander Poel, Mickey Smeenge,
favoiaof protesting local dairy oper, second tq Donna Stoner. In Sandra Paauwe, Sally Vander Vel*
erators, particularly in view of
class III, advanced group, first den. Madeline Visser, Gale Beckthe fact that no great nedd for
was given to Sara Vander Pool, man, Joan Jalving, Janet Spruit
more milk supply had been demtwo seconds to Jean Schaafsma' and Candy Shaffer.
onstrated, but City Attorney O.
and Marlene Plasman and third
Second prizes went to Anne
S. Cross said denial of such an
debate.
to Delores De Weerd. A special Vander Maat, Jane Beekman, Lois
application could result in a law
Raphael explainedthe imporf
first was given to Shirley Beck- Van Dyke, Patty Hieftje,Joan
suit Inasmuch as the supreme
tance of the project which would
man who put on a special^ show. Beatma, Patty Van Vuren, Judy
court recently upheld a case of a
cost an estimated $818 million.
About 30 children took baton les- Paauwe, Betty Riddering, Kerry
dairy which had been denied a
He said the St. La wr a nee river is
sons this week at the school.
Shaffer, Phyllis Mouw, Mary Van
license in Grand Haven. The
a deep waterway with the exThe Washington center also had Raalte and Jackie Van Oosterthree-mile limit for processing
ception of a 110 mile stretch from
a doll and stuffed animal show. nout. Rose Mary Vander Maat
milk no longer is legal, the city
Ogdensburg, N. Y., to Montreal,
Almast every child took part and took a third.
attorneysaid.
Quebec. Surprisingly only 44 miles
each was given a candy prize for
Victory awards were won by
City
Manager
Harold
C.
McSgt. Don Ailiff, veteran of the bloody Choein reservoir battle In
would require dredging and conparticipation.Judges were Mrs. Claudia Vander Heuvel, Joan JalvClintock who studied the request
Korea, holds his two-month-old son, Bobby, w'hom he never had
struction. The latter would include
Dwight Ferris. Mrs. G. Duey and ing, Jayne Prins, Sally Vander
with Inspector Ben Wiersema had
seen until he arrived home from the war on Wednesday.Two-yearlocks, canals, dams and hydroMrs. Richard Hervey.
Velden and Beverly Hill.
said
a
license
could
be
issued
to.
old David didn't care much for the camera, but agreed to pose
electric power projects.
First prizes went to Karen Wagthe Grand Haven dairy since it
anyway.
Tolls charged at locks plus sale
ner. Sandra Bontekoe, Sandra Van
fm
Two Bridal Showers
could comply with local regulaof li million kilowatts of electri^
Beck. Dick Hilbink, Dale De
tions. He said, however,that such
dty for New York and New EngJongh, Sharon Brower, Barbara Fete Miss Alvem Mast
distances might work a hardship
land would make the Seaway comDuey. Mike Layden, Jean Scott,
on inspection.
pletely self-liquidating,
Raphael
Cherie Oosterbaan, Denny Ferris Miss Alvern Mast was guest of
Generally, he said he favored
reported.
and Sara Vander Pool. Special honor at a miscellaneous shower
the new standardized regulations
The reason that the output of
":#<
victory awards were given to Bar- given Friday evening by Mrs.
which tend to make milk drinking
electricity would be sold to private
bara Duey. Sharon Brower, Mike
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Joy Vender Kolk
Helen Zuverink, Miss Donna Mast
safe practically everywhere,but
power companiesfor resale is that
Layden and Jean Scott.
Tool
photo)
he
said
such
blanket
regulations
the production of this power in no
Mrs. Carroll Norlin and assist- and Mrs. Ben Mast, at the latter’s
First Reformed church. Zeeland, a sweetheart styled headdress.
usually tend to complicate situaJuly 4th bed a special meaning
way will be allowed to become anants,
Mrs. Ralph Smecnge and home, 255 West 21st St. Miss
was the scene of a wedding Tues- She carried a nosegay of white
tions locally, and council should
to Mrs. Hester June Ailiff of 24
other TVA, Raphael reported.
Miss Gloria Hungerink.report Mast will become the bride of
day
evening. June 26, when Miss roses.
considercarefullyall measures
He said Defense Mobilization West Third St. Her husband Sgt. Surprise Shower Fetes
Arloa Jean Van Der Velde beThe bride’s sister. Jane, was that almast all the children at Jay Lieffcrsof Grand Rapids July
involved. He said Jolly's dairy
Director Charles E. Wilson termcame
the bride of Kennel h Jay the maid of honor and another Froebel play center took part in
Donald Ailiff arrived home from Miss Phillis Weener
sells its milk in paper containers,
ed this project vital to our nationVander Koik. The Rev. John Den sister, Ruth, served as bridesmaid. the doll and stuffed animal show
Games were played and dupliKorea on the Fourth.
a system eagerly sought by stores
al economic strength and urgent
A surprise miscellaneous show- which then have no bottle refund Ouden officiated. The bride is the Both wore gowns of light blue and each was given a candy prize cate prizes were awarded to Mrs.
One of 27 survivors of an infan- er honored Miss Phillis Weener
in terms of mobilization requireJohn Ringnaldaand Mrs. Andrew
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joe frosted organdy with matching for ei>rty
problem.
ments.
Honorablemention was given to Van Bronkhorst. A two-course
try battalionin the battle at Cho- Thursday evening. Hostesses were
Van
Der
Velde
of
Zeeland. The headpieces and carried nosegays
Raphael quoted a counsel for a sin reservoir, Sgt. Ailiff has a 30- Mrs. Ed Koops and Miss Joyce Two other applications for lic- groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Mardella Scheerhorn.Sharon lunch was served by the hostesses.
of yellow roses. Lynn Munro,
large ore mining and transporta- day leave before reporting back to Koops. The event was held at the enses to sell and deliver milk and
Schcerhorn.Ruth Mokma. PaulInvited were the Mesdames
William
Vander
Kolk
of
Vriescousin of the bride, was flower
milk products in Holland were
tion company as saying, "the in- Fort Custer for reassignment.
ine Bouman. Sherlye Nykamp, Andrew Van Bronkhorst, Sr., AnKoops home, route 2. Miss Weener
land.
girl.
She
wore
a
yellow
gown
of
land lake area has become the
His two-year-old son, David, will become the bride of Austin referred to the city manager and Sherwin Hungerink. soloist, frosted organdy with a matching Caro! Van Dyke. Ann Herfst, Car- drew Van Bronkhorst, Jr., H.
the inspector. They came from
greatest fabricatingand manufac- spoke to his daddy for the first SchrotenboerJuly 27.
ol De Waard. Mary Ann Vander Smeyers, C. J. Spoelman, Ralph
Daii^landCo-operative Creamery sang "Oh Promise Me,” "Because” headpiece.
Wilt. Allen Slenk, Mary Buys, Herin, E. Warsen, M. Van Bronkturing area in the world through time when Sgt. Ailiff telephoned
Games were played end dupli- of Carson City and Grocers Co-op- and “A Wedding Prayer.” He was
Attending the groom was his
the use of cheap water transporta- from Chicago on his way home. cate prizes were awarded to the
accompanied by Elmer Lievense, brother. Pvt. Alvin Vandei Kolk. Ronnie Conklin, Axel Vander Wilt, horst, Arthur Post, William
tion to bring together the three David hadn’t learned to talk when Misses Shirley Kuyers, Norma erative Dairy Co. of Grand Rapids. organist.
best man, and Carl Van Der Ronald Ristau, Barbara Baatjes, Louwsma, Sherwin Louwsma,
A communicationfrom Lokker.
raw materials necessary for steel Sgt Ailiff left for Korea. Sgt. Kuyers and Phillis Vander Veen.
Judy Ann Van Hemert, Cornelius Harold Bass, Fred Timmer, ChesEscorted
to the altar by her fa- Velde, brother of the bride. UshDen Herder and Boter on behalf
Vandc Wege. Janice Kempers,
production."
Ailiff saw his two month old son A two-course lunch was served by
of Western Foundry Co. request- ther, the bride wore a gown of ers were Robert Burton and Ed- Karen Cumerford.Nancy De Rid- ter Timmer, Harold Timmer,
The Seaway attaches additional Robert, or “Bobby” as he calls the hostesses.
imported
white
marquisette
and
Howard* Timmer, J. Wiersma,
ward
Brink.
ing approval of construction of a
der. Marcia Zuvers. Mary Ann
importance, Raphael said, because him, for the first time Wednesday.
Invited were the Misses Arlene
Chantilly lace over taffeta,deMartin Christians,Adrian Verink,
A reception was held following
new
sidetrack
to
cross
Eighth
St.
of the new developmentof high
Oshier, Joyce De Ridder. Thelma
Sgt. Ailiff enlisted in the ser- Dryer, Shirley De Vries, Shirley
signed with a fitted bodice. The the ceremony.Mr. and Mrs. NelJohn Ringnalda, Clarence Molegrade ore fields in the Labrador- vice on Nov. 5, 1948, and landed Brouwer, Betty Brouwer. Shirley was referred to the City manager
Slenk, Karen Mokma. Patsy Hubdress featured a Peter Pan collar
wyk, Donald Molewyk, Henry
Quebec area, the distance to the in Korea in August 1950. He was Kuyers, Norma Kuyers, Betty and city engineer for study and on a sheer lace yoke and the skirt son Vander Kolk were master and bard. Joan Breuker. Joyce Peters.
Groenewoud.Garence Walters,
Judy Garloek,Carol be Waard. Russell Brown. H. Lieffers, W.
great steel processing centers of attached to the 31st Infantry regi- Heyboer, Pauline Meeuwsen. Phil- report to council. The letter also terminated in a long train. Her mistressof ceremonies.
called
attention
to
a
petition
subthe inland area, through the pro- ment and fought from Pusan to lis Vander Veen, Mary Weener
fingertip length veil of importThe couple left on a northern Bobby Vanden Brink.
Zuverink and Miss MargaretMolposed waterway, are about the the Chosin reservoir. He took part Karen Koops, and Mrs. John mitted a year ago for vacating ed illusionwas held in place by wedding trip after the reception. Special victory awards were giv- ewyk.
certain
alleys
between
Eighth
and
en
to
Karen
Atman,
Karen
Cumsame as the diminishing sources in the Inchon lendings and other Weener.
On June 28. Miss Mast was
10th Sts. in exchange for a parerford. Bobby Vanden Brink, Nola
in the Duluth area.
amphibiousoperations along both
guest of honor at a linen shower
tients using this service pay for Jurries and LucilleBoers.
cel of land on Ninth St.
Raphael envisioned for Holland, coasts of Korea.
Visiting Nurse Service
nursing care, and other costs are
Alderman Hertel said the closAt Longfellowschool the doll given by Mrs. Zuverink. Miss
an immense growth, with docks Getting meat was an ever-pre- Thieves Steal Skates
Mast and Mrs. Mast at the Mast
underwritten
by
the
Community
and stuffed animal show was dir- home.
capable of handlingtransoceanic sent problem while the men were
Thieves broke a window, enter- ing of Ninth St. years ago should On Increase in Holland
Chest.
not
be
overlooked
by
those
studyected
by
Mrs.
Joseph
Borgman
and
streamers. The beauty and grac- on the line, he said, but once in a ed the Rollarena on US-31 WedGames were played and prizes
An increase in requests for serMrs. Pease will be on vacation her assistants, Misses Shirley
iousness of Holland could be used while they managed to kill a cow nesday night, end stole 15 pairs of ing the situationand council
during July and Mrs. Angie Van Swaney and Marilyn West rate. awarded. A two-course lunch was
to full advantage in saying Wel- or a pig. Then “some of the boys skates, mostly new, valued at should perhaps institutea suit to vices of the visiting nurse for
served.
kom Vreemdel ingen and Vaarwel from Texas who claimed to know $300, H. W. Draper, owner, said. recover the land on that grounds. June was reported at the quarter- Horen of Zeeland will be on call Prizes wore given in 10 categories.
as
a
visiting
nurse.
Judges wore Mrs. C. D<> Fouw,
Vrienden to the tourist industry how, butchered it,” he said.
The empty till had been opened Alderman Lavern Rudolph re- ly meeting of the hoard of direcDr. Bos reported that terms of Mrs R. Kouw and Mrs. M. Westquested the city manager to write
for overseas travel,he said.
Woman Found Guilty
“Getting water at the front was but nothing else was missing,
tors of the Holland VisitingNurse Mrs. Mayo Hadden. Dr. Carl
the management of Crampton
rate.
a problem too,” Ailiff said, “if you Draper said. Mast of the stolen
At a MunicipalCourt hearing
associationthis week in Christian Cook, Beth Marcus and Dr. Bos
Prizes went to Esther Timmer, Friday. Mrs. Armina Hoffman.
Hospital Notes
were lucky enough to have a nine skates were new. Ixjt a few pairs Manufacturing Co. seeking some high school. Dr. Bert P. Bos, presoxpier in September. The Council Mary Klaasen. Virginia Veeder,
solution to reducing noise and re(From Friday’s Sentinel)
man squad, you could send one for belonged to individualowners.
169 Manley, was found guiity of
moving refuse about the premises. ident, conducted the business of Social Agencies will appoint Mikelyn Nash. Leslie Bosch, Nan- the charge of driving while under
Discharged from Holland hos- water, but my squad was down to
meeting.
four members to serve on the cy Cooper, Linda Bouwman, ElA letter invitingthe city manapital Tuesday were Faith Koenee, three men several times."
the influence of intoxicants.SenMrs. Gertrude Pease, visiting board.
ger to attend the 37th annual Ineanor De Fouw. Carol Anne Bos- tence was deferred until Wednes622 Butternutdrive; Mrs. Vernon
Ailiff called the cooks in his
nurse, reported many requests
ternational City Managers’assolen. Marilyn Peterson. Marcia day. She was arrested June 30 and
Maatman, 424 J College Ave.; Wil- outfit, “good Joes.” They would
ciation conference at Poland and several referrals from physi- Strong and bitter words indicate Joungsma, Connie Oonk, Allen entered a plea of innocent in court
liam Harkema, 253 East 10th St. crawl up to our positions,against
Spring. Me., Sept. 9-13 was read. cians. About 50 per cent of pa- a weak cause.— Hugo.
Bosch, Marlene Block, Nancy July 2.
Admitted to Holland hospital regulations,with food. One day
McOintock said he had always
Wednesday were John H. Kolean, we had ice cold lemonade,thanks
found these conferences most
Jr., 534 North Shore drive; Mrs. to a cook who risked his neck to
beneficial but would not take time
Joyce Perrin, 75 East Ninth St.
reach our positions.
out this year.
Discharged Wednesday were
Plenty of credit was given to the
The city manager reportedhe
Mrs. Willis De Boer and baby, artillery and Air Force, by Sgt.
A swank and
had spent 1J to two hours with
its field! sweeping 1971s
route 2, Hamilton;Mrs. Lawrence Ailiff. When the enemy attacked
f
bus operators on a new Vander
Simmons and baby, 14 East 34th the infantry would withdraw in
. and finest
inches long . . . longest in its field!
Kolk-Brinkman agreement but
St.; Mrs. Jerome Slenk and baby, the fact of the 20 to 1 odds while
no-shlft
driving
A huge and husky 3190 pounds of
had not come to any final concluroute 1; Mrs. Glenn Geerts and the artilleryand Air Force laid
streamlined
action
...
in
the
model
illusat
lowest
cost
with
sion. He also recommended counbaby, 824 Pine Ave.
down their fire reducing the enetrated . . . heaviest of all low-priced cars!
cil
authorize
construction
of
a
Admitted to Holland hospital my in numbers so that we could
storm sewer on 30th St. from
And a road-hugging, road-smoothing
Thursday were Mrs. William Dek- counter-attack,he explained.
Lincoln to State. Council approvker, route 2; Mrs. Harry New58)4 inches between centers of the rear
Sgt. Ailiff spent two weeks in
ed. He also reported Vans Food
house, 144 East 14th St.
wheels . . . widest tread in its field!
the Eighth Army hospital at
Automatic Transmission*
store had withdrawn its request
Discharged Thursday were Mrs. Taegu in February when he was
for renting city-owned property
Peter De Vries and baby, 12i wounded in the thigh by a burp
if
Chevrolet’stime-proved
opposite the store lor advertising
West 16th St.; Mrs. Albert gun during heavy fighting in the
Power glide AutomaticTranspurpases.
Schwarz and baby, 231 West 23rd Yongdong area.
Chevrolet is the only
mission,coupled with 105Council
approved
the
city
manSt.; Mrs. Clarence Veldhoff and
its field! low-priced car offerArguments prevailed in the
h.p. Valve-in-HeadEngine,
ager’s recommendationto purbaby, route 2, Hamilton; Mrs. Gif- lines over the MacArthur issue, he
ing you the outstanding beauty of Uody
gives smoothest and finest
ford Berkompas and baby, route said, bu‘ most of the talk is about
chase 25 manhole rings and covers
by Fisher ... the cxtra-cfficicntperrormno-shiftdriving at lowest
4; Peter Hieminga.181 West 15th rotation and getting back home.
from East Jordan Iron Works at a
ancc of a Valve-in-Head Engine ... the
co.t/-plusthe most powerful
St.; Edward Slenk, 22 East 15th Some of the mail and a lot of the
unit price of $30 each.
cradled comfort of the Knee-ActionRide
Miss Arlene Wolters
performance in its field!
St.
Mayor Harrington presided at
packages sent to him were never
. . . and the vital safety of a Curved
Twin sons were born Thursday received,he said.
*Combtntiionof PotrtffUdtAotib
The engagement of Miss Arlene the meeting which lasted two
Windshield with Panoramic Visibilityand
mjtn Tran million and I05h.p.
to Mr. and Mrs. Burdette Vander
It took nine days for a tele- Walters to Corp. Gordon Huizenga hours and 10 minutes. Alderman
Valrt-in-Htad
Enpineoptional an
Jumbo-Drum
Brakcs-largcsl in its field.
Kolk, 248 West Ninth St. They gram announcingRobert’s birth to is announced by her parents, Mr. Robert Visscher gave the invocaDr Luxe wiedth at txtra can.
were not named immediately. reach Sgt. Ailiff in the front lines. and Mrs. Gerrit E. Walters, 416 tion. All Aldermen were present
Other hospitalbirths arc a daugh- Snipers have a habit of picking off •East Lincoln Ave., Zeeland. Corp. except Alderman Raymond Holter, Linda Louise, born Thursday
the mail runners to the lines, he Huizenga. son of Mr. and Mrs. werda.
to Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Ploeg, said.
Garret F. Huizenga, 46 North
78 West Eighth St., and a daughSgt. Ailiff spent eight weeks in State St., Zeeland, is with the Air Contagious Diseases
ter bora today to Mr. and Mrs.
the service in World War II at the Force and is stationed at the
Fred Wise, 101 East 25th St.
age of 15 before his father caught Municipal Airport in Memphis, Total 105 During June
Hospital births include a daugh- up with him. Now he is "just rest- Tenn.
ter, Victoria Jan. born Tuesday to
Holland had 105 cases of coning" at home listening to the

£

m

Holland Solider

Home

_____

,

From Front Line Duty

|

Engagement Told

•

<7

Mr. and Mrs. Morris Hinken, route
1, Hudsonville; a son. Douglas Al-

an, born Tuesday to Mr. and Mrs.
Peter De Vries. 12 j West 16th St.;
a daughter,Barbara Ann, born
Wednesday to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Bresnahan, 172 West 21st St.;
a daughter, Helen, born today to
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Zoerhoef,

radio and hoping that peace will
come to Korea.

Red Cross Oilers Course
To Teach Home Nursing
Mrs. Peter Van Domelen,

pense involved if persons agree to

.

CflieU,

tagious disease during June, ComCouncil was informed Thursnight. Health Inspector Ben
Wiersema listed 85 cases of measles, nine of scarlet fever, eight
of mumps and three of German
measles.

mon
day

building inspector’sreport
listed 41 building permits, 40 heating permits and one
sign permit, and the fire inspector’s report listed 145 inspections
and 10 warnings.

for June

------

m

ktm fffw
motmlaLi

Yes, the* bigger, more beautifu!/
more, finely balanced Chevrolets are
the lowest-pricedline in their field.

.

left

products in 1860, an increaseof apimmigration countries,studying in
Poverty want* some, luxury
Belief consists in accepting the
proximately $55H million over
the morning and. touring in the
many, and avarice all things.—
aimilar expenditures in 1919.
affirmations of the Soul.-EmerCowley.
afternoon. She She expects to be
son.
away until Aug. 3L

Air

line in its field!

Grand Haven (Special)— Harriet
Ringelberg, teacher of the third
Thursday morning for the first
lap ot an extended tour to Palestine. Mrs. Kathryn Boot • and
daughter, Kathy, accompaniedher
by car to Pittsburgh, and from
there Miss Ringelberg will join
her party in New Yoric, under a
Jewish rehabilitationprogram. She
will go to school in Jerusalemfor
three weeks and also work in the

,

M

IConlinOoilonof itondord nquipmanl and
troltdii dapantUntupon axoilobilitr
ot

Leaves for Palestine

grade in Central achool,

--------

n»

An application for license to
operate a pool room at 76 East
Eighth St by F. John Zigterman
was referred to the city manager
for investigationand report at
the next meeting.

Mis* Arlene Joyce Ter Hoar
teach the courses in this county Mr. and Mr?. Willaitl Ter Haar
on completionof the instruction. of 323 East 14th St., announce
Home economics or physical the engagement of their daughter,
education teachers on vacation Arlene^ Joyce, to Harriet Lange*
are particularlyurged to take adjans, son of Mr. and Mrs. Jdipes
American railroads spent nearly vantage of the opportunity.
Ungejans, 360 West 16th St.
$610 million for iron and steel
‘

POWER

The

Jr.,

home nursing chairman of
American Red Cross, today
Ottawa county chapter of

the
anthe
Mother Start* Suit
nounced another training course
lor graduate nurses and lay perIn Death of Youngster
sons interestedin teachinghome
Allegan (Special)— Suit for $25,- nursing.
000 has begun by tne mother of a
The course will be given at
16-year-old Burnips boy killed in Michigan State college in East
a traffic accident last March. Mrs. Lansing at three different perLily Lynn, administratrixfor iods. The first is July 12 to 20;
Ralph Eugene Lynn, has filed the the second July 23 to 27, and the
case aganist Sylvester Weber, third, July 30 to Aug. 3.
Dorr, driver of the auto which
Anyone . interested in assisting
collided with the youth’s motor in the Civil Defense program in
•coote on a road south of Burnips. this manner is requested to get in
The accident caused the first touch *itb the Red Cross office
in the county’s tagic series of 13 immediately. The chapter is willtraffic deaths the past ‘three ing to aid in some way for ex-

months.
Mrs. Lynn charges Weber \yas
driving on the wrong side of the
road when the vehicles collided.
The youth died two days later.

Troth Revealed

.

Moreover, they are extremely eco*
nomical to operate and maintain,on
the short drive or over the long pull

Come

^CHEVROLET

in ... see and drive Chev-

rolet ... and you’ll choose America’t
largest and finest low-pricedcarl

MORE PEOPLE BUY CHEVROLETS THAN ANY OTHER CARI

DECKER CHEVROLET.
221 River Avenue

Phone 2387

>

I
1

Inc.

'

.1

Holland, Michigan
>

!
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HCases Heard

Iprooted Trees,

By Park Justice

imbs Clutter

In

Last

Week

Many

Seventeen cues were processed
by Park township Justice of the
Peace C C. Wood last week. Included were two for use of fire-

Leo Vender Kuy

Weds Miss Arnett

lyy

Delores Lanham, 22, o/ 359 River Ave., paid $34.30 fine and costs
for furnishingbeer to minors.
Date of the alleged offense was
June 29 in Paris township. Lars

Drilling
Any
size well for commercial, farm
irrigation or domestic water
supply. Pumps, motors, engines,
sprinklersand aluminum Irrigation pipe. Hose, all sizes. Factory prices. Everything in stock.
Get our estimate on more gallons for less money. Hamilton
Mfg. and Supply Co., M-2L
Phone 66536 HoUand. Mich.

City Streets

_
A

ids, paid $61.90 fine and costs for

overloadedtruck at Byron Rd.
and 68th Ave.; and George Kotman, Holland, paid $23.90 fine and
costs for overloaded truck at
Adams St. and 112th Ave.
Seven drivers were fined for

Adv.

MONEY

SERVICE
For Every Puree and

Purpose
Call on us for cash to pay bills
for seasonal purchases. . .
for auto repairs ... for medical
attention ... or for any other
needful purpose.

but during that short period 18 to
20 trees were uprooted inside the
city limits and enough general destruction in the area to keep repair
crews busy all day and part of the
night.
Moat uprooted trees fell conveniently into the streets or
across yards. Battered trees "lean*
ed” against a house on 17th St.
and one on 18th St., and flattened
a garage on East 24th St. A tree
also fell across a car and a house
on Douglas Ave.
Telephone Co. officials said the

Syverson of the Grand Haven
state police post made the arrest
Involved In the case were five
male minors from Zeeland.
Two 15-year-old Grand Rapids,
boys paid paid $8.90 fine and costs
for possession and use of fireworks at Holland State park at
Ottawa beach.
Millard C Gilman, Grand Rap-

-

WATER WELL

Violent winds ot twister proportions ripped across Holland
and the surroundingarea shortly
before 6 am. Sunday, leaving a
checkeredpath oi uprooted trees,
dangling tekohone and power
wires and a litter of bioken
branches everywhere.
Moat persons awakened by the
fierce windstorm said the storm
lasted only about three minutes,

works, one for furnishing beer to
minors, seven for speeding, five
for other traffic violations and
two overloaded truck charges.

AN J./LDS

You’ll like our flexible credit
requirement and our adjustable
repayment plans. Stop in or phone
today for full information.
Holland Loan Association
Offices:
10 W. 8th, Holland
(Across from Centre Theatre)

228 Washington — Grand Haven
Adv.

rainstorm on June 2 was much

more

Maureen Bishop

destructive than Sunday's

storm, and Holland State park
Supt. Clare Broad said the state
park and the beach are in much

Wed

To Lawrence Geiger

.

speeding. Listed vith places of arrest, they were John H. Scott,
150 West 15th St, $27 fine and
costs, on Butternut Dr.; Henry

Miss Maureen

better condition. than following the
wild lake storm of July 4.
The windstorm seemed to "fun
nel" its way through the area, hitting some sections hard and com
pletely missing others. Hardest
hit was a section on 17th, 18th and
19th Sts. near Maple Ave.
Work crews of the park and
street departments went on duty
immediatelyand had moat streets
open to traffic by afternoon. The
power saw rig was in constant
demand since most trees had to
be cut up before a path could be
cleared. Nearly all city trucks

come

Mary

Bishop be-

the bride of Lawrence Otis

Geiger on Saturday, June 23, at
4 p.m., in a double ring reremony
in Berean church. The bride 1* the
daughterof Mr. and Mrs. Gerald
Bishop, 216 Aniline Ave., and the
groom is the son of Mrs. L. Marguerite Geiger of Muskegon and
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Vender Kuy
In a wedding in East Lansing a train. She wore a pearl tiara Lawrence T. Geiger/ of Mount
on June 30, Miss Charmlon Arn- and fingertip veil and carried a Pleasant.
The Rev. Frank Moore read the
semi-colonialbouquet of white
ett became the bride of Leo Venrites before an altar decorated
rows and snapdragons.
der Kuy. The bride is the daughMns. Retan’s white organdy with ferns and mock orange bloster oi Mr. and Mrs. Steven S. Arn- gown had a navy blue faille bod- soms. Bouquets of wild rosea,
ett of East Lansing and the groom ice and she wore a pink ostrich sweet peas and daisies tied with
were out Sunday.
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. C. Van- feather in her hair. She carried a white ribbons marked the bridal
Two .large maple trees and half
der Kuy, 123 West 23rd St., Hol- semi-colonialbouquet of pink aisle. Mrs. Manley Beyer was orof a third were uprooted in front
ganist and Jack De Vries of Dorr
snapdragon*and carnations.
land.
of the Richard De Witt home on
The Rev. Brandt Tefft officiatA reception was held immedi- was soloist
route 1 on West 32nd St. The
Given in marriage by her father,
ed at Uie double ring ceremony, ately after the ceremony for 75
large trees missed the house. More
which took place at the Delta guests, includingseveral from Chi- the bride wore a white ballerinatrees were down at the creek. Delta Delta house in East Lans- cago, Portsmouth, N. H., Hartford length gown of importedBelgian
Porch furniture was carried over ing. Floor candelabra, ferns, white City, Ind., Grasse Polnte Farms lace with off-the -shoulder necka wall into the vegetable garden.
snapdragonsand roses formed the and Holland. Assisting about the line, a bolero jacket with Peter
Across the street, a maple tree altar.
fine and costa for driving without
rooms were the Missea Dorothy Pan collar and long sleeves.She
three feet in diameter was updue caution on M-21 in Zeeland
Mrs. Harold Retan, the birde’s Vickers, Eileen Corrigan,Mary carried a bouquet of white sweat
rooted at the William Hoving sister, was matron of honor and Jane Languis, Nancy Lostutter pea* and gardenias with ivy
township; Simon Vanden Berg,
home. The large tree, located be- Tom Vander Kuy, brother of the and Frances Hanslovsky.
Grand Rapids, $12 fine and costs
streamers.
. •sJpi'*' -‘'i*
tween the house and the garage, groom, was best man
for failure to observe assured clear
Mr. and Mrs. Vander Kuy left
Miss Barbara Bishop, sister of
missed both buildings but tore up
distance or. Ottawa Beach Rd.;
Miss Eileen Corrigan,pianist, on a wedding trip to Houghton the bride, as maid of honor wore a
•*1
the cement driveway.
Robert D. Heyboer, route 3, $8.played the wedding music and ac- Lake, Mackinac Island and St pink ballerinadress trimmed with
H. P. Zwemer said he heard the companied Mias Francos Hanslov- Ignace. For traveling the bride black velvet. Bridesmaids were
90 fine and costa for driving withstorm coming for a half hour be- sky, who sang "With This Ring I wore a dusty pink sharkskin suit Mieses Twila and Sonya Geiger,
out due caution at Holland State
fore it struck Zwemer’s beach on The© Wed” and "The Lord’s Pray- and white linen accessories.They the groom’s sisters, and Mias Phyl* park.
m.
Lake Michigan. He said it was er."
now are at home at 415 north In- lis Mortensen, hjs cousin. They
accompanied by a five-foot tidal
The bride chose a white faille galls, Ann
wore matching bidlerina dresses.
wave. The twister split a tree in gown with round neckline featur- Mr. Vander Kuy is a graduate Sandra Kay Sherrell and Jimmy
half which fell across a high ten- ing a net sweetheart yoke set in of Holland high school and the | Biahop, cousin of the bride, were
(From Wednesday’s Sentinel)
sion wire, knocking out electri- with tiny pearl roses. The long University of Michigan. Mrs. Van- flower girl and ring bearer.
The Rev. Victor Mexam of First
city from 6 a.m. to 7 pm.
sleeves ended in points over the der Kuy is a senior at Michigan
Maurice Geiger attended Me
Reformed church in Kalamazoo
toll circuitto South Haven hamto and the full skirt ended in State college.
brother as best man and Oscar
conducted services at the local
and points south was knocked out
Lemon was groomsman.Ushers
Reformed church Sunday.
when part of a bam roof was
were Earnest Bishop and Richard
Mr. and Mrs. Willis De Boer anblown off at the turn on M -40 a
Nead, Jr. Mr. and Mrs. Earl Mortnounce the birth of a daughter,
mile south of the city limits. It
(or
ensen, uncle and aunt of the
Barbara Jean, bom at Holland
fell on the toll lead 50 feet away
groom, were master and mistress
hospital.
snapping the cable necessitating
of ceremonies.
Mrs. Carol Stillwellof Ionia
at
splicing of some 36 wires. In
A reception for 125 guests was
wbs a guest in the home of Mrs.
South Haven a tree knocked down
hold in the church parlors.Mrs.
Jesse Kool and mother, Mrs. P. H.
Holland's four summer play- ed jacks, badminton,ping pong, Curtis Perkin*, the groom’s sister,
the circuit leading to Holland
Fisher while Mr. Kool was at
Holland telephone crews were grounds are making plans for volley ball and horseshoes. The and Miss Effie Bishop, cousin of
Camp Ottawa with the local Boy
assisted by four crews of Grand amateur shows Friday July 13. Van Raalfe play cpnter is making the bride, were in charge of the
Scout troop.
Rapids. Other phone damage was according to Joe Moran, head of arrangements tor' the amateur gifts. Gueets came from WauwaThe Rev. and Mrs. Peter J.
reported in Greenville, fielding the sponsoring Rercation depart- show this Friday. One group is tosa, Wis., Grand Rapids, Dorr,
Muyskens and children have reworking on an operetta.
and Ionia. The storm seemed to ment.
Lowell, Allegan, Hamilton, Nunturned from their two-week vacaActivity is continuing this week
The Misses Dirkse and Rooks ica, Spring Lake and Grand IJavby-pass Grand Rapids. All damtion at Big Star lake. The former
had 50 children tor twirling les- en.
age came from falling trees. There at each of the Fites.
conducted services at the Richsons Monday morning. TTiey were
Washington
were no lightning hits. Seugatuck
Mr. and Mrs. Geiger now are at
mond St. Reformed church the
was completely isolated from Average enrollment.Main project divided Into groups accordingto h'lme at 100 East Eighth SL
*>
past Sunday, the pastorate he
phone service until 2 p.m. All tele- for younger childrenwas to make age. The children were taught the
served previous to the local
Three examplesof the extensive damage to trees
West 17th St., and a neighbor, survey the tangle
phone service was restored by 7 paper chains. The older children, hand pass twirl and the backcharge.
and property brought by Sunday morning's flash
of leaves and branches that engulfed their front
Harbor Group Passes
under guidanceof Miss Hopkins, ward figure eight.
p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. H. D. Strabbing
baby-sizedtornado are shown here. In top photo,
porch when the huge shade tree toppled over. The
- Longfellow
The Board of Public Works re- started on handicraft.This week
On Lake Construction
the garage at the home of Leo Salisbury,98 East
attended baptismal rites at Trinity
bottom photo was taken at the home of William
Fair enrollment. The children
ceived 19 trouble calls, none of Miss Hopkins wil! be at Washing24th St., was flattenedby the part. of the tree that
Overway, 115 Jefferson Ave. The falling tree
church in Holland Sunday mornmade funny facet and lone rangir
them serious. All were called by ton to instruct the children.
Many applicationsfor lake confell across Its roof. Luckily, the Salisburycar was
caused minor damage to the roof of the car at
ing when their young grandson,
They started the week making masks. The masks were made out struction were processed at TYwatrees or limbs falling over wires.
not In the garage at the time. Salisburyworks for
right and other damage to the roof of the house.
Kenneth Lee, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Three poles were down on Waver- coin purses,wrist purses, billfolds, of constructionpaper and cotton dey’s meeting of the Port of HolOverway is shown sawing branches to clear his
Alvin Strabbing, was baptised the Board of Public Works and was at the De
ly road between Eighth St. and key cases, and small purses Miss and other items were pasted onto land Authority.
Young
power
plant
when
the
storm
hit.
In
the
house.
with five other children of the
M-21 and Federal school and the Hopkins had between 50 and 60 the paper. The children heard
Requests for sheet piling made
middle photo, John G. Kronemeyer (right), 157
(Penna-Sa? and Sentinel photos)
church.
Legion club was without power for children Monday morning at the storlea, and played badminton, by C. Van Tongeren and Dr. W. G.
The Sunday school of the local
jacks, ping pong, and volley ball.
a time. Seven men were out Sun- Washington playground.
Henderson were sent back to the
Reformed church has set the date
The Henry Van Doomik family
for the season.
Also the children had their story
The older boys played horse- owners for further drawings. Tha
day,
three
quitting
at
noon
and
Mother
of
Allegan’s
of the church picnic for July 19 at were dinner guests of Mr. and
Daily mass at St. Peter’s Catho- four working after 6 p.m. Further hour, sang songs, played jacks, shoes and played scrub •oftball.
authority granted permission for
Tunnel park. A basket picnic sup- Mrs. Marvin Van Doomik on Sun- Municipal Judge Die$
ping fiong, badminton, volley ball.
Frobel
construction of slips on the Kenlic church, Douglas is 7:45 a.m.; clean-up work was in progress toper is scheduled at 5:30 to be fol- day.
The older boys practiced softball
Average enrollment.Children at drick Wright dock.
ddy.
Sunday
masses,
7,
8,
9,
10
and
11
lowed by a program of sports and
Allegan (Special)
Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. John Elzinga and
Consumers Power Co fared worse and played horseshoes.
the Froebel playground made The Texas Oil Co. sent a reother activities.
daughter, Muriel, have returned Marion D. Andrews, 69, well a.m. and 12 noon; Holy Day and work crews were still at
Van Roalto
paper chains. They played ping quest from its New York office
Local relatives and friends re- from a three-weektrip to the
Large enrollment. The children pong, jacks, volley ball, and bad- asking clarificationof lake reguwork Monday, some coming from
known residentof Allegan 26 masses, 6 and 9 a.m.
ceived word last week that Miss west coast. They were accompanGrand
Rapids to assist. Many cir- at Van Raalte made paper rab- minton. The older boys practiced lations as concernsits tankers
Recent
guests
in
the
home
of
Fannie Bultman had undergone ied by George Lenters and Mrs. years, died Sunday night in Allecuits were out all day Sunday and bits and ixiok marks. They had softball, and played horseshoes.
surgery at Rochester, Minn., and Reka Slenk and daughter, Beverly, gan Health Center after a six Mrs. Peter Palm have been her half the night. Many housewives their story hour and their usual Some of the girls played softball entering Holland harbor. TTie
company expressed concern that
is confined to Kahler hospital in of Holland.
months' illness. She was the wife nephew and family, Mr. and Mrs. cooked Sunday dinner on camp out-of-doorgames. Also they play- with the boys.
its tankers do not infringe on
that city. Her sister and husband,
Mr. and Mrs. Ter Haar and chil- of Wilson Andrew's,hardware mer- Glen Palm of Chicago and Mr. stoves and Arrowed water from
speed limits. The board assured
Mr. and Mrs. John Veldhoff and dren attendeda farewell gather- chant, and the mother of two city and Mrs. Waddy Palm and family neighbors.
them that past operations had
daughter, Necia, spent a few days ing in honor of their parents, Mr. officials.
Jo$eph E. Paul, 72,
Several trees were uprooted and Hudsonville Woman Die$
been excellent, and that a full inof Calumet.
in Rochester and Minneapolis, also and Mrs. tennis Top and children,
Active in many organizations
terpretationof the law’s meaning
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Rozhon the main road was blocked at As Result of Fall
Die$ in Grand Rapids
visiting their aistef,Miss Gladys Ivan and Gloria, in the latter’s here, she was a past president of
Borculo. All telephones were out
will be sent.
and
children
of
Atanta,
Ga.,
have
Bultman, at the latter’s place.
home. The Top family will reside the Woman’s History class, regent
and It was expected it would take
Hudsonville(Special)
Mrs.
The board met at the home of
Joseph E. Paul, 72, known to
. The Rev. Peter J. Muyskens of In Hamilton in their newly-erect- of the DAR chapter and was ac- been spending a week visiting several days before all service is
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Smith.
Flora Hughes, 79. died Sunday at many Holland businessmen, died Charles R. Sligh, and Edwin Rathe local Reformed church is con- ed hdme on the Townline Road, tive in hospital and church organphael presided.
St. Mary's hospital in Grand RaMrs. C. H. Dangler of Ithica, restored on the private line.
sidering a call to the Reformed the former John Van Huelen farm. izations.
Some shingles were blown off pids, of complicationsresulting Monday night in Grand Rapids.
N.
Y., left June 30 for her home.
church of Hudsonville.He has Several Hamilton people attend- Surviving are the husband; a
from a fall at her home in Hud- He was the Western MichiganreMr. and Mrs. John Dangler of the North Holland church.
served the local pastorate for al- ed the 82nd annual 4th of July daughter, Mrs. Helen Rink of
Police Check Suspects
From 35 to 40 camps broke up scnvilleseven weeks ago.
presentativeof Straus-Blosser InFt.
Lauderdale,
Fla.,
has
been
vismost seven years, coming here celebrationin Overisol Grove last Columbus. Ohio; two sons, Ervin,
at
Holland
State
park
when
the
Mrs.
Hughes
was
the
widow
of
vestment Co. He lived at 453 In Local Hotel Robbery
from Richmond St. church in Wednesday.Local folks partici- municipal judge of Allegan, and iting relatives and friends in storm hit early Sunday morning,
Bernard Hughes, who founded the Glenwood Ave. Grand Rapids.
"Nothing to report,"is the word
Grand Rapids. TTw congregation pating in the program were Mrs. Kenneth, partner with his father Douglas.
Mrs. Floyd Thomas and Mrs but Manager Clare Broad expect- first hardware store, coal and
from the Holland police departhas made rapid strides in growth Justin Sale’s accordion band, and and a city councilman; two grandSurvivors
include
a
son
and
ed that the 18 vacant trailer spac- lumber yard in Hudsonville. Mrs.
ment concerning Saturday mornduring his term as pastor and has John H. Albers and children, children,and brother, Ross Daily, Milton Palm have bought the
es would be taken up again by to- Hughes was active in church daughter.
Beach
House,
at
the
Douglas
ing’s robbery of $54 from the
built a beautifulnew sanctuary to Ronald and Sharon, Mr. Albers a North Hollywood, Calif.
Park at the lake shore. It was night. He said bulldozers would work, and a member of the ConNetherlands hotel in Holland.
accommodatethe growing mem- with readings and the latter two
level the beach sand blown up— a gregational church.
Sister of Col. Knox
recently owned by Mr. and Mrs.
"We’re etill checkingon threa
bership. Also during his ptay the with singing.
task to be duplicated after the
Survivors include five daughFrancis De Vries.
suspects,"Chief Jacob Van Hoff
merger of First Reformed and
Diet in Grand Haven
ters, Mrs. Harol 1 Branch of Grand
The Rev. and Mrs. Clarence wild July 4 itorm.
said, "But we have nothing to reAmerican Reformed churches was
Grand Haven (Special) — Mrs. port yet."
Rites
Tuesday
(or
Husband
Rapids,
Mrs.
Lee
Hessler
of
HolEllinger
are
on
a
two
weeks’
vaeffected,and it is now known as
land, Mrs. Marion De Weerd of Elizabeth Knox Cassada, 66, a sisHe added, *T didn’t know there
the Hamilton Reformed church.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Dwyer of cation, visitingplaces of interest Improvements Progress
0( Former Holland Girl
Wayland,
and Mrs. Gilbert Hall ter of the late Col. Frank Knox, were so many guys with pencil
in
Canada.
During
Rev.
Ellinger’s
Scheduled to attend the Bible
Oak Park, 111., are occupying a
and Mrs. Owen Branch of Hud- former Secretaryof the Navy mustaches and washed out Army
absence, the pulpit will be filled On South Shore Drive
conference at Camp Geneva as
Albert Lea, Mina — Funeral cottage at the lake shore.
sonville; 13 grandchildren and four who died in 1945, died in Muni- clothes."
by
Dr.
Edith
Dorreil
of
Grand
delegate*of the local Reformed services were Tuesday in’ First
Mr. and Mrs. OrvilleMillar and
Improvements are progressing
cipal hospitalMonday night.
great grandchildren.
Those were two points of identiRapids. She will live at the parchurch Sunday school from July
Presbyterian church here for son, Gerald, are spending a two sonage and will attend to calls on parts of South Shore Dr., acMrs. Cassada, a Grand Rapids fication supplied by the victim of
16 to 23 are Marilyn Hansen,
week’s vacation with relatives in
cording to Albert Hyma, Ottawa
resident, establisheda summer the early morning robbery.
during the two weeks.
Phyllis • Brink, Marilyn Nyhof, S/Sgt. Amo J. Van Ryswyk, 36, Ithica, N. Y.
county road commissioner.The Vacationer Dies
residence on StrawberryPoint on
Mr. and Mrs. Alex Schidjam of
Beverly Veen, Darlene Smidt, who died at Frankfurt, Germany, Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Dekker and
widening will be completed next ^Grend Haven (Special)— Harry Spring Lake a few years ago.
Obnnie Haakma, Beatrice Deters, June 1, following a hunting ac- family of Holland, have been re- Chicago, are vacationing a week week.
Anakin, Detroit resident vacationShe was born in Grand Rapids, Marriage Licenses ]
Marlene Folkert, Elaine Brower, cident. His wife is the former cent guests of her parents, Mr. in the Schuhan cottage.
Grading has been' completed, ing at Khardomah lodge at High- attended Grand Rapids public
(From Monday’s Senttnel)
Shirley Schipper, Clifford Japink, Marie Schumacher of Holland and Mrs. James Goshorn.
but culverts have to be put in and land park, died shortly before schools and Albion college. SurOttawa County
Bruce Brink, Glenn Folkert, Dale Mich. She and a daughter, Lynn,
Dean Wark Doman, son of Mrs. Funeral Services
the widened sections must be noon Tuesday in Municipal hospi- viving are the husband,Earl, to
Henry Blaukamp, 70, and Mrs.
dipping, Edward Miskotten, Carl are living in Tucson, Ariz.
Grace Wark Doman, is a student
blacktopped.
tal where he was taken two days
Hellenthal,62; both of HolKemma and Wendell Kemme. A .Sgt. Van Ryswyk entered the at the Culver Summer school at . Funeral service* for Grace Van A few driveways were chopped ago after a heart attack.The body whom she was married In 1945; Tena
Spyker, 79, of Drenthe, who died
a
sister, Mrs. Fred W. Reed of land; Ivan F. Bowen, 24, Holland,
group of eight are attending the Army Air Force in 1941 and serv- Culver, Ind.
Monday at the Christian Psycho- up to make the road wider at was taken to Van Zantiwick fun- Cassopol^and a r.ephew, Frank- and Shirley M. Tibbe, 18, route
younger group conference thh ed in the Asiatic sector during
Friends here of Charles E. Mil- pathic hospital, Cutlerville, will be some points. West Michigan Con- eral h^sne.
lin Knox Mallett of Grand Rapids. 4, Holland; Peter Jay Roon, 23,
week.
World War II. He flew 83 missions lar of Lansing, have received word held Friday at 2 pm. from the * truction €o. tof Zeeland is conroute 1, Zeeland, and Betty Lou’
Mrs. Harry J. Lampen spent over "the hump” in Bunna and that he has been promoted as
TWO YOUTHS FINED
Gemmen, 18, route 1, Hudsonville;
Yntema funeral home In Zeeland tractor.
several days in the home of her China. For the last two years he chief of the Lands Division of the
Work has been slowed down at Grand Haven (Special)— Ronald Cotter Sundew Docks
John Dykema 67, route 3. Hudsonwith the Rev. Martin Bblt, pastor
children,Mr. and Mrs. Robert served as a radio operator in the Soil Conservation department.
of Drenthe Christian Reformed various times because workers Kiersey, 17, and Thomas Lechlit- TTie Coast Guard cutter Sun ville, and Mary Spaman, 51, Grand
Hall, caring for her grandson, Air Force near Frankfurt.
He was formerlyassistant man- church, officiating. Burial will be tried to keep traffic moving at ner, 17, both of Lansing, arrested dew entered Holland harbor Rapids; Gordon Sheldon, 2L route
Bruce, while his parents were on
He was accidentallyshot in the ager.
all times. Thus part of a section by Park Supt. Louis Haney July Tuesday with a load of coal for 1, Grand Haven, and Salley Shagin West Drenthe cemetery.
.
chest and right arm while hunting
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Ring of St.
could be done while traffic moved 4 charging them with drinking the Coast Guard lighthouseat the
* Miss Della Bowman was a week-,deer with a German forester’s son. Louis have rented a cottage at the More deadly fires start in the over the opposite side of the road. beer in a car on the oval, each harbor. She was expected to leave pee, 17, Grand Haven.
and visitor in the home of her He was born May 2, 1915, in lake shore and Mr. and Mrs. Fen- kitchen than in any other place In
paid $20 fine and $5.45 costs in after unloading. The Sundew is
The Mississippiriver
parents, Mr. and Mrs. ’ Jacob Sully, la., to Mr. and Mrs. P. A. ter Crook of Nashville,Tenn., are the home, according to an insurThe dentist’s chair was designed Justice George Hoffcr’scourt Sat- the 40th boat to enter the harbor 1543 Is the first
Bowman of Fremont
Van Ryswyk.
occupying a cottage at the shore ance company.
United
by M. W. Hanchett in 1848.
this season.
trday * morning.

W.

Siersma, route 2, fine and
costs of $12, on West Eighth St.;
Harris Driesenga, route 2, fine and
costs of $7, on Ottawa Beach Rd.;
Frank Fendt, 216 West 14th St.,
$12 fine and costs, on Ottawa
Beach Rd.; Donald Van Wieren,
route 4, fine and costs of $12, on
Ottawa Beach Rd.; Delores Hoffman 376 Pine Ave., $12 fine and
costs, on Ottawa Beach Rd.; James
W. Topp, 2338 East Ninth St., $12
fine and costs, on Ottawa Beach
Rd.
Five other traffic violatorswere
listed. They were Lloyd Johnson,
Grand Rapids, $12 fine and costs
for improper left turn in Park
township; Loren E. Renkema,
route 2, Hudsonville, $5 fine and
costs for running stop sign at
Riley Ave. and 76th St.; Robert
E. Veeder, 28 West 28th St., $17
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memory lingers on.
all-night search for the

when

it hobbled into Holland

harbor under half-power.But
many hands went into the rescue
that very possiblycould have ended in tragedy.
One of the busiest places on the
lake front was the Holland Coast
Guard station. Chief Francis Caron and his crew were busy — waiting and listening to their radio.
The Holland lifeboatwent out at
6:35 p.m. with three men aboard:
Edwin Feddick,James Robinson
and Louis Glowney.
The boat headed straight west
to where the Buccaneerwas supposed to be. In fact, the Holland
sailors think they overshot the
mark and went out about 35 or
40 miles. The yacht was supposed
to be 20 miles straight west.
The Holland boat was secured
from the search at 11:50 p.m. after contacting the steamer Norman B. Ream, which had a pretty
good line on where the Buccaneer
was foundering.So the three local
men turned back and began their
long, choppy and wvt ride to Holland.

Whet was estimatedto be a
three hour return stretched— and
stretched — and stretched.Chief
Caron and his boys waited patiently and drank coffee and played solitaire and kept a sharp look-

Return From Wedding Trip

Zeeland

Chance

Zeeland.

yacht Buccaneer and its six-man
crew was brought to a successful
conclusion early Thursday morning

1M1

(From Friday's Sentinel)
Mr. and Mrs. H. Coith of On
cinnati, Ohio, who are resorting
at their summer home at Tennessee beach, visitedfriends in ZeeIn State Finals
land Sunday, Mrs. Coith is the
former Mae Lahuis of this city.
Dr. Allen B. Stowe; who manMiss Kathryn Boons tr a, teacher
ages the atate tennis tourney at at Flint, is spending part of her
Kalamazoo each year, has decided summer vacation. at her home
v %
to put the midgets, the under-13
Keith De Jonge who was
year age group, to a teat in the
member of the Second Reformed
finals next week. The group has church choir for some time, and

OM

The commotion has died down

The

tJ,

Midget Netters

AMBUSH
but the

THURSDAY, JULY

pot competed in past year*. The
state tourney runs from Tuesday
through Friday of next week.
Dr. Stowe's decision means that
Holland will send an aggregation
of youngsters to compete in that
age bracket, Joe Moran, said today. Moran directed the local
tourney last week that decided
who could go to the state finak.
Two youngstersgoing to the
finals in the under-13 class are
Tom Overbeek and Jim Vender
Poel. Tom beat Jim in the finals
of the local tourney this week to
cop the under-13singles crown.
But then the two singles finalists
got togetherand whipped John
Stryker and John Landwehr in

_____
Anybody relish a nice job of houstcleaningf This
photo shows what can happen to Interior furnishInge when a boat is mercilesslypounded by heavy
seas for hours on end. It was taken by Lee Toberman of St. Louie after the 72-fbot Buccaneer
docked safely in Holland Thursday morning after
being toaaed by 30-foot waves in a 45-mlle-an-hour
wind on Lake Michigan for about 12 hours. Photo

,how« fleneral damage in the main cabin, ita floors^
flooded and everything else soaked and battered.
The six survivorssaid water would rush in through
broken hatches and wash out through the stern,
carrying with it everything that wasn't nailed
down. For additional details see Volleys from Ambush on page 5.

his parents,the Rev. and Mrs. G. E.

De Jonge who

recently returned

from Kuwait, Arabia, where they are missionaries
of the Reformed church, have
for a furlough

m
m

been visiting in Zeeland.
The following of the First Reformed church are attending the

li

Burns, Duanne Timmer, Karl Van
Asselt, tylax De Jonge, Norman

Wiggers, James Kamps,

m

mm h

Camp Geneva conference this
week: Tom Van Kley, Calvin

first

Tommy

Wolterink, Kenneth P 1 k a a r t,
Keith Post, Robert Walters, John

in

Wolterink,Jack Helder, David
den Ouden, Donald Pluister,and
James Kaat and the pastor, the
Rev. J. den Ouden. About 200
the doubles finals.
boys are enrolled this week. Vis*
Another boy in the under-13 itor's night is Thursday night
class who will go to Kalamazoo is when parents and fiends are inPaul Dykema, who reached the vited.
finals in the under-15 class this
George Buttles spent a few days
year, but was beaten by. Rich recently in Grand Rapids visiting

ij

%

Sharda.

his friend, Calvin Rynbrandt. Calenter the high- vin is visitingin Zeeland at the
er age bracket although he could home of George Buttles a few
have competed in the easier un- days this week.
der-13 group.

Dykema chose to

Mrs. Willis Van Vuren and
Henry Driesenga, of Bethel ReDave Moran, singles champion in formed church, Holland sang at
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Van Eisenga
the under-18 age division, has been
the Second Reformed church
(Prince photo)
invited to play with Conrad FishAfter a two-week Eastern wed- gown featuring a lace-covered bomorning service "List'ning at the
er
in
the
state
doubles.
ding
trip,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Gerald
That may be true, but the sud- Sunday evening guests of the Rev.
dice. Peter Pan collar and tiny
Heart's Door," Ackley, and "He
out.
den storm coming up as it did on
This, Moran said, is a real Bore the Cross for Me," Ackley. Van Eisenga are now at home at buttons down the front to the
and
Mrs. John Pott and family.
Finally,at 4:15 a.m., the three a holiday when ell the newspapers
20 West Central Ave., Zeeland. waist. The long sleeves w-ere
break, giving Moran and Fisher a
Miss Betty Lou Roelofs of Forest
Pvt. John Spaman of Camp
cold and wet Coast Guardsmen in the country were accident and
strong chance of taking the state
The
bride is the former Mildred pointed at the wrists and the full
(From Saturday’s Sentinel)
Grove sang at the evening serlanded their light craft in front of disaster-conscious accounted to McCoy. Wis., and Mrs. John SpaShoemaker, daughter of John skirt ended in a train. Her fingerdouble title. Fisher was runner-up
vice
"Lord,
Speak
to
Me,”
Spairs.
Keith Hyde of Burnips arrived in the junior divisionof the state
the station and stumbled into the some degree for the attention man of Hamilton were week-end
Shoemaker of Zeeland, Jhe groom tip veil was fastened to a braided
Misses Kathryn and Geneva is the son of Paul
at Grand Rapids by plane Tuesday finals last year, and won the boys
building for hot coffee, rest and given a single ship.
P
Van Eisenga of satin band trimmed with orange
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Janssen sang a duet "How Lovely
reports.Feddick, Robinson and
The Buccaneerwas particularly
from Pennsylvania. He came to singles title the year before last. Are Thy Dwellings," at the First Grand Rapids.
blossoms. She carried a bouquet
Glowney were out in the same sea lucky in having a radio. Had it Spaman.
They were married June 15 at of Hibbard roses, snapdragon*and
-spend the holiday with his wife, He also was runner-up in the Eas- Reformed church morning service.
The
funeral
services
of
Mr.
Sithat dismantled the 72-foot yacht been unable to send a distress sig8 p.m. in First Reformed church sweet peas with ivy streamers.
tern Interscholastic competition
Mrs. Irene Hyde, and their chilEverett Vanden Brink of Holland,
for almost 10 hours in a lifeboat nal, its plight could only have been mon Boss. Sr., were held on WedZeeland. The Rev. John den
this year. Last year, he won the
The maid of honor wore a^’elsang a solo "Wonderful. Wonderful
half the adze of the object of the speculated, and a search futile if nesday. June 27th at 1:30 at the dren of Burnips. He will return Canadian Junior tourney.
Ouden performedthe double ring low gown and the bridesmaids
Jesus,”
at
the
evening
service.
home and 2 o'clock at the Vries- the end of this week to Pennsyl
aearch.
not impossible.
rites. Bouquets of peonies, palms, wore identical aqua gowns. All
land Reformed church with the
ferns and candelabradecorated wore matching hats and nylon
vania, where he does construction
Rev. John Pott, pastor of the
“If you make anybody the hero
the church. Mrs. Man-in Shoe- mitts and carried bouquets of carwork.
Most comments were trite.
Rev.
Jacob
Brower
church, and the Rev. Edward Masof this story, make it Kenny,”
maker was organist and Ted nations.
“It's certainly good to be back
Pearle
Fouch
of
Allegan,
an
atselink of Grand Rapids officiat(From Saturday’* Sentinel)
five members of the Buccaneer on land.”
Hoekstra of Grand Rapid* wa*
Speaker at Meeting
A reception was held in the
ing. Burial took place in the Vries- torney, will be a guest speaker
crew said.
Mr. and Mrs. Orrin Ensfield, Jr.,
soloist.
church parlors for 110 guests. Mr.
”1 was afraid we'd never make
at
the
Burnips
school
reunion,
acland cemetery. Mrs. Gerry Scherand Edwin Ensfieldof Ganges and
Th Rev. Jacob Brower was Mrs. Harold Timmer of Jenison, and Mrs. Richard Fyfe were
Kenny is the engineer— Kenneth it.”
mer and Mrs. A1 Kamps sang "Be- cording to announcement by John Miss Mary Ensfield of Kalamazoo guest speaker at the regular meet- the bride's sister,* was matron of
Cole. He fixed one motor twice
master and mistress of ceremon'That Coast Guard cutter cer- yond the Sunset” and "No Night De Young of Diamond Springs,
went to Chicago Thursday to at- ing of the Women's Missionary honor. Bridesmaids were Miss Ar- ies, Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Timmer
*nd put in at least eight houre tainly looked good to us.’’
president 0f the organization.The
There"
at
the
funeral
services.
tend funeral servicesfor their society of First Reformed church lene Van Eisenga, sister of the served punch and Mr. and Mrs.
straight at the wheel while the
“Let’s get some breakfast.”
Those who attended came from afternoon meeting will begin at 1 uncle and brother,Forest Ensfield, Thursday afternoon. He spoke on groom, and Miss Jane Ellen De
Buccaneerwas battling 30-foot
Gary Vogelaar arranged gifts.
pm.
at
the
local community hall.
Grand Rapids. Holland. Zeeland,
who died Monday, June 24. Mr. the work that is being done among Weerd. the bride's niece. Paul Van
high waves and 46-mile an hour
The couple left on their honeyForrest Shuck. Jr., son of Mr.
Jesiek's
were
plastered
with
Hudsonville.
Vriesland,
and
Fulwinds.
Ensfield.74. was bom in Ganges, the Dutch immigrant* in Canada. Eisenga assisted his brother as moon after the reception.
and Mrs. Forrest Shuck, Sr., of
phone
calls from many areas, as ton, Illinois.
the son of the late Emma and
The meeting was in charge of best man. Dr. Clarence ShoeThe other five men aboard the
Mrs. Van Eisenga is employed
were Coast Guard stationsin HolMm. L. De Vries. Mrs. R Bohl, Holland, conducted morning ser- Christopher Ensf-eld, pioneers, and Mrs. B. Krulthof, president.Mrs. maker of Franklin Park. III. and
boat awarded the lion’s share of
at the Grand Rapids Loose Leafr
land, Grand Haven and other plac- and Mrs. H. Bouwman of Beaver- vices at Burnips Methodist church
is a brother of Orrin Ensfield of Dick Boter led devotions. Mrs. H. Jack Van Eisenga. brothers of the Binder Co. and Mr. Van Eifirnga
responsibility for keeping the craft
es on the west coast.
dam. Mrs M.. P. Wyngarden of He is formerly of Burnips and now Ganges. The latter was unable to Wybenga sang “How Beautiful couple,were ushers.
afioat to their engineer.
3t the Grand Rapids Stamping
is
studying
for
the
ministry
in
Don Jesiek finally gave up.
Vriesland were Thursday aftergo because of illness.
Upon the Mountain." She was
The bride wore a white *atin division of General Motors.
Chicago.
'Tm
referring all calls to The noon guests of Mrs. G. Kuyers of
The Baptist m'ssion circle met accompanied by Mrs. E. Ruisard.
Skipper Willet Watkins claims
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Stickley of
Sentinel," he said.
Borculo.
the biggest Jeason he learned from
with Mrs. Gladys Chapman Thurs- Mre. B. Vander Poel was made e
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Arnold were
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Boss and Burnips announce the birth of a day. June 28. Mrs. B. E. Robison life member of the Board of Dothe watery experience was always
United
Press
scored
a
clean family of Galewood were Thurs- daughter born last week at Alguests
at an anniversary dinner
mestic
missions.
to keep at least two seta of charts
lman Health center. Mrs. Stickley presentedthe lesson on denomigiven Sunday by Mr. and Mrs.
national institutions. Miss Myrth
Hostesses were the Mrs. M.
aboard. When the Buccaneer's scoop on the arrival of the crew. day supper guests of Mr. and Mrs. is the former Clara Lynn.
(From Saturday’s Sentinel)
Frank Seeley of Bangor.
That pay station at Jesiek's was Henry Boss.
chart* blew overboardWednesday
Funeral services were held
Mrs. Charlie Coates spent sev- Gooding conductedthe devotions. Klow, Mrs. P. Marsilje and Miss
busy
place that morning, and
Mrs.
John
Van
Welt.
Mr.
Radient Rebekah lodge w-ill hold
Anna
Luidens.
afternoon, the crew didn’t know
Mrs. Roy Nye the newly-elected
Thursday at 2 p.m. from the
Skipper Willet Watkins (a nice and Mrs. Gordon Streur of Hol- eral weeks with relativesand re- president,presided and appointed
its annual Memorial service at the
exactly where it was or where it
Chappell
funeral
home
for
Irwin
turned home last week
regular meeting Friday evening.
was going. Then when the mast guy) consented to tell hi* storv land were Thursday evening
Dornan. 61, a life time resident of
Last week Miss Doris Barrett of her committees for the coming Royal Neighbors Have
to Unipreseer George Zarry in guests at the M. P. Wyngarden
Richard Jonathas spent the
snapped, the compass went hayyear.
Cake
and
tea
were
served
Ganges.
Mr.
Dornan
died
Tuesday
Rochester. N. Y„ was a guest for
Grand Rapids. George plugged the home.
week-end visiting relativesand
wire and the motors coughed dead,
at
the
close
of
the
meeting.
at the South Haven hospital.He
Regular Meet at Hall
yarn in his usually brisk and snapThe Jamestown Reformed church several days of her sister, Mrs.
friends in Chicago. Miss Carol
the boat just ‘’drifted.”
Mr. and Mrs. Delbert Foreman
Is aurvived by two sisters, Mrs.
py style.
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Lee
of
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and
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I he prayer and praise service of
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vacation
«<'a praise serv
there, accompanied him home.
thing would drift w-hen the waves
this week for a few days in the Neighbors was held Thursday Clayton Galloway of Otsego.
With the battered craft safely- school to be held from July 16th . ..ni.psMethodist church was home of Mr. and Mrs. Albert Nye. evening at the hall in charge of
Mr. and Mrs. Wright Hutchinare 30 feet high,” the crew said.
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docked. a '|one nylon stocking through the 20th. All children held last Wednesday evening.
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Mrs.
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Norlin.
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Foremans
are
making
a
trip
of Brighton, died early Sunday of
Annual picnic of Market Street
dangled listlessly from the radio from kindergarten age through
tight, hope and pray.”
through the west. Mr. Foreman is
After the businew meeting a injuries received in an automobile the Fourth all of their children,
aerial.
the eighth grade are welcome. Methodistchurch Women's Soci- a nephew of Mrs. Nye.
party was held honoring mem- accident. She was the wife of Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Wade. Mr.
ety fy Christian Service was held
Whats
that f4r?" one reporter More detailslater.
The Buccaneer's strong radio asked.
Mrs. Maud Hogancamp has a bers with July birthdays. Lunch Charles Swallich and the daughter and Mrs. Stuart Webb and family,
Miss Florraine Brower, daugh- last Friday at Byron Center park.
played a major part in directing
friend
visiting her this week from was served and cards were play- of Mr. and Mrs. Chris Kluck of Mr. and Mrs. Hughes Hutchinson
A picni^' dinner was .served. Mrs.
and family, Marvin Hutchinson,
the rescue ships to the yacht's "That's our windsock," a crew- ter of Mr. and Mrs. Adrian Brow- Kenneth Rynbrandt was in charge Alabama.
ed. Prizes were awarded to Mrs. South Lyons formerlyof Fennman replied.
er of Vriesland
Vern
position. And it almost wasn't
Miss Myrth Gooding close.! her Margaret Wright, Mrs. Effie ville. Besides her husband and also Mr. and Mrs. Claude Hutchof
the
transportation
committee
He explained that that sock South, son of Mr. and Mrs. Lawthere.
Mrs. Dorothy Shuck and chil- 22nd year of school work In Ruth. Sprang and Miss Vernice Oln- parents she is survived by a yearwas really a life saver while 30- rence South of Muskegon Heights
Michigan Fruit Canners have
Owner Watkins said that it was
dren.
Jimmy and Patty, and Mrs Nev.. last week and has returned stead.
old son, Paul and nine brothel’s
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in
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for
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and sisters. Her brother, Richard, strawberries and expect to start
lentlessly for eight hours. The evening at the Beaverdam Re- Ruth De Jongh and children. Jean
the radio iif the boat’s equipment
and Sonny, spent a 10-day vaca- summer She will return in Sept- at Kollen park Tuesday at 6:30 was killed in an automobile accicompass
was
out, but the skipper formed church at 8:30 oo'clock.
processingcherries the last of this
for her vacation cruise from St.
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bring sandwiches, table sen-ice’ tending funeral services hold
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Monterey Center Methodist
boat
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Thursand
friends
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were Mrs. E. C. Foster and son.
Monday morning for Washington. church held its prayer and praise
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have it put on. But, oh brother—" position to take the w-aves headon
day by having four of his friends
service Thursday evening.
D. C.
Edward; Mr. and Mrs. Gus Kluck. has appointed Linn Sheckler to
at a 6 p.m. dinner.
Mr. and Mrs. Louie Kluck. Jake fill the vacancy.
Mr. Leon Van Zoeren of ChiOne wire report listed wave* 10
The six member* of the crew feet
Mr. and Mrs. E H. Cadw'allader Mexican Phantoms Take
Kiuck and the Misses Queen and
high
cago. III., Mrs. Peter Leetsma of Miscellaneous Showers
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3
from
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for
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panied by \M iss Carol Walter.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. G. J. Fete July Bride-Elect
sailors, now on shore.
Monday, July 9. at 8 p.m. Betime engineer.Watkins is connectweek’s visit in the home of Mrs.
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Plurnmer.
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Plummer
A
miscellaneous
shower
was
givHamilton, 4-1, in a Wooden Shoe Flint and Mr. and Mrs. Delbert
high, only nobody will belie\e The Ladies’ Missionary and Aid
is in the Army, and was on furen Tuesday evening in honor of is a sister of Mrs. Cadwallader. game at Riverview park Tuesday Meyer and family of Allegan were will be taken on continuingthe
that,” one member said. "Better society will meet on next week
lough for the cruise. Duff S. Allen,
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Nye and Mr. night, with each team getting six week-end visitors of Mr. and Mrs. 5-mill building and site fund tax
say 30 to 40 feet, and you won't Thursday afternoon, July 12th at Mb* Elaine Bussies,July bridefor a period of five years beyond
Jr., is a student. Lee Toberman is
and
Mrs. Alva Hoover celebrated hits.
elect of Rog Westenbroek. Mrs.
2 o’clock.
James Smeed. Sunday they were the present expiration date.
exaggerateone bit."
connected with a manufacturing
the 23rd wedding anniversary of
Sunday guests at the S. Broers- John Bussies was hostess.
Chico Octego led the Phantoms joined by Mr. and- Mrs. George
firm. Nelson Reed is a salesman.
Games were played and dupli- the former couple' by having a to victory under the arc-lighted Smeed and son, Stanley of Kaiama home were Mr. Arthur FeenAll
crew
members
were
soaked
He that walketh with wise men
Onjy Watkins is an ex-Navy
cate prizes awarded to Mrs. Henry 6 o'clock dinner at the Red Brick field, getting two singles. Ray nwxx>.
over and over again when the sea stra. Mr. Edward Fountain and
will be wise.— Solomon.
man.
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in
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Friday
and
Menken.
Mrs.
Robert
Deur.
Mrs.
Lugtiheid clouted two doubles to
pounded the trim Buccaneer. The son of Decatur, Mr. and Mrs. John
Jousma and three children. Mr. Foster Bouwman anfl Mrs. Karl attended a theatre party in the lead Hamilton.
Somehow, it wasn't dramatic at wuter would swoosh over the bow and Mrs. Floyd Jousma and fam- Slayer. A two-course lunch was evening.
Winning pitcher was Martin
pour into the hatches, flood the
•U...
served by Hie hostess.
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Mosier Silva, with Martin Johnson the
ily of Holland.
After all the hue and cry on Kalley,and carry off chairs, matInvited were the Mesdame* and eight children will come from loser.
Roger Vander Kolk of Granddistress signals, radio telephone tresses, pillow*, food, and everyClarence Westenbroek. Henry F. Chicago Sunday for a visit in the
thing else that wasn’t nailed down ville is helping Frank Vander
connections,news flashesand even
Bouwman, Nelson Boeve, Willard F. G. Mosier home.
Duff Alien was wearing • nice Kolk for the summer months.
television, the real docking after
Robert Stchle and sister, Miss Van Dyke Autos Trounce
Deur,
Foster Bouwman, Henry
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Syrene
Boss
of
a harrowingexperience seemed raincoat,but that didn't help Galewood were Saturday callers Menken. Julius Deur, Donald MarjorieStehle spent the weekmuch.
He
wa*
just
as
soaked
as
definitelyanti-climatic.
at the Henry Boss home.
Bouwman. Stanley Rutgers, John end in Rockford, JM„ visiting their Phantoms in WS League
The 72-foot Buccaneer,its one the other members.
Mr.
John
Elsma
of Grand Hav- Weenum. Edwin Bouwman, Law- sister and brother-in-law,Mr. and
Did you ever stop to figure how
Michigan
Pure
Van Dyke Autos trouncedthe
motor chugging,pulled up to a
en and Mu.s HenriettaElsma of rence Bouwman, John Aalderink. Mrs. Elwin Perkins.
Mexican Phantoms, 9-2, at Rivernew dock under construction at effectivea raincoat is when gal- Muskegon were Sunday guests in Willis Bouwman. Karl Slayer and
Mrs. A. N. Larsen had her niece
lons and gallons of water keep
view Park Friday night, after getJesiek's, scarred up a few spots
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Vriesland.
Misses Doris Westenbroek and Mrs. Ray Krans of Chicago,for
Pounng
on
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from
above
and
ting six runs in a big second inon its slick hull, and finally the
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Van Houten of ignore Bussies, ail of Holland, her guest last week.
aix-man crew, one by one, alight- finds its way inside your collar?
Grand Rapids were Thursday and Mrs. Robert Deur of Zeeland. Mr. and Mrs. Martin Beisner ning. The Phantoms were held
For canning success... canrunless by Clyde Kehrwecker,Van
ed. There wasn't much said. Only
guests of Mrs. K. Jousma, Mr. and
Oi Wednesday evening, another of Chicago came Sunday for a
ning economy choose the
Dyke
pitcher, until the final in• couple of reporters and a phoMrs. S. Broerema.
miscellaneousshower was given week’s visit in the home of the
specialfavoriteof Michigan
ning, when they squeezed two
tographer were on the dock.
Mr. and Mrs. G. De Vree were for Miss Bussies at the home of latter'* aunt, Mrs. William
runs
home
on
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and
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homemakers: Michigan
As conversation progressed, the
Saturday callers at the M. P. Mrs. Garold Gebben of Grand- Broadway and family.
The Phantoms got only three
Made Pure Sugar!
crew learned what ruckus they
Wyngardenhome.
Mr. and Mrs. John McVea are
ville. Prizes for games wore
(From Saturday's Sentinel)
hits, while M. Silva was giving up
had created on land. At first thev
There simply is no finer,
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Beyer of awarded to Mrs. Garry Vander in Chicago spending a week with
John Pott preached on Zeeland were recent guests of Hul.st and Mrs. John Bussies.A relatives and attending a niece’s 10 to Auto batters.
thought reporter* were kidding
purer, sweeter sugar in all
T. Silva, J. Ortega, and P. EolLs
when they mentioned radio new* i,u ^1°*! «g fcubjec,s °n Sunday. Mr. and Mrs. John Beyer and fam- two-course lunch was served
wedding.
the world! Best of all, you
all got singles for the Phantom
fkslies, short wave and television, July 1st, God’s Verdict On Mere ily.
Mrs. Wilbur Ensfield underwent
Invited were Misses Elaine
get the most for your money
but couple of feet of United Human Goodness” and “Outer Mr. and Mrs. Corneal Zuidema Garvelmk, Jean Zoerhoff, Diane major surgery in Bronson hospi- cause,
Look for the “Michigan
For the winner*, H. Wiersma,
Press teletype copy quickly re as- Darkness.”Mrs. A1 Kamps sang of Fulton, III., were overnight
Tubergan. He n r e 1 a- Jansen. tal Kalamazoo, Thursday.
Made”
seal on the bag
Zeke
Piersma,
and
Dave
KempTt*.n they bee.™
,he evenin&
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Leona Jansen. Wilma Jansen,
with Mrs. Kenneth De Jonge of Boss
when you shop. It’s a sure
more talkative; • ^
ker all . got one single and one
Gertrude Jansen, Cornelia Jansen.
double, while A. Piersma, and G
One by one, they made their Iceland, accompanist.
guide to quality, value!
BeVerly Gerard of Grandville Is Doris Ann Boeve. Barbara Bussies
Piersma each got two single*.
way to the telephone booth to call anIhMme?!!?‘n:hip
paper« of Mr. vacationing at the home of her and Marion Windemuller of HolP^ld Sprik and three uncle and aunt, Mr. and Mrs. C. land, Miss Shirley Zoet of Hamil(From Saturday'* Sentinel)
their families, in St. Lbuis-chargcs reversed. Some had heard news- baptized children. Raymond Dale. Wabekc.
The Rev. Gurison, pastor of
ton and Me.sdames Garry Vander
Shirhe Ann, and Patricia Jo were
casts: other* hadn't.
United Brethren Banner Street Longfellow Team Whips
Mr. George Boss of Grand Rap- Hutet and John Bussies.
church, Grand Rapids, wa* guest
Duff Allen, Jr., 22-ye«r-old for- tranaferred from the Olivet Re- ids was a Thursday guest at the
Washington Batteries
pastor at Maple Hill United Brethmcr Princeton student, learned his formed church of Grandville Ur Henry Boss home.
the
Vrjf.siand
Reformed
church
ren church Sunday. The Rev. Edfather had heard
broadcast
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Huisen and Local Student Earns
The Washington sdrool Batterger Perkins, pastor,has been con- ies dropped a 28-8 decision to the
while in bed at 5 a.m. He wisely • 1 ‘ e ,ocal • GE announce* that Lucille, of Galewood attended the
at University
ducting revival services at Free- Longfellow team at Longfellow
refrainedfrom telling his wife un- residents-have contributedgen. funeral services of Mr.’ Simon
port for several days.
tU breakfast time. Duff, Jr., call- erously ($46.60) toward the ex- Bom. Sr., on Wednesday, June
Thursday,
Ann
Arbor—
Barbara
Julie
Yeopenaes for the Internationalto be 27th.
ed only a few minute* later.
The Arthur Pickering and ClarBill Kraai pitched for the Batmans.
208 West 10th St., Holland,
held in Grand Rapids. July 16-21
Several local residents attended was included on the list of 128 ence Walters familieshad a picnic teries, with Carl Well* his batSome crew member* just could- The church membership papers thr Fourth of July celebration in students who earned all-A records at Campau lake Saturday.
tery-mate.
of Mrs. Matilda Vander Linde (nee
Mr. and Mrs. Cyrus Hoff were
nt understand *U the fua*.
Drenthe on Wednesday.
John Roberts chucked the winat
the
University
of
Michigan
J^Ppenga) have been *e»t%o the
TU LADY of
tayt,
guests Sunday at the home of rel- ning game for Longfellow, with
Surely, wilh this big lake and
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Genzink during the spring semester.
CTimtian Reformed church of
"Especiallyduring conning Maton/l
ative*.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Longdorf
of
•II these boat., Jot* of other
of Holland, Mr. and Mr*. Martin
Dave Vap Tubbergeh his batteryThe list was released today.
Muskegon
Grandville.
urge (he use of Michigan Made Pure
must be in distress at times,"one
mate. Tom Klomparens hammered
Mr.
and
Mr*.
Donald
GrevenrnJiingarden:
Pearl
and
El,enl
MLs*s
Romans
i* enrolled in the
Sugar. know from my own experience,
member commented.
two home run* for the losing Batfo«d and family of Holland were nniff a P‘cn,c aupper on Wed- school of literature,science and
Some village* in New Mexico are tery team, while D. Boerigter
there is no finer sugar of any price."
| the arts.
more than 400 years old.
swatted one for the winners.
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